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Abstract

In the field, irrigation is commonly implemented by the control of water availability in
the soil, or in more recent approaches also by measuring the joint water consumption
of plant and soil (evapotranspiration) to derive irrigation time and quantity. Here,
plant dynamic behavior is not (thoroughly) considered, neglecting the plants’ ability
to cope with hostile conditions (deficit irrigation). Plant-based approaches have the
potential to reflect plant dynamics but are still subject of scientific studies. Here,
the target is mostly to detect stress incipience indicating the moment of irrigation
initiation, irrigation quantification is is not (yet) possible based on these approaches.

Applying control engineering perception to the irrigation task, the introduction of
a suitable model of plant dynamics into irrigation approaches allows directly for
plant growth control by means of water input variation. Existing (crop) models
(input: agricultural inputs (soil, fertilizer etc.), output: growth/yield) consider plant
dynamics due to water deficits very restrictively in form of linear yield reduction
functions. A model of plant adaptive behavior including the ability to memorize
stress is not available. Hence, a deliberately planned deficit irrigation is not feasible.

In this thesis a novel approach to control plant growth based on water stress training
is presented. Here, training is denoted as intended sequencing of water deficit events
to control growth behavior. The presented approach is based on deficit irrigation
control experiments resulting in a state machine model. In this model, plant adaptive
behavior is described in terms of stress level (water deficit detected by the plant),
stress memory level (adaptive response aimed at future stresses), and damage level
(upper boundary of productive water stress). A quantitative distinction between
stress levels is introduced by two new plant-based thresholds: response and recu-
peration threshold. Open-loop control options are based on the sequencing of two
experimentally detected growth performance ranges, i.e. ’hydrological time’-based
growth in not memorized states, and ’usage-bound growth’ in states with memory.
Growth performance in ’usage-bound’ range is 47 % higher than in ’hydrological
time’-based range. The memorization is proved to be reversible after three days.
Statistical hypothesis testing resulted in a proof of concept for the proposed approach.

Additionally, the potential of leaf temperature oscillation analysis for remote water
stress state identification is presented. The application of explorative frequency anal-
ysis methods on leaf temperature data from the same control experiments resulted in
a detection of different superimposed oscillation frequencies. An assumed inference
to stomatal oscillation behavior due to water stress could not be proved. However,
new insights into leaf temperature behavior based on standard frequency analysis
tools are given and discussed regarding application for irrigation purposes.
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Kurzfassung

Zur Bewässerung wird in der landwirtschaftlichen Praxis im Allgemeinen die Wasser-
verfügbarkeit im Boden geregelt (oder gesteuert). Alternativ wird in neueren
Ansätzen auch die Messung des gemeinsamen Wasserverbrauches von Pflanze und
Boden (Evapotranspiration) für die Ermittlung der Bewässerungsvariablen (Zeit-
punkt und Wassermenge) herangezogen. In beiden Ansätzen findet das dynamische
Pflanzenverhalten, also die Anpassungsfähigkeit an einen Wassermangel, keine oder
kaum Berücksichtigung. Pflanzenbasierte Ansätze hätten das Potenzial, dieses dy-
namische Verhalten abzubilden, diese befinden sich jedoch noch in der Entwicklung.
Hierbei wird bislang im Wesentlichen an der Detektion des Zeitpunktes eines einset-
zenden Wasserstresses geforscht, um den Bewässerungszeitpunkt zu ermitteln; die
Bewässerungsmenge lässt sich hierbei bislang (noch) nicht berechnen.

Eine Betrachtung der Bewässerungsaufgabe aus regelungstechnischer Sicht impliziert,
dass die direkte Regelung/Steuerung des Pflanzenwachstums durch eine Variation
des Bewässerungsinputs möglich ist, wenn das System ’Pflanze’ in den Regelkreis
integriert wird. Vorhandene Modelle hierzu (v.a. crop models; Input: Produktions-
faktoren, Output: Wachstum/Ertrag) beinhalten nur eine sehr begrenzte Darstellung
des dynamischen Pflanzenverhaltens aufgrund Wassermangels. Selbiges ist meist
modelliert als ertragsmindernde, lineare Funktion. Ein Modell des dynamischen
Pflanzenverhaltens aufgrund von Stresszuständen einschließlich Berücksichtigung
von Erinnerungsfähigkeiten steht bislang nicht zur Verfügung. Eine gezielte Defizit-
bewässerung ist demzufolge nicht umsetzbar.

In dieser Arbeit wird ein neuartiger Ansatz zur Steuerung des Pflanzenwachstums
auf Basis eines Wasserstresstrainings vorgestellt. Training bezeichnet hierbei die in-
tendierte Ablaufsteuerung von Wasserdefizitereignissen zur Steuerung des Wachstums.
Der Ansatz basiert auf den Ergebnissen einer Reihe von Steuerungsexperimenten
und dem daraus abgeleiteten Modell eines Zustandsautomaten. In diesem Modell ist
das dynamische Pflanzenverhalten dargestellt in Form von ’Stress-Levels’ (durch die
Pflanze wahrgenommenes Wasserdefizit), ’Stress-Memory-Levels’ (Anpassungsver-
halten, das auf künftige Stresssituationen ausgerichtet ist) und ’Damage-Levels’
(obere Grenze der produktiven Stressanpassung). Die quantitative Unterscheidung
der Stresslevels wird über neu eingeführte, pflanzenbasierte Grenzwerte für ’Re-
sponse’ (Anpassung) und ’Recuperation’ (Erholung) umgesetzt. Die Steuerungsop-
tionen ergeben sich auf Basis der zwei experimentell ermittelten Leistungsbereiche
für wasserbasiertes Wachstum: Befindet sich die Pflanze in einem Zustand ohne
adaptives Verhalten und ohne Erinnerungsvermögen an vergangene Stresszustände,
wächst die Pflanze im Leistungsbereich ’hydrologischer Zeit’. Befindet sich die
Pflanze hingegen in einem Zustand mit Erinnerungsvermögen, wächst die Pflanze im
Leistungsbereich ’verbrauchsabhängigen’ Wachstums. Die Wachstumsleistung im
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’verbrauchsabhängigen’ Leistungsbereich ist um 47 % höher verglichen mit dem des
’hydrologischen Zeit’-basierten Wachstums. Die Dauer des Erinnerungsvermögens
konnte mit 3 Tagen festgestellt werden. Hypothesentests bestätigen das Konzept
wasserbasierter Wachstumssteuerung.

Neben der Entwicklung des Steuerungsansatzes wird in dieser Arbeit die Verwendung
einer Frequenzanalyse von Blatttemperaturoszillationen für kontaktlose Stresszus-
tandsmessungen untersucht. Die Anwendung verschiedener Frequenzanalysemetho-
den auf erhobene Blatttemperaturdaten der selben Versuchsreihen ergab, dass die
Temperaturdaten aus mehreren überlagerten Frequenzen bestehen. Ein Rückschluss
auf stomatäres Oszillationsverhalten aufgrund von Wasserdefiziten konnte nicht
eindeutig gezogen werden. Dennoch geben die Untersuchungen mit standardisierten
Frequenzanalysemethoden neue Einblicke in die Dynamik von Blatttemperaturen
unter Wassermangel. Die Ergebnisse werden im Hinblick auf eine Nutzung in
Bewässerungsmethoden diskutiert.
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1 Introduction

According to the UN World Population Prospect [UN 13] the world population will
exceed 9 billion in 2050, a raise of more than 20 % compared to today’s numbers. The
UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) estimates an increase of the global
demand for food, feed, and fibre of about 70 % for the first half of this century [UN
09]. Consequently, on the FAO’s High Level Experts Forum ‘How to feed the World
2050‘ in October 2009 one of the discussed topics was: ’How much spare capacity
in terms of land and water do we have to feed the world in 2050?’ [UN 09]. In
addition, an increasing number and dimension of drought events due to climate
change threatens food security [SSB+14] [FSM18]. Agricultural losses caused by
drought are not systematically recorded, but related studies report yield losses of up
to 40 % and more [UN 11]. For example the studies [Boy82] [Boy04] commenced in
the 1980s stated with regard to USA that drought ‘affected crop productivity nearly
as much as all the other environmental factors combined.’

Irrigated agriculture has the potential to contribute substantially to food security if
solutions for more moderate fresh water consumption in irrigation can be provided.
Irrigated land accounts for about 20 % of the total cultivated land worldwide but
it contributes 40 % of the global food production [UL14]. This states the potential
contribution which irrigated agriculture might make to raise food security. On the
other hand, fresh water withdrawal by the agricultural sector represents about 70
% of the total global fresh water consumption, estimated to exceed the value of
80 % till 2050 [UDW14]. Fresh water availability seriously limits the expansion
of agricultural irrigation activities. Consequently, the development of new water
saving technologies and procedures is required to reduce freshwater consumption in
irrigated agriculture [MV18] [GDLO18]. One option to improve water use efficiency
in irrigated agriculture is to improve plant water consumption [RPL+17] [AE12].

1.1 Deficit irrigation cultivation method

Deficit irrigation (DI) is a crop cultivation practice allowing to save up to 20-40 %
irrigation water at yield reductions below 10 % [ZB04]. Deficit irrigation methods
aim at improved water productivity by supplying irrigation amounts below maximum
plant water demand and utilizing plant internal dynamic processes leading to more
efficient water use [DZYD11] [FS07] [GR09]. Major challenge for the sustainable
application of deficit irrigation methods is to control the plants related to their
individually optimal water supply state(s). Here, the practical application is limited
by two factors:
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Controlled system: Agricultural crop water supply state identification is tradi-
tionally implemented based on soil system considerations (e.g. tensiometer, soil
water balance). In some cases, evapotranspiration-based approaches are imple-
mented [AR07]. Corresponding to control engineering taxonomy, both approaches
do not allow to control the plant system, as the plant system is not included into the
control loop: Soil-based state identification only considers the soil water availability
(no consideration of plant system behavior); evapotranspiration-based state estima-
tion considers the joint soil and plant water consumption (limited consideration of
plant system behavior) [KS17]. The feedback control problem of deficit irrigation
requires the introduction of the plant system into the control loop, i.e. a model of
plant dynamic yield formation behavior subject to water deficits.

Plant-based stress identification: In plant-based approaches, to date the actual
plant water supply is not consistently defined in literature and practice. Plant water
supply is predominantly circumscribed by using the terms full irrigated/well-watered,
mild stress, and high stress. The various determinations selected in different stud-
ies are again either soil-based e.g. as percentage of field capacity [LWE+17], or
evapotranspiration-based e.g. as percentage of crop evapotranspiration [AMl+08].
Alternatively, the determination of states is circumscribed by an irrigation water
quantity applied to the plants [ZRS+10], or by a period of none irrigation [WdCRM10].
In other studies, plant-based variables are investigated to determine plant water
supply states, e.g. by a stem water potential value [MAC+07] or by a combination
of different soil- and plant-based variables [JBP+10]. Research is done to develop
and validate more general concepts for plant-based water supply state determination
e.g. the Crop Water Stress Index (CWSI) [JIRPJ81], [JS08], [BGE09]. Further,
most stress-related thresholds for plant-based output variables described in literature
refer to stress incipience, i.e. the transition of a well-watered state to a state of first
stress symptoms [WA02], [Jon04], [Jon07]. Plant-based thresholds for the transition
of a mild stress state to a high stress state, or an evaluation whether the detected
symptoms still belong to a mild stress state or already to a high stress state, could
only be found in few publications like e.g. [AMl+08], [MAC+07]. Moreover, if plants
are able to cope with certain suboptimal environmental conditions and to recover
from deficit situations, the pure identification of a stress incipience is not sufficient
to develop control approaches comprising adaptive behavior, as the behavior beyond
stress incipience is not covered by the approach.

1.2 Motivation and tasks of the thesis

Aim of this thesis is to prove the concept of a water-based control of plants’ dynamic
growth behavior (input: water, output: growth). This target is built on a system
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theoretical view on systems and relations (cf. section 2), and it is motivated by
the control engineering perception of the described irrigation problem: Including
water-based plant dynamic growth behavior into irrigation approaches provides the
option not only to control water input variables, but also directly to control plant
behavior, including growth and yield (controlled system: plant). Here, the missing
link to implement water-based growth control for deficit irrigation applications is
the introduction of an adequate model of dynamic plant behavior into irrigation
control (cf. section 3). Parallel to this part, the investigation of a novel aspect of
water stress remote sensing with infrared measurements is implemented (cf. section
4). Here, stress related growth behavior and leaf temperature oscillation behavior
are measured simultaneously to examine the observability of water stress by means
of frequency analysis methods. This second task addresses the a.m. problem of re-
mote plant-based stress identification directly linked to the proposed control approach.

1.3 Organization of the thesis

In section 2, a comparative description of soil-, plant-, and atmosphere-based irrigation
approaches considering the inclusion of dynamic plant behavior is given. Major
differences between the three approaches regarding the use in irrigation scheduling are
summarized and comparative remarks are given. In section 3 the modeling method
and the control approach are introduced. The model of water-based plant growth
behavior is implemented as a state machine and includes variables for adaptive
plant behavior due to water stress. The proposed open-loop control approach is
validated by hypothesis testing. Applicability in the field is discussed. In section 4
leaf temperature measurements (infrared) are investigated with different explorative
frequency analysis methods. Results are discussed regarding the use for plant water
stress identification in the field. The overall results of the thesis are summarized and
discussed in the final section 5. Major parts of this thesis are published or submitted
or prepared for publication. Texts originate from [KS17], [KS19a], and [KS19b].
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2 System theoretical description of water stress

models

In this chapter, state-of-the-art irrigation approaches are described with particular
regard to integration of plant dynamic behavior. Initially, a brief introduction to crop
water stress behavior is given. Subsequently, the considered irrigation approaches
are specified. Then, each system relevant for irrigation (soil, plant, and atmosphere)
is analyzed according to system-theoretical taxonomy. Major results are depicted in
form of a causality mapping (figure 2.1). Finally, comparative remarks regarding
irrigation practice and consideration of plant dynamic behavior are presented and
summarized in table 2.2. Major parts of this chapter are published in [KS17].

2.1 Crop water stress

Major physiological processes involved in plant growth and reproduction are water
and nutrient uptake and transport, transpiration, photosynthesis, respiration, and
metabolic activities. Water in plants acts as solvent, reagent, cell/tissue compo-
nent, and regulator for turgor and temperature. Plants fresh weight consists of
up to 90 % of water [RBGRA14] [Lös01]. Water in plants is involved in plenty of
seperate physiological processes which are affected if the plant is exposed to water
deficits [JS14] [Lös01] [Lar87] [Kut95]. A water deficit for crops occurs if the crop
water demand is higher than the crop water uptake at a particular point/period
in time. Crop water demand is the water quantity needed by crops to grow opti-
mally [BPH89]. Thus, the water deficit denotes the water quantity lacking due to a
plant water uptake quantity below water demand quantity (or a related parameter
indicating the extend of undersupply).

Water deficits result in morphologic and/or metabolic deficiencies and developmental
disorder (water stress) [Lös01] leading to deviations from the optimality criterium.
This optimum criteria is not generally specified [BPH89]. Here, the optimum cri-
teria denotes a physiological development which is not limited due to unsatisfied
plant water demand. The time and sequence of appearance as well as the specific
significance, detectability and interconnection of water stress effects still receive sub-
stantial scientific attention [Cha91] [dSMdS+05] [HCZ+04] [SG67] [MR11] [WK08].
For example, in [Hsi73] plant processes are investigated regarding their sensitivity
to water deficits. Here, sensitivity is defined as point of appearance of process
disturbances on a scale of an increasing water stress indicator: The decreasing plant
tissue water potential. The water potential is specified in pressure units (e.g. in bar)
and it is a representation of water availability as well as the driving force for water
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movements (cp. section 2.3.1). The detected sensitivities are stated to range from
very high e.g. for cell growth and protein synthesis, to low e.g. for sugar accumulation.

As another example, in [SRH+09] it is stated that leaf expansive growth is considered
to be the plant process most sensitive to water deficits, whereas stomatal conductance
and senescence acceleration are considerably less sensitive. In [MJS+10] instead the
main limitation to photosynthesis and growth is ascribed to stomatal conductance
variations, which is directly affected by soil water availability for plants (soil water
potential). Hence, the particular significance of e.g. stomatal conductance for plants
being exposed to a water deficit seems not to be unambiguous if investigated in
different test settings or environments. Further, in [CLL+09] [Blu96] the options and
constraints for the identification of unambiguous cause-and-effect-chains of stress
effects are addressed. Wilting symptoms for instance could result from a water deficit
but also from soil salinity. A rise of leaf temperatures could indicate water deficits
(abiotic stress) but also signalize an early viral infection (biotic stress) [CLL+09].
This means, that (water) stress responses can not (yet) unambiguously be assigned
to causes. Further, interconnections between seperate stress effects cannot fully be
explained. Moreover, water stress effects change in time: Unfavourable environmental
conditions cause initially reversible modifications in development which turn to be
irreversible as stress level exceeds a threshold level [Lös01].

Summarizing, water deficits result in dynamic plant behavior (stress responses/effects)
differing in time of appearance, dimension of disturbance, and degree of process
interconnection. Further, crop responses to water deficits are not readily detectable
or unambiguously isolatable.

Time behavior of plants as response to a water deficit is investigated in several
studies [AMl+08] [AAKHS14] [CBM+14] [DHR00] [CPM+02]. In [AMl+08] the root
dynamics of young peach trees submitted to different deficit irrigation regimes are
investigated. In this study root dynamics denote the time response of the considered
root system variables due to a varying water supply. The results show considerable
differences in root length density between the trees exposed to continuous deficit
irrigation, side-alternating irrigation (partial root zone drying), or fully irrigated
comparative trees. On the other hand, a similar root dynamics (increase/decline of
root growth per calendar month) was determined for all three irrigation treatments.
This implicates that a presumable causality between water availability and root
morphology of the trees does exist. This presumable causality was not determined for
the relation of irrigation treatments to root dynamics for this study. In [AAKHS14]
the effects of different deficit irrigation schedules on yield, tuber size distribution,
and water productivity (in terms of irrigation water consumption related to potato
yield) of two potato cultivars are described. Results show that continuous deficit
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irrigation generally outperforms side-alternating irrigation referring to total tuber
yield, similarly for both cultivars. Irrigation water consumption in deficit irrigation
treatments were considerably lower than full irrigation (approximately 30 %) at only
slight yield reductions (4-7 percent). Dynamic deficit irrigation treatments (decreas-
ing irrigation amounts per irrigation event in time) shows higher water productivity
compared to static irrigation treatments (steady irrigation amounts). This implicits
a considerable potential for irrigation water savings for deficit irrigation at steady
yields, particularly for continuous deficit irrigation in potatoes, and even more so
if a dynamic deficit irrigation is applied. In [CBM+14] the effects of drought stress
timing on grain yield are investigated. Results show that ’total grain yield’ is more
sensitive to both timing and severity of water deficit compared to other yield factors
(screening, thousand-seed weight). Further, total grain yield reduction was higher
when water deficits occur in advanced developmental stages (e.g. grain filling stage)
compared to early (vegetative) stages. This implicits a presumable causality between
time of water deficits (related to developmental stages) and the magnitude of yield
reductions, as well as between time of water deficits and the particular yield factor.

Beyond that, in [DHR00] soybean plant characteristics indicating the occurrance of
water stress are investigated. The results of a subsequent measurement of morpho-
logical characteristics (e.g. mean internode length) and yield factors (e.g. number
of pods) indicate the option to reconstruct dependencies between irrigation timing,
physiological development, and yield components. Finally, in [CPM+02] photosynthe-
sis and growth processes as well as stress defense/adaptation mechanisms of plants
being exposed to a water deficit in the field are described. Particular adaptation
processes under water deficit (e.g. a rise in root-shoot ratio or a down-regulation of
photochemistry) are discussed regarding the potential to reduce water deficit impacts.
Further, in the comparative study [ZB04] it is stated that efficiency of water use by
plants is generally higher under water deficit conditions. Deficit irrigation would
allow for up to 20-40 percent potential savings of irrigation water. In [DZYD11] crop
management practices like deficit irrigation exploiting ‘the drought stress physiol-
ogy of plants to deliver improved water productivity without sacrificing crop yield’
are described. It is mentioned that a controlled water deficit can increase harvest
index, defined as percentage of marketable crop yield of total above ground biomass.
Additionally, in [CZF+10] a potential rise in product quality for grapes under mod-
erate water deficit is identified. On the other hand, in [GR09] it is stated that
deficit irrigation practices necessitate consolidated knowledge of crop water deficit
responses, which differ substantially depending on genotype and phenological stage.
It is proposed to combine field research with modeling of crop water productivity.
The study [DZYD11] emphasizes particular caution relating to imprecise irrigation
techniques. The authors state that crops under water deficit are more sensible to
additional water stress. It is therefore proposed that sensing of plant water deficit
might be combined with precision irrigation.
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Summarizing, the dynamic behavior of crops being exposed to a controlled water
deficit implies the potential to reduce considerably water consumption in agricultural
irrigation at steady yields/revenues. In contrast, the exploitation of this potential re-
quires particular knowledge of the dynamic behavior of crops being exposed to water
deficits as well as of the dynamic properties of the irrigation techniques specifically
applied.

Crop (water) stress is defined as reaction/response to a disturbance stimulus [Lar87]
[Lev80]. Here, distinction is drawn between

• the disturbance stimulus affecting the system (stress), and

• the stimulus response of the system (strain).

The relation between stress and strain is a specific function describing the mode of
operation of a specific disturbance stimulus. The authors of [Lar87] [Lev80] describe
general stress resistance strategies of plants. These strategies are explained based on
mechanical principles. The mechanical example of a weight hanging at an elastic
cord is employed. Stress is induced to the system by increasing the weight. The
stress resistance is determined by relating the stress value (increased weight) to the
strain value (the resulting elongation of the cord). Based on this example the authors
distinguish between two major stress reaction strategies:

• Stress avoidance by reducing the stress weight, and

• stress tolerance maintaining operativeness despite the stress weight. Stress
tolerance results from

– strain avoidance like augmenting the cord resilience, or from

– strain tolerance, i.e. acceptance of an increased strain without injury.
Strain tolerance is additionally descerned into two regeneration options:

∗ Strain (or injury) reversibility, and

∗ strain repair.

Translated to crop water deficits the meaning of stress avoidance is for example
making efforts for increased water uptake. Stress tolerance in contrast can either be
achieved by improved water utilization (strain avoidance), or by bearing limitations in
operational capability with prospect of regeneration (strain tolerance). Regeneration
in turn could either be attained by strain reversibility e.g. resurrection after drought,
or by strain repair e.g. restoration of drought injuries. The described categories
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formalize the handling of the plant system internal dynamic responses supposed to
ensure the plants survival and/or reproduction. Here, ’stress’ is defined as plant
system external stimulus (i.e. the water deficit) leading to a stress response of the
plant system (i.e. the plant water stress).

Further, in [Tar96] two crop water stress definitions are distinguished with respect
to the consideration of plant dynamics:

• Water stress is described as an imbalance between water supply and crop water
demand (water deficit). Solely soil/air water status at the plants boundaries
are considered (feed forward). The plant internal regulation mechanisms are
not taken into account.

• Water stress is defined based on plant water status measurements (e.g. leaf
turgor sensing). This approach implicitly includes internal control mechanisms
(feed back) to sustain the plant water status also under deficit conditions.

Thus, in [Tar96] the term ’stress’ is defined either as plant external water (supply)
deficit (likewise the definition in [Lar87] and [Lev80]), or as a plant internal water
(supply) status differing from a desired benchmark, e.g. the parameter values of
unstressed comparative plants [SBMH02] [Lar01].

Hence, the parameters of crop water stress are mainly defined by (a) the water
supply/availability, (b) the water demand of the plant, and (c) the specific dynamic
plant behavior (plant water stress response due to a water deficit). The detection,
time, and quantification of irrigation necessities can either be derived from a plant sys-
tem external water supply deficit, or from a plant system internal water supply status.

2.2 Object of investigation

In this thesis irrigation approaches and water (stress) models used for irrigation
purposes are comparatively described according to a system-theoretical taxonomy
(structure and logical functionality). Three irrigation approaches are known [JS14]
[PKM09] [ZP13]:

• Soil water status-based irrigation,

• plant water status-based irrigation, or

• atmosphere water status-based irrigation.
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All methods employ a ’water model’ comprising system states, inputs (e.g. weather
data, soil characteristics), and outputs. Here, the output variables of the models are
the irrigation variables ’irrigation quantity’ and ’irrigation time’.

In addition, crop models are increasingly investigated for their use in irrigation
management [Ade04] [GGH+07] [GVFM+09] [SS09] [TSSA+13]. Models of this type
describe the relation of crop yield as a function of growth factors as well as of man-
agement and environmental impacts. Crop models commonly contain a number of
sub-models (modules) describing plant development, leaf area index (LAI) dynamics,
biomass production, yield formation, as well as water and nutrient balances. Crop
models differ in their particular focus [BWB06]. For example, the model APSIM
(agricultural production systems simulator) [KCH+03] focusses on soil dynamics
describing the time behavior of soil based processes with regard to crop production.
Contained are modules for transpiration, phenology, biomass accululation, leaf area
development, senescence, crop nitrogen, and plant death [BWB06] [CUS+] [HHd+14].
The model STICS (simulateur multidiscplinaire pour les cultures standard) [BGJ+03]
emphasizes on farming practices and contains modules for phenology, shoot growth,
yield formation, crop management, root growth, water and nitrogen balance, as
well as water, nitrogen, and temperature transfers [BWB06] [BGJ+03]. The model
AquaCrop (the crop water productivity model developed by the Land and Water
Division of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)) [SRH+09]
addresses particularly the aspect of water availability with modules for canopy devel-
opment, stomatal conductance, canopy senescence, and harvest index [SRH+09]. The
model DAISY (danish simulation model) [AH00] considers environmental aspects
and describes the relation of crop yield to the water balance, nitrogen balance and
losses, soil organic matter dynamics, crop growth, and crop management strate-
gies [BWB06] [AH00].

The water sub-model (water module) in crop models maps the water related processes
involved in crop growth, development, and yield formation. It describes crop yield as
a function of water consumption, ceteris paribus. Water deficits (and other abiotic
stresses) are introduced in crop models by empirical, limiting factor functions. These
functions represent the disruptive effects of stresses on plant processes resulting in
reduced yields [BWB06]. Output variables of crop models are yield factors (e.g.
total yield, harvest index). The variation of the model input variables for irrigation
time and/or quantity is used to depict the causality between water supply and yield
factors. Vice versa, the (optimal) value(s) of the input variables for irrigation may
be derived by using a crop model. In this contribution the objects of investigation
are the above mentioned three irrigation approaches as well as the water sub-models
(modules) of selected crop models.
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2.3 System descriptions

Aim of the survey is to provide a comparative overview of modeling pathways
chosen by modelers to map water (stress) processes. The descriptions are organized
according to a system-theoretical concept. The employed terms and definitions are
used according to a system theory-oriented control engineering taxonomy. Models
deployed in control engineering are used for:

• The prediction of system behavior (e.g. quantification of yield reductions due
to water stress),

• the design of control interventions (e.g. model-based irrigation control),

• the supervision of states/variables (e.g. detection of incipient water stress),
and

• the diagnosis of processes and faults (e.g. attribution of physiological effects to
water stress) [Lun03].

The validity of system-theoretical considerations not only for technical but also for
biological systems is commonly accepted [Lun03] [Wie61] [Von68] [Bos04] [ABB+09]
[HJ98] [BJR11]. The used terms are defined as stated below (closely related to
[Lun03] [Bos04]):

• System: Subset of the real world consisting of components/elements and being
deliminated to the surrounding environment by system boundaries. It may be
seen as abstract device or unit (also as a technical substitute) in which processes
occur. It can be described as a mathematical operator (S) transforming input
variables into output variables.

• System variables: These are input variables, output variables, and state vari-
ables. Systems may have one or more of all variables (input, output, state).

• Input-/output variables: The input variable(s) affect the (inner) state vari-
able(s). If so, the control of the system state(s) may be realized by regulating
the input variable(s) (controllability). The output variable(s) are variables
varying in time due to a system internal process. The chosen output vari-
able(s) are affected by the (inner) state variable(s) as well as by the input
variables directly. If so, the reconstruction of system state(s) may be realized
by interpreting the output variable(s) (observability) using a model of inner
connections.

• State variables: State variables are all system (internal) variables determining
the system state. State variables are necessary for an unambiguous and non-
redundant description of the system state(s).
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• System state: The state of a system is described by a scalar or a vector as a
function of time containing all state variables.

• Process: An operation during which the values of one or more system variables
(state variables and/or output variables) change dynamically. This operation
may be physical, chemical, biological, technical, or even social, psychological
etc.

• Dynamic: System variables (state variables and/or output variables) change
in time due to a process. Static systems in turn show approximatively no
time-variable change of the variables.

• System behavior: Comprises the time responses of the state variables and/or
of the output variables of the system (system dynamics) relating to the specific
value of an input variable or to a specific control task.

• Input/output signals: Signals are measured values and expressed in physical
units. Input-/output variables may be described or measured by input-/output
signals.

• System structure: The system structure is denoted by system elements, bound-
aries, and implicitly the assumptions made by the modeler, largely independent
of concrete variables. A common representation of a system structure is a block
diagram with systems as blocks and signals as arrows. In this case the block
diagram denote the topology connecting the system components to one system
with a given topology as (inner) system structure.

System descriptions presented below are structured as follows: First, in this section
three subclasses as sub-sections related to 1, 2, and 3 are distinguished: Soil system,
plant system, and atmosphere system. This division is based on the review of
numerous publications on different crop models and irrigation scheduling approaches
resulting in this common distinction of system types [Han02] [JGG+11] [KHMW07]
[Pas82] [WR96]. This distinction is based on the delimination of the respective
systems from the surrounding environment, so by the definition of system boundaries.
Second, each sub-section comprises the description of the particular (real/physical)
system structured by the above defined system-theoretical aspects: System boundary
and components, system states, system variables and related signals, as well as water
related processes. Third, modeling approaches for irrigation purposes relating to the
respective system are briefly introduced. Finally, the conversion of system output
variables into the irrigation variables ’quantity’ and ’time’ is depicted in the related
graphic ’causality mapping overview’ for the different modeling approaches.
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2.3.1 Soil system

Boundaries, components: Soil systems represent a subset of the root zone de-
fined as the water-bearing soil area below soil surface and accessible for most plant
roots [US 05]. Boundary setting for soil systems aims at demarcating an area around
the plant’s roots having influence on water supply and uptake by plants. System
boundaries exist to the plant system (root surface) and to the atmosphere (soil
surface). However, soil system considerations for irrigation or crop modeling differ
in defining system boundaries volume and depth. In [ETH+04] for example soil
moisture measurements in 0.3 m steps up to 1.50 m depth are compared with soil
water simulation results of three crop models (CERES, WOFOST, SWAP). In the
study [CVBJ14] in turn soil system boundaries are defined for a single maize plant
considering 1125 cm2 as horizontal dimension and soil horizonts up to 120 cm depth.
In [SRK+15] soil samples in 0.30 cm steps up to 90 cm depth are investigated related
to soil water content measurements at 15 cm, 45 cm and 75 cm depth. In [BO07]
again case studies with different legumes were conducted relating to soil system
depths of up to 40 cm. It can be summarized that boundaries for soil systems are
not universally defined in terms of depth or size and depend on crop specific root di-
mensions. The upper boundary only is defined naturally by the soil and roots surface.

Soils consist of anorganic components (minerals, rocks) and organic components
(plant remains, soil organisms). The composition of soils is spatially and temporally
not homogenous because of the soil specific formation process. In practice, soils
and soil layers (horizons) can be classified based on a defined taxonomy for main
layer, primary bedrock and organic sustrate, acquired properties, characterization
of bedrock, and horizon attributes [UN 06] [GSS+97] [ABF+10]. Additionally, soil
components may be subdivided into a solid (anorganic/organic components), liquid
(water, solutes), and a gaseous phase (soil pores). Soil specific composition (com-
ponents and phases) determines grain size, bedding, pore size distribution, organic
matter, pH value, soil moisture, solubility of substances, and therefore all related
soil water processes like leaching [ABF+10] (cp. subsections below). This means, the
consideration of a soil system always comprises a certain heterogenity and makes
therefore demands on the selection and demarcatation of sites and on the points of
measurement.

System state, variables, signals: Soils have the ability to hold water against
gravity. This ability is mainly based on capillary forces and adsorbtion which hold
the water in the soil pores. The smaller the soil pores are, the stronger the water is
bond to the soil against gravity [GSS+97] [ABF+10]. The water quantity actually
held by a soil against gravity differs between soil types and spartially within a soil
section [ABF+10] [AHMU04] [ZTZ+14] [ASRHB13]. These differences result from
site specific soil composition c (e.g. organic matter) and structure s (e.g. clay,
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sand), hydrologic processes h (e.g. water table depth), and soil cultivation impacts i
(e.g. plowing) [BWB06] [GSS+97] [Jon04]. Assuming totality of the mentioned state
variables, the water status of a soil system (wss) can be described by the vector
wss=[c,s,h,i]T .

The maximum water storage ability of a soil is expressed using the term field capac-
ity [SBMH02] [ACB15]. Field capacity is defined as the water quantity which a certain,
initially saturated soil is still able to hold against gravity after 2-3 days [VH49]. It is
defined on the basis of a soil specific water drainage time, which depends on the soil
properties, initial water content, and water depth [Nac98]. Field capacity deliminates
the upper threshold of soil water availability for plants. The soil water content at
which plants cannot extract any more water from the soil is represented by the term
permanent wilting point [SBMH02] [ACB15]. It is defined as the soil status at which
the water in all soil pores larger than 2 micrometers is dried-out and the remaining
water is bond to the soil with up to 15.000 hPa or 15 bar [GSS+97] [ABF+10].
The permanent wilting point represents the lower limit of soil water availability
for plants [SBMH02] [ACB15]. The water quantity stored in the soil between the
thresholds ’field capacity’ and ’permanent wilting point’ is represented by the term
’water holding capacity’. It describes the water quantity potentially available for plant
water uptake [SBMH02] [ABF+10]. In practice, soil water contents are commonly
indicated in percent of field capacity [Mas02] [Bay08].

Different output variables expressing the soil system water status for irrigation are
given in literature:

• Soil water content (quantity) and

• soil water potential.

Soil water content represents the total water quantity contained in a soil sample in
terms of litres [l] or gram [g]. This output variable is described in physical units for

• weight [g/g] or volume [l/g] [Jon07],

• electrical conductivity [S/m] or resistivity [Ω] [AHMU04], or

• permittivity [F/m] [KCB13].

Soil water potential represents the tension at which the water is bond to the
soil [Kut95] [Von71] [DO05]. The term ’water potential’ is a thermodynamic parame-
ter considering the chemical potential of water and its partial molal volume [Jon07].
The term is an expression of the water saturation of a system. It is used as an uni-
form expression of water availability in different systems (soil, plant, or atmosphere)
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and of water movements within or between systems. Therefore, it is applicable for
cross-system considerations. Water movements arise if water potential gradients
occur e.g. at places of evaporation. Water moves from the place of a high water
potential to the place of a low water potential [SBMH02] [DO05].

The output variable ’soil water potential’ is described in

• pressures [MPa] or energy per unit volume [J/m3] [SBMH02] [Jon07] [Bit10],

• energy per unit mass [J/kg] [Bit10], or

• weight [cm watercolumn] [Bit10].

The determination of the ’soil water quantity’ contained in a soil sample impli-
cates a potential direct conversion of the calculated actual soil water deficit (in
terms of [l/g] or [g/g]) into the input variable ’irrigation quantitiy’ in terms of
[l/m2] (irrigation perspective): Field capacity is specified in [%] soil weight, in [%]
volume, or in [mm] water in the root zone. Here, the conversion is: One volume
percent equals 1,5 x weight percent equals 1mm water per 1dm soil depth (equates
to [l/m2/dm]) [Mas02] [Bay08]. In contrast, the determination of the ’soil water
potential’ permits the assessment of the actual soil water availability for plant water
uptake (crop perspective): Plants have to expend energy to mobilize the water bond
to the soil (cp. chapter plant system). Hence, the soil water potential describes a
tension which the plants have to exceed by a relatively higher (negative) plant water
potential in order to extract the water from the soil [JS14] [SBMH02] [Bit10]. As
plant species differ in their ability to extract water from soils [SBMH02], irrigation is
indicated at different soil water potential values for different crops or cultivars. This
includes, that the soil water status relevant for crop water uptake is not represented
by the output variable ’soil water content’ in terms of [l/g] or [g/g]. Here, the
determining factor is a ratio of ’soil water potential’ to ’plant water potential’ [Bit10].

Soil water potential and soil water content are specifically correlated relating to
soil type/properties. Soils with a higher share in small soil pores (e.g. clayay
soils) or in organic matter hold a higher total water quantity than soils with bigger
soil pores (e.g. sandy soils) or a smaller share in organic matter at an equal soil
water potential [SBMH02] [GSS+97] [ABF+10] . The correlations are represented
in empirical soil water retention curves which are characteristic for different soil
types/properties [ABF+10] [Buc07] [SR86]. These curves depict at which water
potential value a certain soil type holds/stores which quantity of soil water. Thus,
these water retention curves represent the conversion of water potential values (crop
perspective) into water quantity values (irrigation perspective) for each soil type.
Based on these soil water retention curves, the measurement of a soil water potential
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signal permits the assessment of the water quantity stored in the soil, and vice versa,
provided the soil type/properties are known [Bit10].

It can be summarized from the cited facts:

1. The sole measurement of a total soil water quantity/content (irrigation perspec-
tive) without knowledge of the particular soil properties/type does not suffice
to detect the soil water quantity available for plant water uptake. Therefore
this approach does also not permit to derive neither irrigation quantities nor
irrigation timing directly based on the output variable value alone. Only if soil
type/properties are known the sensed soil water content allows the assessment
of soil water quantity available for plant water uptake.

2. Further, the sole measurement of a soil water potential (crop perspective)
permits to assess whether crops are still able to extract water from the soil at the
time of measurement without knowledge of soil type/properties, provided the
plant water potential is known. Therefore it is also possible to derive irrigation
timing directly based on the output variable value alone, as investigated for
example for onions in [SFS98]. On the other hand, irrigation quantities cannot
be assessed directly based on the output variable value alone.

3. From these facts it can be concluded, that the knowledge of the soil types/properties
is a prerequisite for the quantification of irrigation events. For practical
applications, empirical data on soil types and compositions for different re-
gions of the world [UU75] as well as corresponding water holding capaci-
ties [vGTM05] [RBF+08] are available.

Processes, dynamics: Soil water status changes with respect to time result from
water movements into, within, and out of the considered soil system. These move-
ments are

• water intake to the system by

– precipitation and irrigation, as well as by

– capillary rise from deeper soil layers/the groundwater,

• water release of the system by

– deep percolation,

– evaporation, and

– water uptake by plants, and
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• water transportation within the soil compartment under consideration,

– vertically by percolation, and capillary rise, and

– horizontally by subsurface lateral flows [SRH+09] [HDCL12].

Water movement on the soil surface (water run-off) has to be distinguished with
respect to the place of infiltration: Water run-off on the soil surface results from
precipitation/irrigation if soil’s ability to absorb water is unsufficient to drain it at
the point of water inflow. It only accounts for water intake to the soil system, as
long as the run-off water infiltrates into the soil system internal soil compartment
and does not run off the soil system surface by passing the defined external system
boundary to the ambient soil.

Water intake by precipitation and irrigation is denoted as infiltration. It is defined
as seepage water percolating top down into the soil. Infiltration is generated by
gravity [ABF+10]. Water intake by capillary rise represents the inverted process
of infiltration and is defined as water from the groundwater, backed-up water, or
adhesive water moving upwards against gravity or laterally to plant roots. Capillary
rise is caused by a water potential gradient between points of higher to points of
lower water potential [ABF+10]. Water release by deep percolation is defined as
seepage water percolating downwards out of the considered soil system (e.g. out of
the root zone). Deep percolation is induced by gravity [ABF+10]. Water release by
evaporation comprises the vaporization of water in the topmost soil layer and its
diffusion out of the soil system into the atmosphere. Evaporation is caused by a water
potential gradient between soil and air [ABF+10]. Water release by water uptake by
plants includes the soil water absorbed by the plants roots. Plant water uptake is
induced by an osmotic gradient between root and soil [JS14] [SBMH02] [ABF+10].
Water transportation vertically by percolation and capillary rise is identically to the
processes of deep percolation and capillary rise but restricted to the area within the
system boundaries. The destinction into system internal and external processes is of
relevance if soil systems are not considered to be homogenous. Water transportation
horizontally by subsurface lateral flows are defined as percolating water retained and
redirected laterally downslope by a less permeable soil layer [HDCL12]. Horizontal
water transportation is also caused by gravity.

It can be summarized that the soil water status related processes (water intake,
transport, and release) are mainly propelled by water potential gradients (bottom
up), gravity (top down), and at the soil-plant boundary by an osmotic gradient.

Soil water potentials are influenced by a mix of gravitational, matric, pneumatic,
thermal, and osmotic effects [SBMH02] [DO05]. The dynamics (emergence and
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changes) of water potential gradients in soils are mainly induced by soil system water
releases at the soil boundary to the atmosphere (evaporation) and to the plant (water
uptake) [ABF+10]. The release of water at the boundary layer of the soil results
in a drop of water potential in this area. The resulting water potential gradient
generates soil water movements from the place of high water potential towards the
place of lower water potential [SBMH02]. The extent (quantity and speed) of the
water movement depends on the scale of the water potential gradient and on the
water conductivity/permeability of the individual soil [ABF+10]. The latter depends
on soil type/properties and on soil water content [Jon04].

Models: Basic idea to employ soil system-based models for irrigation purposes
is to control the soil water availability for crops in order to detect and balance a
plant external water (supply) deficit [PKM09] [Rit98]. For soil water status changes
in [JT98] three model classes are described:

• The first group devides an individual soil into layers with approximatly ho-
mogenous hydraulic/root system characteristics. For each layer an initial
mean soil water content/potential is measured. The water states are deter-
mined for each layer using commonly the Richard’s Equation [Ric31]. The
equation describes seepage flows of fluids through porous material based on
data for phase saturation, pressure of the fluid, and hydraulic conductivity
of the medium [ETH+04] [ABF+10]. Water movements between layers are
determined based on gradients of the volumetric soil water content or of the
soil water potential [ETH+04] [GA11]. The description and quantification of
the dynamics of water movements in the Richard’s Equation is based on Darcy
law (Henry Darcy, 1803-1858). It states that the flow rate per distance per
time is proportional to a conductivity coefficient and to the water potential
gradient [ABF+10]. As an alternative to Richard’s Equation, water movements
may be described using a capacity concept. Water movement occurs towards an
unsaturated soil compartment as long as the known, soil specific water holding
capacity is not reached [ETH+04]. The soil water states at different times are
determined using a water balance. The latter is calcuated by adding the water
intake quantities to the initially measured water content, and by subtracting
water release quantities, correspondingly [TM57] [KS00]. This approach is used
for example in the crop model CERES [KHMW07] [ETH+04] [Rit98].

• The second group of models as classified in [JT98] approximates the computed
soil water status by measuring once the soil water output variable in a defined
rooting zone without deviding it into different layers. Here, the total root zone
is assumed being homogenous in its entirety. Soil water states at different times
are calculated as well using a water balance. This approach is used for example
in the crop model AquaCrop [RSHF12] or in the water balance simulation
model ISAREG [RCB07].
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• The third group of models in [JT98] deduces the actual soil water status from
a sensed plant water output variable: The predawn leaf water potential. The
latter is assumed to equal the soil water output variable ’soil water potential’ at
this time of day [JT98] [WA02]. This method is investigated for tree irrigation
in [AAC+99]. Strictly speaking, this method is based on a plant system output
variable (cp. chapter plant systems).

Input variables for soil system-based water balance model (first and second a.m.
groups) are: (a) An initially sensed soil water content, (b) sensed or modeled water
intake quantities for precipitation, irrigation, and capillary rise into the considered
soil compartment, and (c) sensed or modeled water release quantities for percolation,
evaporation, and plant water uptake. Output variable of a soil system-based water
balance model is the resulting soil water content. The value of this output variable is
used, on the one hand, in crop models as input variable for a plant system (represent-
ing the soil water content available for plant water uptake) and/or for an atmosphere
system (representing the soil water content available for evaporation). On the other
hand, the value of the output variable is used in irrigation approaches to indicate
quantity and/or time of irrigation events directly from the determined soil mois-
ture/water content status compared to fixed thresholds [GE01] [LMM+14] [SDO+13].
The quantification of the water amount to be applied per irrigation event is de-
rived by the difference between the actual value of the soil water output variable
and the upper reference value of the soil water output variable (e.g. 80 percent of
field capacity or the corresponding water potential (hPa) value of the specific soil),
adopted to the actual root depth of the crop [Bay08]. The time of irrigation events
derived from soil water states is determined by an actual value of the soil water
output variable falling below a lower reference soil water output variable threshold.
In practice, this lower threshold is commonly at 40-50 percent of the maximum water
holding capacity (field capacity) of the individual soil [Bay08] [Rog15]. In terms
of water potentials irrigation is recommended to start at 300-400 hPa for sandy
soils, and at 500-800 hPa for clayay soils [Bay08]. The precise quantity in terms of
[l/m2] to be applied to the soil to achieve this targeted soil water status depends
on above mentioned individual soil properties, the initial soil moisture, and root
zone depth. At an initial soil moisture/water content between 50 and 80 percent
of field capacity the irrigation amount for most crops range between 2,6 and 7,9
[mm/m2/dm depth] [Mas02] [Bay08]. The frequency of irrigation events based on
soil states depends though on the soil dehydration time and progression.

Causality mapping: Modeling steps are depicted in figure 2.1 (causality mapping
overview) referred to as soil system output variables. Input variable of a soil-based
irrigation approach is the sensed soil system output variable at time t0 represented by
the output signals for water content (e.g. [l/g]), or water potential (e.g. [hPa]), or a
related signal (e.g. [Ω])). The output variables of a model-based irrigation approach
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are the irrigation time [h], as well as the volumetric irrigation water quantity to be
applied per area [l/m2]. This quantity equals the negative difference between the
soil system output variable at t1 and the upper target threshold, and it results from
water content/water potential changes in the soil system. The conversion of the
input term into the output term is basically implemented by (i) the (empirically
determined) correlation between soil water potential and soil water content, and
(ii) the (empirically determined) conversion of a water fraction term ([l/g] or [g/g])
into an area related irrigation quantity in terms of [l/m2]. The input and output
variables of crop models used for irrigation purposes are basically identical to those
in model-based irrigation approaches. The conversion instead is not restricted to
the soil system, but includes model modules for plant processes and atmosphere
processes additionally (cp. following chapters).

2.3.2 Plant system

Boundaries, components: Plant system considerations define the plant’s surface
as system boundary to the soil (root surface) and to the atmosphere (shoot/leaves
surface) [JGG+11] [Pas82] [JT98]. Considering whole, individual plants the plant
water status is based on a functional subdivision between roots (water uptake), shoot
(water transport), and leaves (water transpiration). In the roots water uptake mainly
takes place at the meristematic area behind the roots tip, where the roots hair is
developed and the root cortex is not yet suberized. In the shoot water is transported
(long-distance) primarily in the vascular bundle, from root to leaf in the xylem
system, and from leaf to root in the phloem system [Lös01]. At the leaves water is
transpiring: Outer layer of leaves (cuticula) prevents the plant from uncontrolled
transpiration. Water vapor diffuses from inside the plant almost solely through the
stomatal apertures to the surrounding atmosphere. Stomata denote apertures in
the cuticula on the lower leaf surface. The degree of stomatal aperture and thereby
transpiration rate is regulated by the plant. Transpiration represents water releases
of the plant system [JS14] [SBMH02]. The difference between root water uptake and
leaves’ water transpiration releases in [l] is plant water usage for growth/reproduction.
Predominant part of the water uptake by plants is released by transpiration. Crops
in the temperate zone use between 150-800kg water for the production of one kg dry
matter [Lar01] [Ehl96].
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Figure 2.1: Causality mapping overview [KS17]: System-based output variables
conversion into irrigation variables of soil-, plant-, and atmosphere-based irrigation
approaches. Continuous arrows denote plant-based output-input-relations (including
plant dynamic behavior). Dashed arrows denote soil-, or atmosphere-based output-
input-relations (without plant dynamic behavior). Numbers on arrows denote
bibliographical reference for the relation (cf. table 2.1).
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Table 2.1: Bibliographical references causality mapping (figure 2.1) [KS17]

1 [KCB13] 11 [vdTVR09] 21 [Jon99] 31 [BML14] 41 [TE91]

2 [AHMU04] 12 [LZH14] 22 [BTS13] 32 [JBP+10] 42 [vdW73]

3 [ABF+10] 13 [GIK+13] 23 [BGKA+10] 33 [ARR+15] 43 [TM57]

4 [Buc07] 14 [CBE+05] 24 [Bra97] 34 [Fuc90] 44 [PJ14]

5 [WA02] 15 [ZRS+10] 25 [Jon04] 35 [DDM09] 45 [Dal01]

6 [AAC+99] 16 [CBGB91] 26 [MPCA89] 36 [FP13] 46 [Mol93]

7 [RUDB98] 17 [JIRPJ81] 27 [MJR+78] 37 [Cla34] 47 [Rog15]

8 [SBMH02] 18 [IJR78] 28 [Ehl96] 38 [APRS98] 48 [JT98]

9 [Jon07] 19 [MW97] 29 [ZRW+08] 39 [BLID11] 49 [Mas02]

10 [FBMG08] 20 [JKC88] 30 [JS08] 40 [Bur13] 50 [Bay08]

Considering the smallest functional unit in plants, i.e. a cell, the plant cell water
status is based on the coaction of the cell wall and the central vacuole, which both
are characteristic for plant cells but not for animal cells. The cell wall encloses
the protoplast. The protoplast denotes the functional cell unit enclosed by the cell
membrane. The cell wall consits of cellulose and pectin, has i.a. protective and
structuring function, and serves as filter. Cell walls protect the protoplast from
bursting when water diffuses into the protoplast. The central vacuole is an intra-
cellular sub-space enclosed by a membran (tonoplast). It containes cell sap, generates
the turgor pressure, and adsorbes water by osmosis for plant growth. Turgor or
turgor pressure denotes the mechanical tension of the cell sap on the cell wall. Plant
growth is realized in large parts by cell enlargement through cell water uptake rather
than by cell division. Growth is defined as irreversible gain in volume. Plant cells
gain volume mainly by cell/vakuole water uptake. The cell volume gain is attended
by a corresponding strain of the cell walls (hydromechanical system). This plastic
strain leads to a stress-relaxation of the cell walls resulting in an irreversible cell
wall strain. This process allows a cell growth of up to the 100-fold of the original
size [JS14] [Lös01] [Kut95] [SBMH02] [Von71].

Considering a composite of cells on sub-plant level, i.e. plant tissues, the plant
tissue water status is based on the coaction of intra-cellular and inter-cellular spaces.
Plant tissues consist of symplast and apoplast. Symplast denotes the entirety of
the intra-cellular spaces (protoplasts) which are connected by specific channels, the
plasmodesmata. Apoplast refers to the inter-cellular space and denotes the entirety
of all cell walls and inter-cellular spaces. In the apoplast the resistance to diffusion
is low compared to the symplast. It is also referred to as the Apparent Free Space
(AFS). At the plant system boundary the apoplast is delimited to the surrounding
environment by a water-impermeable covering (cuticula) except at the roots hairs,
where the apoplast is open for the ambient aqueous phase. In the roots the Casparys
Strip, a particular water-impermeable layer at the internal passage of the plant tissue
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to the vascular bundle (xylem, phloem), prevents from a barrier-free water diffusion
throught the apoplast into the xylem. Water has to enter the symplast in order to
pass the Caspary Strip [JS14] [Lös01] [Kut95] [SBMH02].

It can be summarized, that plant system boundary is naturally defined by plants
surface (cuticula, apoplast at the roots hairs). On the other hand, plant water status
can be studied on different scales: Cell, tissue, or whole plant (or simplified on field
scale) as investigated exemplary in [Jon07] [JT98] [MJR+78] [MPCA89].

System state, variables, signals: Plant system water state is related to

• water contents (e.g. cell or tissue water content),

• water flows (e.g. sap flow in the xylem), and

• water potentials (gradients) (e.g. water potential differences between tissues)
[JT98] [WA02] [BGKA+10].

Water content depends on the particular morphology m of the plant species, e.g. leaf
succulence [Jon07], and the actual water amount remaining in the plant system, i.e.
the water quantity difference between uptake u and release r. As a result, water
status of a plant based on water content (wsp-c) can be described by the vector
wsp-c=[m,u,r]T .

Water flow depends on five variables: Water potential gradient g between the consid-
ered locations/tissues, the distance d between these locations/tissues, the resistances
re and capacitances ca in the path between the locations/tissues [JGG+11] [JT98],
as well as water uptake u, i.a. ensuring a continuous transpirational pull without
cavitations. As a result, water status of a plant based on water f lows (wsp-f) can
be described by the vector wsp-f=[g,d,re,ca,u]T .

Water potentials can be considered on sub-plant level and on whole plant level.
Water potential on sub-plant level depends on pressure potentials pr, equating to
cell-internal pressures on cell walls (turgor), matrix potentials ma due to adhesive
forces, and osmotic potentials o caused by concentrations of the solute in vacuoles
and tissues [Kut95] [SBMH02]. Osmotic potentials only arise in presence of semi-
permeable membranes i.e. not in the vascular bundle [JT98]. Water potentials on
whole plant scale additionally depend on gravitational potentials gr antagonizing the
transpirational pull [JT98], and water uptake u, resulting in water potential changes
in time. As a result, water status of a plant based on water potentials (wsp-p)can
be described by the vector wsp-p=[pr,ma,o,gr,u]T .
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Summarizing the listed state variables, the total plant system water status (wsp-c,
wsp-f, and wsp-p) can be described by the vector wsp=[m,u,r,d,re,ca,pr,ma,o,gr]T .
Here, the variable g is not listed, as it is represented implicitely by the vector
wsp-p. The total plant system water status vector wsp can be extended if for
example plant growth (in time) is considered: Volumetric cell growth is determined
by the state variables ’potential cell wall strain’ cw, ’membranes water conductivity’
mc, ’water potential gradient’ g, and ’turgor’ pr) [JS14] [Lös01] [Kut95] [SBMH02].
Considering additionally reproductive growth stages (e.g. fructification, ovule)
the vector can be further extended by variables determining the apoplastic, sym-
plastic and specific carrier transport systems cs, the assimilate and water storage
systems in reproductive organs ro, and plant genotype characteristics pg (sink-
source) [CZF+10] [SBMH02] [TPCW14] [YS10]. Summarizing the above cited facts,
plant system water status is related to a considerable number of state variables on
different scales (cell, tissue, whole plant) which are partly interconnected.

Different output variables for plant water status determination for irrigation are
given in literature [PKM09] [Jon04] [Jon07] [Fer14]. In [Jon04] two general categories
of output variables are distinguished:

• Plant water state-based (a), and

• plant physiological response-based variables (b).

In category (a) output variables express the actual plant tissue water content or
related values. Output variables of this category assume the observability of the
plant water state by the current plant water content or related variables. Output
variables of category (a) are:

• Amount-based variables like the Relative Water Content (RWC): The RWC
represents the normalized water content of a plant tissue. The RWC is defined
as the actual water content related to the potential water content at full tugor
in [%] [Jon07] [JT98].

• Energy-based variables like the plant water potential: Similar to a.m. soil
water potential, the plant water potential is defined on a thermodynamic
basis in consideration of the chemical potential of water and its partial molal
volume [Jon07]. The plant water potential is expressed in pressure units e.g.
[mPa] [JS14] [SBMH02] [Jon07].

• Water content related values like turgor pressure: The turgor pressure represents
the hydrostatic intracellular pressure on the cell wall. Cell water content and
turgor pressure are related values. The turgor is involved in physiological
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processes of cell growth, gas exchange, and transportation and is for herbaceous
plants responsible for the mechanical stability and rigidity [JS14] [Lös01]
[SBMH02]. Turgor pressure is expressed in

– pressure units e.g. [mPa] [Fer14] [BEZ+13] [ZRW+08], or in

– extent units like leaf thickness or trunk diameters [cm] [Jon04] [Fer14], or
in

– angle units representing visible wilting symptoms because of reduced
turgor pressures [MPCA89] [JS08].

The measured output signal for variables of category (a) is compared with a (ex-
perimentally determined) threshold value (e.g. the output signal of well watered
comparative plants) in order to trigger irrigation events.

In category (b) output variables express the actual emmission/output caused by a
physiological/physical process which is known/assumed to be affected by a water
deficit experienced by the plant. Output variables of this category assume the
observability of the plant water state by the output variable of the respective physio-
logical process. The value of the measured output signal is as well compared with a
threshold value to trigger irrigation events. Output variables of category (b) comprise
emmissions/outputs of:

• Stomatal conductance (SC): The SC represents the quantity of gas exchange
of leaves with its surrounding atmosphere via the stomata. It is defined as
the quotient of transpiration the water vapor pressure difference (i.e. water
potential gradient) between leaf and atmosphere [JS14] [SBMH02]. The quantity
of transpiration through stomata varies in time i.a. depending on stomatal
aperture. This stomatal aperture is regulated by the plant, i.a. induced by
water deficits [CLL+09] [Bra97] [DSCU10]. Output variables for stomatal
conductance are:

– Stomatal conductance directly measured e.g. with a porometer: Stomatal
conductance is expressed in [mmol/m2/s] [SC15].

– Transpiration: The transpiration denotes ’the vaporization of liquid water
contained in plant tissues and the vapour removal to the atmosphere’
[APRS98]. Output variables for transpiration are expressed e.g. in
[l/m2/d] [CBGB91] [APRS98].

– Leaf temperature: Transpiration at the leaf surface through stomata gen-
erates evaporative cooling. Altered stomatal apertures result in changing
leaf surface temperatures caused by varying evaporative cooling. Leaf
temperature is expressed e.g. in [oC] [JIRPJ81] [Jac82] [Fuc90].
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– Sap flow: The sap flow represents the vertical antrorse water movement in
the xylem system mainly caused by the transpirational pull [JS14] [Lös01]
[SBMH02]. Altered stomatal apertures result in changing transpiration
rates and hence in changing sap flow rates. Sap flow is expressed e.g. in
[l/h] [Fer14] [CBE+05].

• Growth rate: Growth is defined as irreversible volume increase in time. Turgor
pressure is a major factor for plant growth because of the plant specific,
hydraulic cell growth process [JS14] [Lös01] [SBMH02]. Changes in plant
water state, particularly in turgor pressure, result in variations of growth rates.
Growth rate is expressed in lenghths for e.g. leaf elongation or fruit/trunk
diameters [cm] [Jon04] [Fer14].

• ABA produktion: Abscisic acid (ABA) is a growth regulator produced by the
roots exposed to a water deficit. A rising concentration of ABA in the xylem
sap induces i.a. the closure of the stomata leading to reduced transpiration
[JS14] [Tar96] [LSZ+08]. The ABA concentration is expressed in [mol/l] or
[nM] [Asc00] [FBMG08].

• Chlorophyll fluorescence: Photosynthesis is defined as the transformation of
light energy into chemical energy and subsequently the transformation of
low-energy substances into high-energy ones [JS14] [SBMH02]. The process
of photosynthesis is affected by the plant water state [CPM+02] [SBMH02]
[vdTVR09]. The disruptive effect of a water deficit on the photosynthesis
process is observable by changes in the leaves’ chlorophyll fluorescence course
at photosynthesis induction (Kautzky effect [KH31]). Chlorophyll fluorescence
is expressed by the value/course of characteristic chlorophyll fluorescence
intensities (origination, terminal, and key inflection points) and is denoted in
Fluorescence Units [FU] [LZH14] [BML14].

• Reflectance: Reflectance denotes the portion of light/radiation spectrum re-
flected by a leaf or canopy. Water deficits result in changes of radiation
reflectance at the wavelengths above the visible spectrum (more than 700nm)
i.e. at the infrared spectrum. Reflectance is utilized to estimate the leaf/canopy
water content and is expressed in Reflectance [R], the portion of reflected radi-
ation at incident radiation [LZH14] [PFB+93] [PF98] [CvdS00].

Processes, dynamics: The movement of water into and through the plant can be
roughly described as follows [JS14] [Lös01] [Kut95] [SBMH02] [Von71] [Ehl96]: Water
uptake (soil to root) is mainly driven by diffusion according to an osmotic pressure
gradient caused by assimilate concentration in the roots. Water transport from root
surface into roots radially to the roots axis/central cylinder takes place in the root
tissue. Generally, two different transportation paths for water in plant tissues are
known: The apoplastic transport, and the symplastic transport [Lös01] [SBMH02].
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The apoplastic transport takes place in the Apparent Free Space (AFS). In the
apoplast the resistance to diffusion is low compared to the symplast, but this trans-
portation path is limited in the roots by a water impermeable layer (casparys strip)
around the central cylinder. This layer prevents water uptake from the apoplast
directly into the roots central cylinder and for futher (long distance) transport in
the vascular bundle. Water from the apoplast has to enter the symplast in order
to be uptaken and transported via the xylem. Instead, the symplastic transport
takes place in the intra-cellular space and through the plasmodesmata. Water from
the symplast is uptaken directly into the roots central cylinder and available for
transportation in the xylem system. The water uptake into individual cells and the
central vacuole is also driven by osmosis [Lös01] [SBMH02]. If the osmotic value
within the cell/vacuole is higher than in the cell surrounding apoplast water diffuses
into the cell/central vacuole. Water transport (long distance) from root to leaf via
the xylem (sap flow) continues along a water potential gradient. This gradient is
predominantly produced by the transpirational pull because of transpiration at the
leaves surface. Additionally, roots are able to produce an osmotic root pressure
pushing the sap flow upwards. This roots pull may produce pressures of up to 6 bar
(0.6 mPa) and beeing kept even if the transpirational pull is interrupted e.g. because
of stomatal closure. Water releases by transpiration (leaf to atmosphere) result from
water diffusion through apertures in the lower leaf surface (stomata) alongside the
vapor pressure gradient between leaf and atmosphere. Water transport from leaf to
root via the phloem, responsible e.g. for the transport of assimilates into roots, again
continues along an osmotic pressure gradient caused by assimilate concentration
differences in plant tissues [JS14] [Lös01] [Kut95] [SBMH02] [Von71]. Thus, driving
forces for water movements in plants are mainly water potential gradients and osmotic
pressure gradients.

The dynamics (emergence and changes) of water potential and osmotic pressure
gradients on whole plant scale (water uptake, long distance transport, and water
release) are mainly induced by changes in soil water potential (cp. chapter soil
system) and in water potential of the relevant, surrounding atmosphere (cp. chap-
ter atmosphere system). As soil water potential drops due to reduced soil water
content, plant roots reduce root water potential accordingly, hence though still
extracting water from the soil. Correspondingly, as atmosphere water potential
drops due to e.g. reduced air humidity or increased temperature, plant leaves reduce
transpiration area (i.e. closure of stomata) preventing the plant from uncontrolled
excessive transpiration, and hence water releases [JS14] [Lös01] [SBMH02]. Related
to water deficits, the dynamics of water potential and osmotic pressure gradients
on plant tissue or cell scale is mainly induced by the detection of a water deficit
by the plant; the plant internal physiological detection processes are not fully ex-
plained yet [CZF+10] [Bra97]. Water deficit to plants occurs when transpiration
losses rise above water uptake, either by restricted water supply or by increased
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water loss [Bra97]. Water deficits tend to reduce crop productivity. Water deficits
experienced by plants cause protoplast volume reductions, concentration of cell sap,
turgor reduction, and changes in transmembrane potential gradients [SBMH02]. This
impacts several physiological processes in plants, e.g. root and leaf development,
photosynthesis, flowering, and development rates [JS14] [Lar87] [CPM+02] [McM08],
albeit in different sensitivities [Lös01] [Hsi73] [Jon04]. Short-term responses of
plants to water deficits aiming at improved water uptake are for example osmotic
adjustments or an increase of cell wall expansibility in root cells [WC00] [DKLJ10].
Short-term responses of plants to water deficits aiming at reduced water releases
are for example shoot growth inhibition or stomatal closure caused by root sig-
nalling [Lös01] [SBMH02]. Long-term responses of plants to water deficits are for
example sustained root growth or reduced transpiration area by early leaf senes-
cence [CPM+02] [CMP03]. Major driving force in whole plant drought responses is
signalling by abscisic acid (ABA), a growth regulator produced by the roots under
water stress and influencing manifold biochemical and physiological processes as well
as growth, flowering, and morphology [JS14]. Generally, the type and scale of drought
responses depend on species, time and dimension of water losses, developmental
stage, as well as on organ/cellular characteristics [Bra97]. Additionally, in [TGM11]
’feedback’ effects between individual responses are assumed to exist. Here, ’feedback’
is described as an open-loop feedback thus representing rather an interaction between
processes than a feedback in a narrower sense of control taxonomy. To this effect
a coordination network for three major water deficit induced processes, namely
carbon (biomass) accumulation, cell number, and tissue expansion, is introduced.
The authors assume the three processes being strongly selfconnected but only slightly
interconnected by interaction effects. For example, an interaction effect is mentioned
for C-metabolism on expansive growth, or for cell division and tissue expansion.
Ultimately, the proposed network is oposed to two other coordination options be-
tween these processes: The first highlighting carbon availability dominating the other
processes, and the second describing all processes as parallel and not interacting at all.

Concluding it can be stated that water-related states and processes in plants are
influenced by water contents, water flows, and water potentials. Plant responses to
water deficits are either aiming at improved water uptake by the roots, or at reduced
water releases, or at improved/more efficient water use. Actual plant responses
to water deficits depend on plant specific parameters (species, cultivar, individual
plant, developmental stage), and on the water deficit severity (time and dimension).
Interactions between physiological processes are assumed to exist.

Models: Basic idea to employ plant system-based models for irrigation purposes is
to irrigate based on actual plant water status [PKM09] [Jon04] [Fer14]. Here, plant
system output variables are modeled to determine time/quantity of irrigation events.
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Plant system-based models can be roughly distinguished into

• plant water balance-based models (a) [RYS+00], and

• plant water status-based models (b) [Jon04].

In plant water balance-based models (a) the water status of a crop is assessed by
balancing plant water uptake with plant water release. Results deviating from
experimentally determined threshold values trigger irrigation events. For exam-
ple, in [GVFM+09] and [GRG10] the crop model AquaCrop [SRH+09] was used
for the development of Deficit Irrigation (DI) schedules for cotton and quinoa. In
AquaCrop the crop yield is related to crop water use (equal to water uptake minus
water release) by crop specific, linear water production functions. These functions
reflect the disruptive effect of water deficits on yields considering species and de-
velopmental stages [SHFR12]. In [GRG10] seasonal/irrigation event-based crop
water requirements for water sensitive growth stages of quinoa are calculated. The
derived irrigation schedule was developed in four steps: (1) Simulation of sensitive
growth stages under rainfed conditions. (2) Detection of quantitative thresholds
for developmental stages signalling the start of water deficit sensitive stages. (3)
Simulation of several growing seasons under different irrigation schedules. Irrigation
quantity is given for each case as a fixed partial dose sufficient to refill soil water
content up to the defined, soil specific threshold serving as irrigation time trigger.
(4) Simulated results are converted into DI irrigation schedules with varying irriga-
tion intervals for sensitive developmental stages. As another example, in [HCB13]
and [Hoo94] the crop model CERES [RUDB98] was used for the development of
irrigation schedules for wheat and maize. In CERES the crop yield is related to crop
water use. The disruptive effect of water deficits is introduced by two yield-reducing
factors reflecting developmental dysfunction at a mild and at a more severe water
deficit. At a mild water deficit defined as threshold of soil water depletion the
factor TURFAC is activated, representing reductions in expansive growth. The
factor TURFAC denotes the quotient of the potential root water uptake (soil wa-
ter availability) to the potential transpiration (plant water release) weighted by
a constant crop specific factor. The value of the factor TURFAC lies between 0
and 1, and its function is proportional to the named quotient. If TURFAC drops
below a threshold, the simulated yield is reduced (TURFAC below 1). Further,
as soon as potential transpiration equals or exceeds potential root water uptake
a second factor is activated: SWFAC. This factor represents reductions in further
developmental processes like biomass accumulation or flowering. The factor SWFAC
as well denotes the quotient of the potential root water uptake to the potential tran-
spiration, but it is activated at a lower quotient value than TURFAC. The SWFAC
function is as well proportional but with a higher gradient than of TURFAC [HCB13].
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In plant water status-based models (b) the water status of a plant is derived from
measured crop water output variables serving as input variables for irrigation schedul-
ing. Different options for the conversion of plant system-based output variables into
irrigation input variables (time and quantity) are described in literature:

• First: Measurement of plant (tissue) water state output variables and the
deduction of irrigation input variables: In [VG88] the relations between leaf
turgor, relative water content (RWC), and leaf water potential (LWP) exemplary
for potato leaves are investigated with regard to genotype selection. In potatos
with full irrigation a leaf water potential of -1,0MPa and a turgor pressure of
0,1MPa were measured. A turgor loss due to a water deficit was measured at a
relative water content of 0,92 and a leaf water potential of -0,8MPa. Results
of comparable studies for other plant species (alfalfa, field bean, sunflower,
wheat) are also noted: Turgor pressure (full turgidity) is ranging for all crops
between 0,7MPa and 1,2MPa; the points of turgor loss are given between RWC
of 0,95 and LWP of -1,3MPa (alfalfa) and RWC of 0,76 and LWP of -1,1MPa
(field bean). In wheat a LWP of up to -1,4MPa was measured. Hence, water
relations differ significantly between species requiring plant specific thresholds
for irrigation purposes. In [GMdC+06] for example the threshold for irrigation
time of vine based on leaf water potential measurements is introduced. In
a three years experiment three different irrigation treatments (full irrigation
(FI), mild deficit irrigation (MD), severe deficit irrigation (SD)) were defined
by setting rising leaf water potential thresholds at -0,6MPa to -0,8MPa (FI),
-0,6(MPa) to -1,2MPa (MD), and -1,0MPa to -1,2MPa (SD). Results show yield
quantity reductions compared to FI treatments of about 20 percent for MD
(increasing over three years), and of about 50 percent for SD. Yield quality in
MD-treatments was superior to both other treatments. The irrigation input
variables are set for irrigation time at the named thresholds, and irrigation
quantities are numbered with average annual irrigation amounts of 374mm/a
(FI), 250mm/a (MD), and 178mm/a (SD). In [ZRS+10] turgor pressures of
banana leaves were measured to investigate relations between plant water
status and leaf turgor pressure behavior. Variables for the detection of an
incipient water deficit (threshold for irrigation timing) are proposed to be (a)
the amplitude of the leaf turgor peak at noon, and (b) the oscillation of the
measured pressure signal which is solely measurable at well watered plants (cell
turgor below 100kPa), but decreases under water deficit. Irrigation quantities
are not discussed with regard to irrigation thresholds.

• Second: Comparative measurement of plant-based variables and soil-based
variables: Known soil-based thresholds are used for the determination of related
plant-based thresholds. In [LSZ+08] [JBP+10] for example the threshold for an
optimal xylem ABA-concentration for irrigation changeover in Partial Rootzone
Drying (PRD) for potatos is given with 150nM compared to 115nM in fully
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irrigated plants. This threshold for the irrigation input variable ’irrigation
time’ was determined experimentally by measuring xylem ABA-concentrations
compared to soil water potential signals at different soil depletion stages. Under
the presented experimental conditions a 150nM ABA-concentration equals a
soil water potential of about -80kPa. The irrigation input variable ’water
quantity’ was fixed at 18 percent of volumetric soil water content but not
determined based on plant-based variables.

• Third: Comparative measurement of different plant-based variables: Known
plant (tissue) water state output variable thresholds (e.g. leaf water potential)
are used for the determination of unknown related plant-based thresholds.
In [PFB+93] for example water stress indeces for gerbera plants based on
three reflectance indicators were developed: (i) Reflectance at 950nm (a water
absorption band) related to a reference reflection at 900nm (R970/R900), (ii) the
first deriative minimum in this near-infrared spectrum, and (iii) the wavelength
in which this deriative minimum occurs. Comparative measurements were made
for Relative Water Content (RWC), leaf water potential, stomatal conductance,
and foliage-air temperature. The indeces correlate significantly with the selected
plant water state output variables; particularly at RWC values lower than 85
percent, corresponding to a stomatal conductances of 0,075 mmol/m2/s, and
-1,5MPa leaf water potentials. The conversion into irrigation input variables
(time and quantity) was not quantified in this study. The identification of
reflectance-based thresholds for irrigation is relevant in the context of other
investigations, e.g. for cotton [ARR+15], or sweet corn [GIK+13]. As another
example, in [CAM+05] the leaf water potential and canopy temperature of
cotton were comparatively measured. Here, leaf water potential is considered to
reflect plant water status, and leaf temperatures were measured and processed
to reflect spatial leaf water potential distribution in the field. The conversion
into irrigation input variables in terms of quantitative thresholds is not specified
in the study.

• Fourth: Measurement of a plant-based variable and model-based conversion
into an index serving as irrigation input variable: An example for this approach
is the stress-degree-day concept introduced in [IJR78]. Here, a modification
of the growth-degree-day concept describing crop development based on daily
cumulative air temperatures is proposed [MW97]. A stress-degree-day denotes
the ’crop canopy temperature’ minus ’air temperature’ differential and describes
developmental delays due to water stress. The approach was further developed
to the Crop Water Stress Index (CWSI) concept as described in [JKC88]
based on canopy temperature values only. In [Jon99] the index was refined
by replacing the theoretically estimated reference temperature of leaves from
well-watered plants by measured wet and dry reference surfaces and introducing
an index being proportional to stomatal conductance (and hence stomatal
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aperture). According to [WY16] irrigation e.g. in soyabean is usually triggered
at a CWSI of above 0,24.

With regard to plant system-based models it can be summarized that:

1. The input variables for irrigation scheduling (time and quantity) can be derived
either by balancing soil water content with plant and soil water releases, or by
deriving the irrigation input variables from sensed plant based water status
variables.

2. In crop models the dynamic behavior of plants being exposed to planned
water deficits can be reflected by introducing different irrigation treatments
for different developmental stages. In crop model AquaCrop for example the
crop specific water production function for DI is composed of segments of the
different, linear, developmental stage-related production functions.

3. The conversion of a plant-based water status output variable into an irrigation
input variable can be either implemented directly by measured or modeled
plant-based thresholds, or indirectly by the comparison of plant measurements
with known thresholds of other plant- or soil-based output variables.

4. All investigated studies describing plant water status-based models referred to
the irrigation input variable ’irrigation time’ denoted as sensed incipient crop
water stress.

5. No study could be found focussing on the quantification of a threshold for the
irrigation input factor ’water quantity’ on the basis of plant-based signals only,
although quantitative irrigation treatments were (partly) described. The latter
conclusion is similarely drawn in [Jon04] [Jon07] [WA02].

Input variables for plant water balance models are:

• Initial plant water status term: Time period in crop models is usually the
plants lifecycle from sowing till harvest. This determines the point in time for
the initial status determination at the time of sowing. Accordingly, in [GRG10]
and [HCB13] the actual plant water status is derived by the definition of an
initial soil water content at sowing. Here, the initial plant water status is fixed
as being ’fully irrigated’ at a soil field capacity of about 70 percent.

• Plant water uptake term: Plant water uptake depends on soil water availability
(cp. chapter soil system) and on the plant specific root water uptake ability. The
plants ability to extract water from the soil depends on its root and physiological
characteristics as well as on atmospheric conditions (e.g. air temperature) [JS14]
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[SBMH02]. Water uptake is modeled either directly using a model for root
water uptake, like in crop model CERES-wheat, or indirectly by equating water
uptake with transpiration losses, like in APSIM crop model. The latter concept
assumes similar water quantities for water uptake and transpiration omitting
explicit water uptake models. Root water uptake can be modeled either in a
microscopic approach, or in a macroscopic approach [GKC06] [KSJ14]. In the
microscopic approach root-water uptake is determined based on ”microscale
physics of water flow from the soil to, and through, the plants roots”. The model
consists of a conductivity term, the water pressure head gradient soil-root,
and a water flow geometry term [GKC06]. According to [Dee08] microscopic
approaches are used e.g. in crop models like CERES-wheat [Rit85], APSIM-
SWIM [KCH+03] [HBV12], or CROPGRO-soybean [BJHP98]. Alternatively, in
a macroscopic approach the root-water uptake term is extracted from empirical
functions describing plant reaction to water potential [GKC06]. The actual root
water uptake is modeled by multiplying a maximum root water uptake value
by the dimensionless, empirically determined stress response function. For
example in the crop model AquaCrop [SRH+09] the water extraction patterns
are predetermined at 40 to 10 percent for every quarter of the effective rooting
depth [SRH+09].

• Plant water release term: Plant water releases are primarily due to transpira-
tion at the plants leaves. Water transpiration is determined by the evaporative
conditions like air temperature, vapor pressure deficit, radiation, or wind
speed [RBGRA14] [APRS98] (cp. chapter atmosphere system). Transpiration
represents the water outflow in a plant water balance consideration. In crop
models transpiration is considered either by equating transpiration to water
uptake (e.g. in crop model DAISY [AH00]), or by introducing a transpiration
coefficient adjusting this water uptake to certain plant- and atmospheric condi-
tions (e.g. in crop model APSIM [KCH+03]). Alternatively, transpiration is
computed as a share of total evapotranspiration (ET), whereas it is necessary
to distinguish between transpiration (plant) and evaporation (soil) [APRS98].

Input variables for plant water status-based models for irrigation are the above
described plant water status output variables. Measured plant water status out-
put variables are modeled to derive indeces (e.g. the above mentioned CWSI or
reflectance index) indicating a plant water stress state. If an index threshold is
reached, irrigation is triggered.

It can be derived from the above cited facts, that irrigation based on plant water
balance approaches (crop models) considers plant dynamic behavior by introducing
linear yield reduction functions. These approaches determine irrigation input vari-
ables (quantities and timing) either based on the soil water status (assuring sufficient
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water supply) [GRG10] [HCB13], or based on evaporative plant water releases (as an
indicator for water consumption) [APRS98] [PT14] [STSH07] [PP11] (cp. chapter
atmosphere system). Irrigation based on plant water status-based approaches consid-
ers plant dynamic behavior by introducing empirically defined thresholds triggering
irrigation at the point of water stress incipience. Here, irrigation water quantity
(actual plant water demand) is determined using soil- or atmosphere-based methods.

Causality mapping: Modeling steps are depicted in figure 2.1 (causality mapping
overview) referred to as plant system output variables. Input variable of a plant-
based irrigation approach is the sensed plant system output variable (considered
at a certain time t0) represented by the output signal for (i) plant tissue water
content [%] or related values (e.g. [cm]), alternatively for (ii) the emmission/output
caused by a physiological/physical process (e.g. [l/h]). To date, output variable of
plant-based irrigation approaches is solely the irrigation time [h]. Here, conversion of
the input terms into the output term [h] is basically implemented by the derivation
of a threshold value for (i) plant tissue water content [%], or (ii) plant system water
transpiration (release) [mmol/m2/s], or (iii) individual, empirically determined and
process-related indeces (e.g. CWSI). Irrigation is triggered if the specific threshold is
reached by the sensed/modeled plant system output variable. Determination of the
volumetric irrigation water quantity to be applied per area [l/m2] based solely on
plant-related output variables is not yet realized. In crop models used for irrigation
purposes dynamic plant behavior is introduced by yield reduction functions. Here,
irrigation time and quantity determination is based on soil and atmosphere consider-
ations.

2.3.3 Atmosphere system

Boundaries, components: As atmosphere the gasuous mixture of the earth atmo-
sphere is denoted. The atmosphere consists of principle components nitrogen (78
volume percent), oxigen (20 volume percent), and argon (1 volume percent) [Möl03].
Additionally, at ground level the atmosphere contains in average 1.3 volume per-
cent water vapor (below one percent at the poles, up to three percent in the trop-
ics) [Möl03] [WE12]. Water vapor is about 40 percent lighter than air hence ascending
to higher atmosphere layers until the water condenses. Above this condensation layer
water vapor content of the air is considerably lower than at ground level. Average wa-
ter vapor content of the total atmosphere is about 0.4 volume percent [Möl03] [WE12].

As an atmosphere system a certain spatial portion of the atmosphere enclosing the
plant assumed to have influence on water related processes of crops, particularly on
the evapotranspiation of water (plant water releases), is denoted. Evapotranspiration
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(ET) comprises water evaporation resulting from two sources: (i) Transpiration (T)
of water from inside the leaves (water releases of plants) and (ii) evaporation (E) of
water from plant external surfaces (e.g. soil, water drops on leafs) [APRS98]. Both
processes denote the phase transition of water from liquid to gaseous [Möl03] [WE12].
Evaporation and transpiration are mostly considered jointly as ET because the
extraction of the plant’s transpiration share of the measured or modeled ET-value
is not readily possible [JS14]. Additionally, a characteristic change of ET behavior
with respect to a slow time scale is known: At early developmental crop stages
evaporation from the soil makes up a high share in ET, at full canopy crop stages
transpiration is dominant [APRS98].

Lower boundaries of the atmosphere system to the plant as well as to the soil system
are naturally defined by the plant’s and soil surface [BGJ+03]. The boundary of the
ET-relevant atmosphere to the residual atmosphere is defined differently in literature:
In [BGJ+03] the system boundaries are defined: ”The upper boundary of the system
is the atmosphere characterized by standard climatic variables (radiation, minimum
and maximum temperatures, rainfall, reference evapotranspiration and possibly wind
and humidity) and the lower boundary corresponds to the soil/subsoil interface.”
In [APRS98] the measurement of atmospheric parameters at standardized heights
of 2 m above ground (for wind speed, temperature, and humidity) at an assumed
crop height of 0.12 m is stated for the determination of the ET of a grass reference
surface. In [SJ05] atmospheric parameters for ET calculations are measured between
0.14 m (pan evaporation) and 3.3 m (wind speed). In [Shu08] heights of ”a few
meters above vegetation” are mentioned for the parameter measurement of water
vapor transfer methods. Finally, in [GFP+15] parameters are measured at heights
between 0.57 m (gas analyzer) and 2.6 m (wind components sensor). Summarizing,
the upper boundary of atmosphere systems is not consistently defined. In [APHJ11]
best practice recommendations for standardized ET data acquisition are given.

System state, variables, signals: Atmosphere system water state for irrigation
purposes is related to

• air water vapor content, and

• air water potential [APRS98] [Möl03] [WE12] [DVW96].

Air water vapor content depends particularly on air temperature at : Maximum air
humidity (water vapor saturation) denotes the water quantity that one m3 air can
absorb at most. At air temperature of e.g. 20oC the volume of one m3 air can absorb
about 14g water, at air temperature of 30oC about 30g water, and at 60oC about
100g water (at atmospheric normal pressure) [Möl03] [WE12] [Gl1]. Additionally,
air water vapor content is determined by water vapor intakes (by evaporation) ev
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and releases (by condensation) co. Evaporation denotes the phase transformation of
water from liquid to gaseous, condensation denotes the inverted phase transforma-
tion from gaseous to liquid state [Möl03] [WE12]. As a result, water state of the
atmosphere based on water vapor content (wsa-c) can be described by the vector
wsa-c=[at,ev,co]T .

Air water potential denotes the vapor pressure difference between air and plant at
a time instance [Tar96] [TE91]. This gradient determines plant water releases by
transpiration. Physically, the quantity of plant water transpiration in time depends
on four variables [Möl03] [WE12] [DVW96]:

• Actual vapor pressure difference between the liquid water surface (in stomata)
and enclosing air: Vapor pressure difference depends on the relative air humidity
ah [vdW73] [Cla34]: The transfer of water molecules from liquid to gaseous
phase is proportional to the relative air humidity [vdW73] [Cla34]. The latter
denotes the actual air water vapor content related to the maximum possible
air water vapor content at the particular temperature [Möl03] [WE12].

• Energy available for the evaporation process at the water surface: The available
energy for evaporation depends mainly on the meteorological factors radiation
ra, and air temperature at [APRS98].

• Quantity of evaporated water removed by the air (e.g. by wind): The quantity
of removed evaporated water depends on wind terms wt [APRS98].

• Liquid water quantity available for evaporation: Liquid plant water available
for transpiration depends on soil water availability and precipitation swp, and
on plant characteristics pc (cp. chapter plant system).

As a result, water status of the atmosphere based on air water potential (wsa-p)
can be described by the vector wsa-p=[ah,ra,at,wt,swp,pc]T .

Output variables for atmosphere water status determination for irrigation refer either
to ET-quantity, or to the share of actual plant-transpiration from a maximum possi-
ble or targeted ET-value [FS07] [APHJ11] [DDM09]. Output variables determining
evapotranspiration quantity approximate the absolute water quantity transpired by
the plants which should be replaced by irrigation [KMD+16]. Output variables of
this category are expressed in terms of depth [mm/d], volume [m3/ha/d], or energy
[MJ/m2/d], where 1 mm/d denotes 10 m3/ha/d or 2.45 MJ/ha/d. Here, energy
denotes the latent heat of vaporization denoting the energy required to vaporize
free water [APRS98] [Dat11] [Bow26]. Output variables determining the share of
actual plant-transpiration from a maximum possible or targeted ET-value describe
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by approximation the actual plant water release related to a water release under
non-limited water conditions in [%] [APRS98] [KP09]. The determined deviation
from a threshold value triggers irrigation time and quantity [DDM09] [How96]. Ir-
rigation quantity can be derived directly from the ET-value expressed in terms of
water volume per area and time.

According to [APRS98] different perspectives to ET should be considered (to repeat
[APRS98]):

• Reference ET (ETo) describes the ET of a reference plant surface defined by
fixed, standardized plant and soil parameters. This ETo denotes the climatic
evaporative conditions of a non water-limited specific location at a certain time
of the year. This approach aims at the comparison of evaporative conditions
between different locations and seasons. Average ETo values e.g. for temperate
regions with humid to sub-humid climate range between 1 - 2 mm/d at minus
10oC, and 4 - 7 mm/d at 30oC.

• Standardized crop evapotranspiration (ETc) denotes the ET of a certain crop
grown under non water-, disease-, or nutrition-limiting conditions in a certain
location and time. This ETc denotes the crop specific water release und it’s
value represents approximatively the water quantity to be refilled by irriga-
tion (or precipitation). The ratios of ETo/ETc for different crops have been
experimentally determined and are expressed in crop specific dimensionless
coefficients Kc. For irrigation purposes the ETc can be determined by multi-
plying a known ETo with the relevant Kc [KMD+16]. The Kc-value for e.g.
cereals ranges between 0.3 and 1.2 depending on developmental stage.

• Crop evaporation under restricted conditions (e.g. water shortage) (ETc−adj)
denotes the ETc of a certain crop grown under limited growing conditions.
The ETc−adj may deviate from the corresponding ETc. These growth limiting
conditions can be introduced by stress factors reducing ETc by an empirically
determined portion.

Processes/dynamics: Water vapor and liquid water are linked by mass and energy
transfer (evaporation and condensation) [Möl03] [WE12]. Mass transfer denotes the
net movement of mass (water molecules) between the phases (liquid/gaseous). The
related energy transfer denotes the energy flow interconnected to the mass transfer
in the same direction, i.e. the mass energy transfer analogy [BLID11]. Evaporative
cooling represents an example for this process: When water evaporates at the surface
of liquid water, the water molecules leave the liquid texture to the gaseous phase
(mass transfer) subducting also the mass related energy from the liquid phase (energy
transfer). The energy removed from the liquid water results in a reduced water
temperature (evaporative cooling). The energy used for this phase transition is
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denoted as latent heat of vaporization [Dat11]. Molecules of the liquid phase must
have a kinetic energy exceeding the water surface binding energy to leave the liquid
phase. Energy inputs to the liquid phase e.g. through solar radiation result in
increased kinetic energy of water molecules. Hence, more water molecule are able to
leave the liquid phase [BLID11] [WE12].

The dynamics of water phase transformation is influenced by a number of variables
[RBGRA14] [Möl03] [WE12] [Pen48]:

• Water surface dimension and shape, denoting mainly stomatal aperture size
and the concave shape of water meniskus surfaces at the top of cappilary
vessels. Stomatal aperture size determines the number of water molecules per
stomata being exposed to evaporative conditions (the smaller the apertures,
the less evaporative surface). A concave shape of water surfaces results in more
strongly bonded water molecules to the water surface [Tho72].

• Plant’s biological features, influencing this transpiration dynamic by number,
size, position, and time behavior of stomata [Lös01] [Hsi73] [Lar01] [DSCU10].

• Air temperature, denoting meteorologically the measured atmospheric tem-
perature at about 2m height from the ground [Möl03] [WE12]. At this height
the air temperature is assumed not to be influenced by radiation and soil
heat. Air temperature is influencing the number of water molecules having
enough kinetic energy to leave the liquid water texture and hence evaporation
rate. Rising air temperatures at constant environmental conditions result in
expotentially rising maximum water vapor saturation of the air [Möl03] [WE12].
According to Mollier [Mol93] this relation is depicted in h,x- (or t,x-) diagrams.
Air temperature in vicinity of the stomata is again influenced by the water
temperature, solar irradiation, and wind speed.

• Water temperature, cooling down the air temperature in immediate vicinity of
the liquid water surface in stomata if water temperature is below air temperature.
This reduces the maximum air humidity in this area and hence the local vapor
pressure deficit, i.e the water evaporation rate. Additionally, lower water
temperature results in lower average velocities of the liquid water molecules
leading to a smaller portion of molecules being able to leave the liquid water
texture (evaporation) [Möl03] [Kad06].

• Solar irradiation, increasing the kinetic energy of water molecules. This results
in an increase of water evaporation rate. On the other hand, evaporation of
water results in evaporative cooling [SJ05] [PJ14]. Hence, the effect of an
increased evaporation rate due to a rise in air temperature and irradiation is
opposed to the effect of reduced evaporation rate due to a simultanious cooling
effect caused by evaporation and a water-air-temperature difference.
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• Wind terms (speed, turbulence), influencing evaporation by removal of water
saturated air and the delivery of air of lower humidity [Kad06].

• Water vapor saturation of the air, determining the water potential differences
between plant and atmosphere. At 25oC and about 50 percent relative air
humidity the atmosphere has a water potential of about -95 MPa compared to
-0.5 to -2.5 MPa in leaves (or -0.1 MPa in moist soils). This difference results
in a high transpirational pull [Lös01] [Kut95] [Möl03].

• Atmospheric pressure, influencing only marginally the mass transfer under
normal atmospheric conditions of about 0.5 percent under different pressures
and temperatures [Möl03] [WE12] [Gl1].

Summarizing, evaporation rate and hence plant water release is determined by the
number of water molecules available and being exposed to evaporative conditions, as
well as the energy disposable for water molecules to leave the liquid textures. The
major atmosphere-based factors influencing ET and hence the dynamic of transpira-
tion are: Solar irradiation and ambient air temperature providing the energy for the
evaporative process, as well as air humidity and wind speed determining the water
vapor intake capacity of the surrounding air.

Models: Basic idea to employ atmosphere system-based models for irrigation pur-
poses is to model irrigation based on the actual plant water release [Rog15] [DDM09]
[AR07]. Here, atmosphere system output variables are modeled to determine time
and/or quantity of irrigation events. Irrigation is triggered as soon as a targeted
ETc-threshold value is reached. Irrigation quantity can be derived directly by the
ETc-value in terms of water volume per area and time [KMD+16] [KP09] [AR07].

In the reviews [APHJ11] [SC15] evaluations and best practice recommendations are
given on measuring/modeling setups including methods

• deriving ETc by sensing soil water inflows and outflows for soil water balance-
and related ET-considerations (cp. chapter 2.3.1),

• determining plant transpiration e.g. by measuring plant sap flow as an indicator
for transpirational pull (cp. chapter 2.3.2), or

• modeling ETc by measuring weather and/or canopy data and using energy or
thermodynamic models.
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The latter approach includes:

– Empirical methods like the Dalton equation [Dal01] modeling evaporation
in [mm/d] on an aerodynamic basis as a function of an empirical factor
considering wind speed in [m/s], and the water vapor saturation deficit
in [mPa] [ABF+10]. Alternatively, the Eddy covariance method [Bur13]
[BHM88] is applicable to model vertical turbulent fluxes to estimate ET.
Other examples are the approach of Thornthwaite [Tho48] which is based
on the empirical relation between ET and air temperature [XS01], or the
approach of Turc [Tur61] which is based on the empirical relations between
ET and air temperature, global radiation, and air humidity [FP13].

– Energy balance methods modeling ETc based on the assumption that the
sum of all positive and negative energy fluxes (net rediation, sensible heat,
latent heat, and ground heat) remain zero for all instances. As the latent
heat demand of 2.45 MJ for evaporation of 1 mm/d water (at 20oC) is
known, the ETc quantity can be derived by measuring or modeling the
other components of this balance equation [Bow26] [AWH+11].

– Combination of an energy balance approach with an aerodynamic ap-
proach, like for example the Penman-Monteith-equation [Mon65] used
for example in crop model AquaCrop. Here, ETc is modeled by three
meteorological variables: Effective radiation balance [W/m2], air water
sturation deficit [hPa], water vaporation saturation gradient (depending on
air temperature) [hPa/K], and by two evaporation resistances: The aero-
dynamic restistance (depending on canopy height and structure, as well
as on wind terms) [s/m], and the mean stomatal resistance (representing
the water supply of the crop) [s/m].

Concluding, the determination of ETc-data requires instrumentation and methods
able to model the above described complex physical principles. To date, in a number
of studies the a.m. different ET-modeling approaches are comparatively examined
referring to the applicability of models to different crops [AWH+11], environmental
conditions [STSH07] [XS01], timely and spatial resolutions [SC15] [GDNM+09], and
measurement requirements [APHJ11] [FP13]. On the other hand, ET-based irrigation
systems are tested in the field for practical use [DDM09] [KMD+16] [AR07]. Here,
the input variables are a crop specific coefficient Kc, and measured/modeled weather
data (i.e. air temperature, solar irradiation, wind speed, and air humidity) to model
the actual, local ETo. The resulting ETc represents the actual crop water release
quantity in [mm/d] to be refilled by irrigation (and precipitation).

Causality mapping: Modeling steps are depicted in figure 2.1 (causality mapping
overview) referred to as atmosphere system output variables. The input variable of
an atmosphere-based irrigation approach is the sensed atmosphere system output
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variable (considered at a certain time to) represented by the output signals for
weather data for e.g. air humidity [%], air temperature [oC], solar irradiation [W/m2],
or wind speed [km/h]. Alternatively, a combination can be used to describe ET.
The output variables of an ET model-based irrigation approach are the irrigation
time [h], as well as the volumetric irrigation water quantity to be applied per area
[mm/d]. Here, transpiration is assumed being an empirically determined share of
total ET. This irrigation quantity equals the crop water release for a defined time
period. The conversion of the considered input term into the output term is basically
implemented by (i) the (empirically determined) correlation between actual local
weather conditions and evapotranspiration quantities (ETo), the (ii) (empirically
determined) share of transpiration at total evapotranspiration(ETc), and the (iii)
(empirically determined) crop specific water release behavior (Kc).

2.4 Comparative Remarks

In practice, soil-based approaches are commonly used for irrigation scheduling
[PKM09] [ACB15]. Most crop models are also including a soil water balance concept
defining the quantity of water extractable by plants [BWB06]. Soil-based irriga-
tion is appraised by [Jon04] as beeing not particularly accurate but substantially
robust for different environmental conditions. Soil system-based methods allow
an easy and practical application, also because water content measures directly
indicate an irrigation volume to be applied. On the other hand, position and a
large number of potential sensing locations reduce accuracy and generalization of
measurements [Jon04]. Furthermore, all water balance modules are sensitive to
the holding capacity of the soil, the depth explored by the roots and the climatic
evapotranspiration [BWB06]. In addition, water balance approaches are assessed of
being susceptible to cumulative errors [JS14] [Jon99]. Another drawback of soil-based
methods is that physiological reactions of plants depend directly on plant tissue
water status. The latter in turn is stated to depend not only on soil water status,
but also on water flow characteristics through the plant varying according to the
evaporation conditions for the plant [Jon04].

Plant system-based methods for water status monitoring are appraised to measure
stress responses directly, integrate more effects than soil-based methods, and are
potentially more sensitive [Jon04]. Drawback of those concepts is still a backlog
in research and development [Jon04]. Plant-based methods are limited in use, as
they can provide though an indication for the need and potentially also for the
timing of irrigation, but not (yet) the determination of the irrigation water quantity
needed [CBE+05] [BML14] [Jon99] [MAC+07].
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Advantages in using an atmosphere-based water balance approach for irrigation
purposes are seen e.g. in low sensing requirements and consideration of weather
data [PKM09]. Though, evapotranspiration approaches are generally assessed not
being implemented uniformly, as ”models have large variation in the prediction of
ET, both in methodology and result” [ASA15]. In [GFP+15] for example different
approaches for ET modeling are compared and indicate that the results differ de-
pending on season and particular weather condition. Further, in [ZB04] in total 84
experimental studies of crop water productivity values (actual yield devided by actual
ET in [kg/m3]) for four irrigated crops were reviewed. A low correlation between crop
yield and evapotranspiration was found (r2 of 0,09-0,39). Besides the information loss
due to simplification by modeling, errors deriving from measurement systems are seen
to be the cause for limited information value in the experiments considered [ZB04].
Additionally, using transpiration values for determination of irrigation quantities does
not consider e.g. compensation effects in different rooting depths like enhanced root
development which might be feeded back to multi-layer water soil balances [LdJB01].
Further, equating transpiration with root water uptake does not consider plant inter-
nal processes, e.g. changes in plant hydraulic conductances [CBP+14]. Incidentally,
an irrigation concept deducing a crop water demand only from plant water release ne-
glects irrigation requirements caused by e.g. percolation or leaching of salts [APRS98].

Regarding deduction of irrigation variables, an overview about the described charac-
teristics of the different approaches is shown in table 2.2. The detection, time, and
quantification of irrigation necessities can either be derived from a plant system ex-
ternal water supply deficit, or from a plant system internal water supply status. Soil
system-based irrigation is implemented either based on water balance considerations,
or on empirical water content/potential trigger thresholds. Both approaches consider
solely a plant external water supply deficit and do not include consideration of plant
dynamic behavior. The determination of irrigation variables is soil system-based.
Soil-based irrigation is targeted to optimize soil water availability. Plant system-based
irrigation is implemented either based on plant water status considerations (water
balance or water content/potential), or on water stress response trigger thresholds.
All approaches consider plant dynamic behavior. The determination of the irrigation
variable ’time’ is plant system-based, but the determination of the irrigation variable
’quantity’ is implemented soil- or atmosphere-based. Plant-based irrigation is targeted
to maintain plant water status. Atmosphere system-based irrigation is implemented
either based on energy balance considerations, or on thermodynamic approaches, or
on a combination of both. In these models plant dynamic behavior is not included
or only to a limited extend (by a correction factor). The determination of irrigation
variables is atmosphere system-based. Atmosphere-based irrigation is targeted to
refill water release (evapotranspiration).
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Table 2.2: System-theoretical description of irrigation approaches [KS17] (Abbr.: Soil: Composition c, structure s,
hydrol. process h, cultivation i, water content/precipitation swp; Plant: Morphology m, water uptake u, water release
r, characteristic pc; Tissue: Distance d, resistance re, capacitance ca; Potentials: Pressure pr, matrix ma, osmotic o,
gravitational gr ; Air: temperature at, humidity ah, evaporation ev, condensation co; Radiation ra; Wind terms wt)

System Soil Plant Atmosphere

Boundaries Upper: Soil and root surface
Lower: Not consistent

Plant surface Upper: Not consistent
Lower: Soil and plant surface

Components Organic/anorganic matter, solid,
liquid, gaseous phase

Root/shoot/leaf, sym-/apoplast,
xylem, plant/ tissue/cell

Nitrogen, oxigen, argon, water va-
por (1-3%)

State variables wss=[c,s,h,i]T wsp=[m,u,r,d,re,ca,pr,ma,o,gr]T wsa=[at,ev,co,ah,ra,wt,pc,swp]T

Processes Water intake, release, movement Water uptake, release, movement,
physiological processes

Evaporation, condensation,
water movement (wind)

Dynamics Potential gradients,
gravity, osmotic gradient

Water potential/osmotic gradient,
gravity, dynamic behavior

Air vapor saturation, tempera-
ture, wind, irradiation, species

System output
variables

Water content: Weight/volume,
electrical conductivity/resistivity,
or permittivity
Water potential: Pressure, energy
per volume/mass, or weight

Water status: Amount-, energy-,
or content related
Stress response emmission:
e.g. Leaf temperature

ET-quantity: Depth, volume, or
energy
Transpiration share of ET: Percent

Model target Water availability Water status or stress response Water release

Model input
variables

Water balance: Soil type, water
content, water intake/release
Water content or potential: Soil
type, trigger threshold

Water balance: Species, soil water
content, water uptake/release
Water content or potential:
Species, trigger threshold
Stress response: Species, trigger
threshold

Energy balance: Latent heat of va-
porization, initial soil water con-
tent, evaporation energy data
Aerodynamic methods: Weather
data, empirical relation to ET
Combined approaches

Irrigation
variables

Time and quantity Time Time and quantity

Plant
dynamics

No consideration Plant water status and/or
Stress response

No or limited consideration
(Kc-adjustment)
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Crop models consider all three systems including system transitions (soil-plant, plant-
atmosphere). Plant dynamic behavior is considered in the module for plant water
use by water limited yield reduction functions. Potentially, an atmosphere-based
correction factor is included as well. The determination of the irrigation variable
’time’ is potentially plant system-based, but the determination of the irrigation
variable ’quantity’ is only implemented soil- or atmosphere-based. Crop model-based
irrigation is targeted to optimize water consumption related to yield.

It can be concluded, that to date plant dynamic behavior is directly considered only
in plant-based irrigation approaches and to a limited extend in atmosphere-based
ones. A respective consideration in soil-based approaches is not implemented. Fur-
ther, the irrigation variable ’time’ can be detected based on all approaches. On the
other hand, the irrigation variable ’quantity’ is only implemented based on soil or
atmosphere variables. Deficit irrigation is targeted on a water supply aligned to the
actual plant water status and specific dynamic plant behavior. Therefore, for this
purpose the determination of both irrigation variables (’time’ and ’quantity’) should
be primarily plant system-based. Resulting, none of the investigated irrigation ap-
proaches provides all variables necessary to irrigate based on the actual dynamic crop
water demand for deficit irrigation purposes. This indicates fields for further research.
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3 Water-based growth control

In this chapter the methodological approach for experimental modeling of dynamic
plant behavior and water-based open-loop control of growth is described. First,
a short introduction to growth-related plant adaptive behavior due to stress stim-
uli is given. Following, experimental data collection and processing is explained.
Based on that, the derived state machine model is introduced. Then, the open-loop
control approach is presented and illustrated as Trellis-diagram. For validation,
statistical hypothesis testing is implemented. Finally, results and applicability of
the proposed approach are summarized. Major parts of the following sections are
published in [KS19b]. The applied method of model parametrization with NSGA-II
optimization (section 3.2.3) is given in [BS17]. Numerical solution based on the
described experimental data was implemented by Mrs. Jihin Rosmawati.

3.1 Plant adaptation: Missing link to growth control

During ontogeny plants adapt to environmental stress stimuli of a water deficit
by different response and memory mechanisms [MSAT14] [MMFH+16] [LB17].
Responses to water deficits occur on different levels of organization (cell, tissue,
organ, whole plant), aim either at improved water uptake or at reduced water
releases, and include various processes like sustained root growth or stomatal clo-
sure [Hsi73] [Bra97] [Lös01] [SRH+09]. According to [Tre03] [TL13], memory mecha-
nisms can be distinguished: First type of memory is termed ‘habituation’ [TS66],
‘priming’ [CBF+09], or ‘learning’ [The17] [GVB+16]. Information storage time is
time-scaled in seconds to few days. The stored information is the characteristic of the
stimulus. Memorization is expressed by an adjusted/modified stimulus transduction
of a re-experienced stress stimulus. Second type of memory is termed ‘storage and
recall’. Information storage time is time-scaled in days to months. Here, the stored
information is not the stimulus itself, but the type of response to the stimulus (e.
g. the metabolic reaction). Memorization is expressed by a rapid re-activation
of an integrated response to a set of stimuli. This classification of memory pro-
cesses is not always distinct, transitions between the forms are possible [Tre03] [TL13].

Adaptation processes include sensing (e.g. of increasing soil water potential), re-
sponse (e.g. production of abscisic acid (ABA)), memory initialization (e.g. by
priming or epigenetic modification), and recall of stored information [Tre03] [TL13]
[Lic96] [LL16]. Adaptation can result in decreased dead time (time between sensing
and response) [MMFH+16], decreased (harmful stimuli) or increased (harmless stim-
uli) perception threshold [TL13], reduced response intensity [DFA12], or increased
metabolic activity [WVJ+14] when a stress stimulus is re-experienced within memory
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storage time. Adapted plants show higher resilience to re-experienced environmental
stress stimuli compared to not adapted plants, also increasingly if plants are exposed
to repeated stress stimuli (training) [DFA12] [WVJ+14] [AAKHS14] [CBP+14].

Concluding, plants have the ability to ‘operate’ under suboptimal conditions and to
re-equilibrate resources for growth, reproduction, and defense according to environ-
mental conditions. Further, similar to the super-compensation model [Jak77] or the
strain-stress-adaptation model [SHK11] in sport science plants adapt dynamically to
repeated stress stimuli (training).

Major challenge for sustainable application of deficit irrigation methods is to control
the plants related to their individually optimal water supply state(s). This control
problem requires establishing a feedback structure including the plant system (model)
(instead of e.g. soil-based water availability control). Generally, models describing
yield formation subject to water inputs are available, e.g. AquaCrop (crop water
productivity model, FAO [SRH+09]). Here, plants dynamical behavior due to water
deficit is introduced by linear yield reduction functions reflecting the effects of water
stress on yield [BWB06]. Restrictively, the application of these crop models for deficit
irrigation optimization purposes are limited, because of the very small number of
plant-based (instead of soil- or evapotranspiration-based) parameters describing the
related dynamical behavior [KPKS12] [LIS+16]. Using an adequate model of dynamic
plant behavior, the introduction of the plant system into the control loop would
provide the opportunity to pursue different water-based optimization strategies, e.g.
alignment of growth to predicted precipitation events. Included into a control loop
(input: water; output: growth) the water supply state determination must relate
directly to growth/yield factors, so that the commonly used water supple states
‘full irrigation’, ‘mild stress’, and ‘high stress’ can be determined by plant-based
variables representing growth or yield formation, e.g. leaf elongation. Here, the
distinction of the different states must be defined by relevant thresholds. To date,
most stress-related thresholds for plant-based output variables described in literature
refer to stress incipience, i.e. transition of ‘well-watered’ state to a state of first stress
symptoms [WA02] [Jon04] [Jon07]. Plant-based thresholds for the transition of a ‘mild
stress’ state to a ‘high stress’ state, or an evaluation whether the detected symptom
still belongs to a ‘mild stress’ state or already to a ’high stress’ state, could rarely be
found. If plants are able to cope with certain suboptimal environmental conditions
and to recover from deficit situations, the pure identification of a stress incipience is
not sufficient to develop control approaches comprising adaptive behavior, as the
behavior beyond stress incipience is not covered.
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3.2 Deficit irrigation state machine model

3.2.1 Experimental set-up

The test rig consists of four growth stations placed in a rectangle and consisting
of tables with superstructures for illumination, irrigation, measurements, and plant
positioning. The test rig is located in a room (ground floor) of approximately 15 sqm,
the windows are blacked and oriented north. Air temperature, air humidity, and
ventilation are managed by university building equipment (pre-controlled ambient
temperature and ventilation system). Illumination is automated with a clock timer
(cf. figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Picture of experimental setup: Seramis pots. Plants are grown in pot
filled with Seramis c© clay granulate (1). Four growth stations placed in a rectangle
and consisting of tables with superstructures (2) for illumination (a), irrigation (b),
measurements (c), and plant positioning (d).

Seven irrigation experiments using maize plants (zea mays, Ronaldinio c© (KWS))
in an early vegetative stadium EC11-EC15 were implemented. Deficit irrigation of
maize is in scientific focus [CTD+19], [RIW+19] although maize being an annual
and not particularly a cash crop like e.g. vegetables. Maize is generally adopted
to dry environments with an evapotranspiration coefficient of about 200 l/kg dry
matter, and water requirements of about 500 - 800 l/season, as opposed to e.g. wheat
with an evapotranspiration coefficient up to 400 l/kg dry mass [Mai19]. However,
in [DWJ16] the evaluation of data from peer-reviewed publications of the years 1980
to 2015 showed a higher sensitivity of maize to water deficits compared to wheat
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with approximately double yield reduction as a result of a 40 % water reduction.
Hence, the dimension of yield reductions due to water stress is different depending
on species. Drought tolerant cultivars in turn are less affected by water deficits
than drought sensitive ones. Here, peculiarities of different cultivars regarding stress
avoidance (escape) and stress tolerance mechanisms have an effect [TLL+16]. Further,
in [GJKA89] the onset of kernel number reduction due to water stress for maize was
determined at 2 - 7 days after silking. Water stress ending prior to this critical stage
had no influence on total yield, neither on kernel number, nor on kernel weight. Here,
stress tolerance or compensation of stress effects by e.g. reduced ovule remission
can be relevant for these effects. The most water stress sensitive period regarding
yield was determined to be from day 2 up to day 22 after silking, in which kernel
number and kernel weight (during grain filling period) were affected most by water
stress [GJKA89]. Water stress after end of blister stage is again considered to be less
critical for yield formation under water deficits. Hence, the dimension and the effect
on kernel number and weight depend on stress timing. Recent deficit irrigation stud-
ies for maize investigate more in detail this stage-based water use behavior [CTD+19].
Furthermore, in some literature maize is described as anisohydric plant, having a
loose control over leaf water potential, i.e. a slow stomatal response to soil water
deficit compared e.g. to C3 plants [Tur74]. Contrary to that, in other studies maize is
characterized as isohydric (sensitive stomatal response to soil water deficits) [Jon07].
In [FDF07] for instance this general behavioral distinction in isohydric and anisohy-
dric is differentiated by additional patterns potentially contributing to elucidate this
apparent contradiction.

Consequently, for the presented experiments it should be considered that test subject
is one cultivar (Ronaldinio, KWS) of one species (maize) without specific considera-
tion of appropriateness of this particular cultivar to drought. Further, investigations
on dynamic plant growth behavior concentrate on early vegetative stage (up to EC15).

Experiments had a duration of 15 to 20 days each and were implemented under
laboratory conditions for model parametrization and validation of the control ap-
proach. Environmental parameters were maintained fixed within certain ranges (cf.
table 3.1) and apply equally to all plants within the same experiment. Despite
certain variability of air humidity in the laboratory, the daily evapotranspiration rate
(ETR) (plant plus substrate) remained very similar during the different experiments.
Differences in ETR relate rather to size of individual plants than to environmental
condition. Parallel measurement of evaporation rate of an equally prepared pot
without plant showed nearly constant evaporation of +/- 2 g/d. At the beginning of
the experiments the seeds were sown 4 cm deep into pots filled with 65 g Senamis
c© clay granulate (cf. figure 3.1). Maximum water holding capacity of a pot with

65g Seramis c© clay granulate is about 60-65g water (no free water at the bottom
of the pots). Therefore, substrate water content (WC) for full irrigation (stress
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level ‘no stress’) is set at a substrate water content of 60 g (ml). The sample per
experiment comprises 20 individual plants divided into four groups (A, B, C, D) of
5 plants each. In each experiment one or two groups of plants were fully irrigated
(up to the maximum water holding capacity of the substrate of 60 g) and considered
to serve as comparison groups. The other groups were exposed to different water
deficit schedules. An overview about the performed irrigation strategies, denoted
as stress level trajectories, for the seven experiments is presented in table 3.1. Air
temperature and humidity were constantly measured by a standard digital hygro-/
thermometer. The other measurements were implemented once to three times per
day and aggregated to daily values where appropriate. Irrigation water was applied
manually and precisely with an injection. Strict substrate water content was deter-
mined gravimetrically (Sauter c© precision balance) by subtracting dry weight of the
potted systems before first irrigation from total weight in the particular point in time.

The selected input variables are calculated as follows:

• Water content (WC) [g]: Gravimetric measurement of pot system including
plant minus initial dry weight,

• Cumulative water content (CWC) [g]: Initially measured WC at experiment
start plus total water applications up to the specific point in time,

• Evapotranspiration rate (ETR) [g/d]: Water content differential per day (24h)
(without water application).

Leaf lengths of all leaves were measured manually with a curve ruler. Base point
for ruler measurements was a sheet positioned on the top of the pots. The selected
output variables are calculated as follows:

• Total leaf length (TLL) [cm]: Sum of lengths of all individual leaves of a plant,

• Total leaf elongation rate per Evapotranspiration rate (TLER
ETR

) [cm/g]: Quotient
of TLER divided by ETR,

• Leaf appearance (LA) [d] or [g]: Time period [d] and CWC-differential [g]
between leaf appearance of two successive leaves.
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Table 3.1: Overview about experimental set-up and environmental conditions [KS19b]: Measured air temperature and
humidity ranges, minimal/maximal daily evapotranspiration rate (ETR), test target, and groups’ stress level sequences
for each experiment denoted as: 0: no stress, 1: mild stress, 2: high stress. Sample per experiment: 20 plants in 4
groups (A, B, C, D) of 5 plants. Substrate material, fertigation, and illumination are equal for all experiments. (Abbr.:
Evapotranspiration (ETR), developmental stages (EC13, EC15))

Experiment number
Parameter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Air temp. [◦C] 21-24 21-23 21-22 21-25 18-22 20-22 20-22

Air humidity [%] 31-74 43-79 48-76 41-72 22-44 32-52 31-60

ETR EC13 (min)

ETR EC15 (max)

[g/d]

4
18

4
19

6
15

6
20

5
20

5
18

4
24

Test target Definition
mild stress

Definition
high stress

Stress
distinction

Stress
duration

Control test 1 Control test 2 Control test 3

Stress level
sequence
per group

A 0/0/0/0/0/1
B 0/1/2/0/0/0
C 0/0/0/0/0/1
D 0/1/2/0/0/0

A 0/0/0/0/0/1
B 0/1/2/0/1/2
C 0/1/2/2/0/0
D 0/1/2/2/2/2

A 0/0/0/0/0/1
B 0/1/0/1/0/1
C 0/1/0/1/0/1
D 0/1/2/2/0/0

A 0/1/0/1/0/1
B 0/0/0/1/0/1
C 0/1/0/0/1/0
D 0/0/0/1/0/0

A 0/0/0/0/0/0
B 0/0/0/0/0/0
C 0/1/0/1/0/1
D 0/1/0/1/0/1

A 0/0/0/0/0/0
B 0/1/0/1/0/1
C 0/1/0/1/0/1
D 0/0/0/0/0/0

A 0/1/0/1/0/1
B 0/0/0/0/0/0
C 0/0/0/0/0/0
D 0/1/0/1/0/1

Substrate Seramis c© clay granulate

Fertigation 0.25 (Seramis c© liquid fertilizer)

Illumination 14h/d(Phillips TC-L, 2x 75 W,6500 K,30000 lx, appr. 300mol/m2/s−1)
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3.2.2 Model description

Following conceptual understanding of the physiological relations due to soil/substrate
desiccation is used to model adaptive plant behavior due to water stress (figure 3.2):
Minor variations in water availability in the soil are considered to be unnoticed by
plants as the signal value (e. g. soil water potential) remains below a certain sensing
threshold of the particular plant (dotted line).

Figure 3.2: Concept of water stress levels based on water supply thresholds [KS19b]
No water stress: Below response threshold
Mild water stress: Between response and recuperation threshold
High water stress: Above recuperation threshold

A signal value exceeding this sensing threshold leads to the sensing of a reduced
water availability by the plant. Here, the sensing threshold denotes the lowest signal
value the plants can still detect by their senses (esthesis). In this model, sensing per
se does not result in activation of adaptation/memory mechanisms. This activation
is only started, if the sensed signal value exceeds a plant internal, critical threshold,
the response threshold (dashed line), requiring adaptation in behavior to perpetuate
operativeness. A sensed signal value below response threshold is considered to be
uncritical for operativeness. Adaptation includes ‘reactions’ like stomatal closure
(adaptation to immediate stimuli), as well as ‘memory’-initiation (adaptation to
future stimuli). This adaptation to water deficits is possible (and growth limitations
are reversible) as long as the recuperation threshold (solid line) for physiological
processes is not reached. Here, recuperation denotes the ability of the plant to
perpetuate operativeness despite reduced input quantities. Beyond this recuperation
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threshold the plant experiences injuries, which are not reversible leading to a sus-
tained limitation in growth and development. Relevant for the presented approach
is the ability of plants to memorize stress events. Therefore, the term ‘memory’ is
used to denote adaptive behavior in this model. The plant water supply state or a
putative stress state are considered to be inner states of a plant emerging from a
continuative desiccation. Based on a.m. conceptual understanding the process of
desiccation can be distinguished into the states ‘no stress’ (below response threshold),
‘mild stress’ (between response and recuperation threshold), and ‘high stress’ (above
recuperation threshold). In this study, the model concentrates on the experimental
parametrization of the two thresholds (response and recuperation threshold) based
on growth parameters. A plant system-based model describing plant growth subject
to irrigation treatments is developed (figure 3.3) to serve as basis for the growth
control approach.

Figure 3.3: State machine model of plant behavior due to water stress [KS19b]: In
compliance with defined transition conditions (arrows) the plant ,switches‘ from one
state Si to another state Sj (circles). Transition conditions are
L = Stress level with L=0 (no stress), L=1 (mild stress), L=2 (high stress),
tM = Maximum memory time,
tD = Maximum stress duration time,
tL1 = Time duration of stress level L=1 (L1), and
tL1i−L1j = Time between the successive stress levels L1i and L1j.
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Dynamic plant behavior is described as state machine model based on the discrete
distinction of the plant water supply state variables ‘no stress’ (L0: stress level L=0),
‘mild stress’ (L1: stress level L=1), and ‘high stress’ (L2: stress level L=2). The
latter are determined based on measured leaf elongation rate (LER) differentials due
to different substrate water contents. In addition, the plants’ states are determined
by two plant internal parameters:

‘Memory’: This parameter represents the plant’s capacity for remembering (mem-
ory) after experiencing mild stress. The parameter is activated in stress level L1

‘mild stress’ and deactivated in stress level L0 ‘no stress’ if a re-activation (training)
does not take place in due time (memory time tM). This means, if the time period
between successive stress levels L1 (denoted as [tL1i−L1j ]) is longer than memory time
tM , the capacity for remembering is deactivated (reversible). The parameter denotes
the adaptive behavior of growth recuperation after a mild stress (recovery) and can
take the values ‘memory off’ (M0: memory level M=0) or ‘memory on’ (M1: memory
level M=1). Memory is existent in states S1a, S1b S2, S2a, and S3 (cf. figure 3.3).

‘Damage’: This parameter represents the existence of a plant’s dysfunction (damage)
after experiencing ‘high stress’. The parameter is activated either in stress level
L2 ‘high stress’, or in stress level L1 ‘mild stress’ lasting for more than a critical
time duration. The latter means, if the time duration of an experienced mild stress
(‘stress duration time’ [tL1]) is longer than a maximum affordable stress duration
period tD a dysfunction is eventuated. Once activated, this parameter cannot be
deactivated (not reversible). The parameter denotes the physiological injury caused
by a stress beyond recuperation threshold resulting in a sustained growth reduction
after re-irrigation (no recovery, possibly repair) and can take the values ‘damage off’
(D0: damage level D=0) or ‘damage on’ (D1: damage level D=1). Damage is existent
in states S1b, S1c S2a, and S3 (cf. figure 3.3).

Hence, the plant states S (circles) are described by the vector

S = [L,M,D]T , with
L = f(water demand, water availability),
M = f(L1, tL1i−L1j),
D = f(L2, tL1),
tM= Memory time,
tD= Maximum stress duration time,
tL1 = Time duration of stress level L1 (L=1), and
tL1i−L1j = Time between the successive stress levels L1i and L1j.

Starting point for the state machine model is state S1 representing a plant which
did not experience any water stress before. State S1 is denoted as (0/0/0) for (‘no
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stress’/’memory off’/‘damage off’). Withdrawal of water resulting in an exceedance of
the response threshold (stress level L1: L=1) leads initially to a transition from state
S1 to the memory-initiating state S2 denoted as (1/1/0) for (‘mild stress’/’memory
on’/‘damage off’). Henceforward, the state transitions depend on irrigation schedule:
Re-irrigation (return to stress level L0: L=0) initiates the transition to state S1a

(0/1/0). Alternatively, further water withdrawal resulting in an exceedance of the
recuperation threshold (advance to stress level L2: L=2) initiates the transition
to the damage-initiating state S3 (2/1/1); or constant mild stress (continuation in
stress level L1: L=1) results in transition to the damage-initiating state S2a (1/1/1).
Further transitions along the depicted model states operate correspondingly. End
point for the state machine model is not defined, as model target is an intended
deficit irrigation till harvest.

Model characteristics and assumed growth behavior of the states are:

• S1: vector (0/0/0); reference growth behavior (comparison values),

• S2: vector (1/1/0); reversibly reduced growth,

• S3: vector (2/1/1); irreversibly reduced growth,

• S1a: vector (0/1/0); increased growth,

• S1b: vector (0/1/1); irreversibly reduced growth,

• S1c: vector (0/0/1); irreversibly reduced growth,

• S2a: vector (1/1/1); irreversibly reduced growth.

Here, the states S1, S2, and S1a are the desirable states for deficit irrigation purposes,
as growth is not irreversibly affected due to immoderate water stress.

Transitions between states are illustrated by arrows and denote the conditioned
change from one state to another if defined conditions are fulfilled. Besides the
task-specific definition of states also the definition of transition conditions is part of
the modeling. Here, the transition conditions are defined using

• the actual stress level,

• the stress level experienced in the previous instance,

• the time between successive stresses, and

• the actual stress time duration

as variables used in suitably designed conditions.
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3.2.3 Data-driven model parametrization

Modeling and data driven-based identification of related parameters is realized using
a state machine approach assuming unknown but constant state descriptions and
unknown but constant transition conditions. The unknown parameters are defined by
applying NSGA-II optimization used for a training and test procedure. Introduction
and details are given in [BS17].

Assuming a known/given topology about the qualitatively distinguishable behavior of
plant growth (figure 3.3) related mathematical equations can be applied to describe
the state dependent leaf elongation L for the assumed different states depending
on the lifetime increment ∆LT. Here the structural behavior is assumed as similar,
the details are assumed as different (different parameter setting). Related state-
depending parameters as well as the parameters of the given transitions conditions
are calculated via optimization using NSGA-II standard software.

Model parametrization is implemented based on the equations for

State S1: ∆LT = a10 + a11
1+ea12(L−a13)

+ a14L+ a15L
a16 + a17

1+ea18 L ,

State S1a: ∆LT = a20 + a21
1+ea22(L−a23)

+ a24
1+ea25(L−a26)

+ a27e
a28(1−L) ,

State S1b: ∆LT = a30 + a31
1+ea32(L−a33)

+ a34
1+ea35(L2−a36)

+ a37e
a38(1−L) ,

State S1c: ∆LT = a40 + a41
1+ea42(L−a43)

+ a44
1+ea45(L−a46)

+ a47e
a48(1−L) ,

State S2: ∆LT = a50 + a51
1+ea52(L−a53)

+ a54
1+ea55(L−a56)

+ a57e
a58(1−L) ,

State S2a: ∆LT = a60 + a61
1+ea62(L−a63)

+ a64
1+ea65(L−a66)

+ a67e
a68(1−L) ,

State S3: ∆LT = a70 + a71
1+ea72(L−a73)

+ a74
1+ea75(L−a76)

+ + a77
1+ea78 L ,

with ∆LT denoting lifetime increment, and L denoting leaf elongation.
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Based on the measured growth data and the described state machine approach the
model parameters are calculated as follows:

• Response threshold (transition of stress level L0 to L1)
42.9 - 45.19 g substrate moisture: plants are in stress level L0 as long as water
availability is higher than 45.19 g (70 - 75 % substrate water holding capacity).

• Recuperation threshold (transition of stress level L1 to L2)
19.2 - 28.1 g substrate moisture: plants are in stress level L1as long as water
availability is below 42.9 g but higher than 28.1 g. Further, plants are in stress
level L2 as soon as water availability drops below 19.2 g.

• Memory time tM (maximum memory storage time)
2.77 days period between successive stress level L1 stress events: plants lose
memory of experienced stress levels L1 (training) if a subsequent stress level L1

occurs later than 2.77 days after the previous, experienced stress level L1.

• Maximum stress duration time tD
(maximum duration of stress level L1 till dysfunction)
2.74 days period duration of a stress level L1: plants also exceed the recuperation
threshold, if the time duration of stress level L1 exceeds the period of 2.74 days.

3.3 Open-loop control approach

The novel results examined here are based on the consequent use of the different
stress levels, sequenced so that the plant growth can be controlled with respect to
given targets. This approach is based on the assumption, that growth behavior of
plants it significantly different in the different states. Based on this assumption
following control targets can be formulated:

Plant height/biomass: If a mild stress L1 tends to reduce plant height and
biomass production, a targeted irrigation can be used to control these variables e.g.
substitutional for stalk-reducing substances.

Water consumption: If training of plants with periods of mild stress L1 can be
used to minimize plant water consumption in specific periods without substantial
yield reductions, a targeted irrigation can be used to control plant water demands,
e.g. targeted to precipitation events.

Harvest time: If a mild stress L1 accelerates by trend physiological development
(e.g. leaf appearance), a targeted irrigation can be used to control the timing of
physiological stages and harvest time.
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An overview about resulting (open-loop) control options based on potential alterna-
tive state trajectories are depicted in the Trellis-diagram (figure 3.4). Potential states
Si (circles) and state transitions (arrows) are shown in the sequence of instances (k).

Figure 3.4: Trellis-diagram of stress state trajectories for open-loop growth control
[KS19b]: Arrows denote state transitions, black circles denote realizable states, grey
circles denote not realizable states in instance ki.
Si: State
ki: Instance
L: Stress level
M: Memory level
D: Damage level

Similar to approaches in sport science, these state trajectories (training sequences) can
be differentiated according to targets (e.g. endurance, susceptibility) by varying input
trajectories (e.g. number of repetitions, number of series) and thresholds (e.g. stress
severity, duration). Restrictively, these options are only valid within physiological
constraints of the species and individual plant: Every athlete is limited by its
physiological capabilities set by the genome [Bou12]. Further, trainability is limited
by the natural processing speed and the limits of the characteristic features [SGB17].
Therefore, growth follows a natural plan of developmental stages and is bound to
restrictions in time and direction.
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3.4 Proof of concept control approach

3.4.1 Experimental validation

For model validation experimental data are analyzed for selected variables based on
data sets for different water stress states.

Variables: Following water input and growth output variables are investigated:

• Water content (WC) [g]: Instantaneous availability of substrate water content,

• Cumulative water content (CWC) [g]: Total substrate water availability relating
to a period in time or in ‘growth’,

• Evapotranspiration rate (ETR) [g/p]: Daily water consumption (plant plus
substrate),

• Total leaf length (TLL) [cm]: Total growth/plant height at point in time or
‘water’,

• Total leaf elongation rate per evapotranspiration rate (TLER
ETR

) [cm/g]: Daily
growth performance in terms of water consumption,

• Leaf appearance (LA) [d] or [g]: Speed of physiological development in terms
of time or CWC.

Water stress states: As described, the relevant water stress state Si depends on:

• Stress level L (no stress, mild stress, or high stress), representing the instanta-
neous substrate water content,

• Memory level M (with or without memory) representing a plants’ adaptive
response,

• Damage level D (with or without damage) representing a plants’ dysfunction,

• Sequence of stress levels,

• Period of stress duration, and

• Period between consecutive stresses.
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Measurement data are grouped according to stress states S1, S2, S3, S1a, and S2a.
The model states S2b, S1b, and S1c are not included in the following analysis, as
these states are considered not to be desirable for deficit irrigation purposes be-
cause of reduced productivity due to high stress events. The analysis of states
is based on the comparison of the states before or at a first stress (S1, S2, S3)
with the relevant state after the stress concerned: State S1 is compared to state S1a,
state S2 is compared to state S2i, and state S3 is compared to state S2a (cf. figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5: Illustration of data selection for state determination based on substrate
water content [KS19b]: Daily evapotranspiration results in substrate water content
reduction (decreasing values) refilled by irrigation (abrupt value increase). Definition
of states Si depends on current substrate water content (above/below response or
recuperation threshold), and on sequence/duration of stress levels (trajectories).

Samples: Total sample consists of 135 individual plants from 7 experiments. Mea-
surement time series are discretized according to the a.m. schematic procedure
and then grouped according to the affiliation to different states. The samples for
state-based comparison of growth behaviors are structured as follows

• S1: No stress prior to first stress; 135 individuals with 975 measurement points,

• S1a: No stress after mild stress; 55 individuals with 470 measurement points,

• S2: First mild stress; 90 individuals with 220 measurement points,

• S2i: Successive mild stresses; 55 individuals with 125 measurement points,
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• S3: High stress: 35 individuals with 275 measurement points, and

• S2a: No stress after high stress; 30 individuals with 180 measurement points.

Total plant growth: In figure 3.6 total plant growth (TLL) related to cumulative
substrate water content (CWC) for each stress state is shown. Increasing stress (S1

to S2 to S3) results in decreasing growth rates. Experience of a first mild stress in
S2 results after re-irrigation in S1a in recovery of growth rate. At re-experienced
mild stresses within memory time in S2i growth rate is not reduced, but instead,
slightly increased compared to the initial mild stress in S2 as well as compared to
full irrigated state S1. The latter behavior is defined as memory in the model. After
the experience of a high stress in S3 a re-irrigation does not result in a recovery of
growth rate in S2a. This is defined as damage in the model.

Growth performance: In figure 3.7 total leaf elongation rate (TLER) related
to evapotranspiration rate (ETR) for each stress state is shown. Increasing stress
(S1 to S2 to S3) results initially in substantially decreased growth performance in
S2. As stress proceeds (S2 to S3), growth performance increases again in S3 and
even outperforms the fully irrigated state S1. This is attributed to the activated
memory (adaptation), which is initiated in state S2. Experience of a first mild stress
in S2 results after re-irrigation in S1a in a recovery of growth performance which
is highest of all states. At re-experienced mild stresses within memory time in S2i

growth performance is also increased compared to the initial mild stress in S2 as
well as compared to full irrigated state S1. The latter is as well attributed to the
defined memory. After the experience of a high stress in S3 a re-irrigation does not
result in an increased growth performance in S2a, as performance is already high in S3.
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Figure 3.6: Water stress state-based analysis of growth behavior [KS19b]: State-based comparison of total plant growth
(total leaf length: TLL) related to cumulative water content (CWC) in states
S1 (no stress/memory off/damage off),
S2 (first S2) (mild stress/memory on/damage off),
S3 (high stress/memory on/damage on),
S1a (no stress/memory on/damage off),
S2i (successive S2) (mild stress/memory on/damage off), and
S2a (mild stress/memory on/damage on).
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Figure 3.7: Water stress state-based analysis of growth performance behavior [KS19b]: State-based comparison of total leaf
elongation rate (TLER) related to evapotranspiration rate (ETR) in states
S1 (no stress/memory off/damage off),
S2 (first S2) (mild stress/memory on/damage off),
S3 (high stress/memory on/damage on),
S1a (no stress/memory on/damage off),
S2i (successive S2) (mild stress/memory on/damage off), and
S2a (mild stress/memory on/damage on).
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Leaf appearance: In table 3.2 the effect of a water stress event on the period in
time [days] or cumulative water content [g] between the appearance of successive
leaves is shown. Here, stress event is denoted as an experienced stress level L1 or L2

in the time period up to the appearance of the respective leaves.

Table 3.2: Effect of water stress events on leaf appearance [KS19b]: Values are given
as period in time [d] or cumulative water content [g] between the appearance instance
of successive leaves (between leaf 3 and leaf 4 (EC13-14) as well as between leaf 4
and leaf 5 (EC14-15)). No data are included for EC14-15 for stress level L2, as only
two 5th leaves did appear due to high stress.

Stress level 0 Stress level 1 Stress level 2
Time Min Med Max Min Med Max Min Med Max

Stage CWC

EC13-14 [d] 3 4 12 2 4 8 4 6 10
[g] 125 154 195 112 142 172 55 60 66

EC14-15 [d] 6 7.5 13 6 7 13 - - -
[g] 187 220 >260 167 210 >260 - - -

In this experiment, the experience of mild stress events accelerates by trend the
appearance of successive leaves in terms of time (median: minus 0.5 days (7 %) for
leaf 5 compared to non-stressed plants) and in terms of cumulative water content
(minus 10 g (5 %) for leaf 5 compared to non-stressed plants). The experience of a
high stress delays significantly the appearance of successive leaves in terms of time
(median: plus 2 days (50 %) for leaf 4 compared to non-stressed plants; leaf 5 only
appeared at two of all highly stressed plants within experiment duration).

3.4.2 Hypothesis testing

Statistical validation is implemented using different hypothesis testing methods to
reflect the different testing targets (e.g. variance homogeneity, correlation) and data
characteristics (e.g. distribution, paired/unpaired) [Ben12] [How16]:

• Test for Gaussian distribution is performed for all groups for growth variable
TLL on a daily basis. The used tests are Shapiro-Wilk- [SW65] and Anderson-
Darling-test [AD52]. Gaussian distribution was expected, but could not be
proved for all days by both tests. Therefore, parallel testing with hypothesis
tests requiring Gaussian distribution and distribution-free tests is implemented.
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• Test for correlation is performed for all variable combinations for all groups
and states. The used tests are Bravais-Pearson-test (Gaussian) [Gal89] and
Spearman-test (distribution-free) [Spe10].

• Test for linear regression [Gal94] is performed for all variable combinations for
all groups and states.

• Test for mean differences is performed for the state combinations S1-S1a,
S2-S2i, and S3-S2a for the variable combinations TLL-CWC, TLER-ETR,
and TLER/ETR-CWC. The used tests are T-test (Gaussian, paired and
unpaired) [Stu08], Mann-Whitney-U-test (distribution-free, unpaired) [MW47],
and Wilcoxon-test (distribution-free, paired) [Wil45].

• Test for variance homogeneity is performed for the state combinations S1-S1a,
S2-S2i, and S3-S2a for the variable combinations TLL-CWC, TLER-ETR, and
TLER/ETR-CWC. The used tests are F-test (Gaussian, unpaired) [Fis60],
Leneve-test (Gaussian, unpaired) [Lev60], and Conover-test (distribution-free,
unpaired) [CJJ81].

Measurement data for the states are unpaired for data from different plants, but
paired for data of the same plant (before and after a stress event). Therefore, this
data set is mixed (partially paired data) related to dependency. According to [GY17]
these data sets should be analyzed with tests for paired data. Parallel testing
with tests for unpaired data support the findings to a large extend. Inconsistent
results comparing the results of the different tests only refer to mean and variance
differences between state S2 and S3, and to variance difference between state S1 and S2.

Confidence level for all tests is set to 95%. Test power is set to 80% to calculate
minimum sample size n [Coh88]. Effect size is measured using cohen’s d (mean differ-
ences), cohen’s f2 (regression) [Coh88], and variance quotient (var1/var2) (variance
homogeneity). In tables 3.3 - 3.6 the relevant results of statistical validation are
summarized.

To conclude the directed relation between input variable water and output vari-
able growth for water-based growth control a correlation and regression analysis is
implemented. Here, this refers to the parameter combination growth (TLL) with
cumulative water content (CWC) (table 3.3) as well as to total leaf elongation rate
(TLER) with evapotranspiration rate (ETR) (table 3.4).
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Table 3.3: Relation of growth (TLL) to cumulative water content (CWC) [KS19b]*

States S1 S2 S3 S1a S2i S2a

r 0.89 0.63 0.82 0.64 0.60 0.65

R2 0.83 0.65 0.60 0.64 0.55 0.36

Cohen’s f2 4.88 1.85 1.50 1.77 1.22 0.56
n 5 12 8 6 11 11

Table 3.4: Relation of growth rate (TLER) to evapotranspiration rate (ETR) [KS19b]*

States S1 S2 S3 S1a S2i S2a

r 0.27 0.17 0.62 0.70 0.59 0.55

R2 0.06 0.00 0.19 0.46 0.29 0.28

Cohen’s f2 0.06 0.00 0.23 0.85 0.40 0.38
n 81 215 12 9 14 16

* Correlation coefficient r: Very weak <0.2, middle 0.4-0.6, very high >0.8,
Coefficient of determination R2: Weak 0.1, middle 0.25, high >0.4,
Effect size cohen’s f2 (R2): Weak 0.02-0.14, middle 0.15-0.34, high >0.35,
Minimum sample size n: Required sample size at 80% test power [Coh88] (Underlined
numbers of n denote non-representative sample size in this experiment).

These two variable combinations show values of high and very high correlation. Total
leaf elongation rate (TLER) shows very weak correlation to water consumption
(ETR) for not yet/fully memory initialized states S1 and S2. This behavior changes
abruptly to a high to very high correlation in all states after experiencing the first
mild stress. Accordingly, for the same states the correlation between growth (TLL)
and cumulative water content (CWC) is decreased. This is interpreted as a switch
from a ‘hydrological time’-based growth towards a ‘usage-bound’ growth at the
moment of memory initialization.

Proof for the potential implementation of different stress state trajectories (and
accordingly growth performance trajectories) is realized by hypothesis testing for
mean differences and variance homogeneity between the relevant states for the perfor-
mance parameter TLER per ETR in [cm/g] (cf. tables 3.5 and 3.6). The continuous
substrate desiccation resulting in a transition from state S1 to S2 to S3 leads to
a continuous reduction in growth performance variance, which is not detectable
between the directly successive states S1 to S2 and S2 to S3 with 95% confidence
level. This difference is detectable comparing directly state S1 with S3. At the same
state comparisons, mean is changing significantly. This change is minimal between S1

and S2. The observed behavior can be interpreted as growth performance reduction
due to increasing water stress. Further, in state S2 the usage-bound growth is initi-
ated, leading to a reduction in non-growth related water consumption also in state S3.
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Table 3.5: Test for mean difference between states (TLER/ETR) [KS19b]*

State pair S1-S2 S2-S3 S1-S3 S1-S1a S2-S2i S3-S2a

Mean 6= yes yes yes yes no (0.07) yes

Cohen’s d 0.06 0.93 0.65 0.18 0.14 0.37
n 750 9 17 197 249 49

Table 3.6: Test for variance homogeneity between states (TLER/ETR) [KS19b]*

State pair S1-S2 S2-S3 S1-S3 S1-S1a S2-S2i S3-S2a

Variance 6= no (0.33) no (0.12) yes yes yes yes

Var1/Var2 2.28 1.09 2.51 3.54 2.01 2.15
n 44 2888 39 39 62 53

* Test for mean differences: Wilcoxon-Test [Wil45] (only connected data of this sample),
Test for variance homogeneity: Conover-Test [CJJ81],
Effect size cohen’s d (mean differences): weak <0.5, middle 0.5-0.8, high >0.8,
Effect size Var1/Var2: variance quotient,
Minimum sample size n: required sample size at 80% test power [Coh88] (Underlined
numbers of n denote non-representative sample size in this experiment).

Differences in mean and variance between state S1 and S1a (comparison of full
irrigated state without and with memory) are significant confirming the assumed
effect of growth performance increase after re-irrigation. Differences in mean and
variance between state S2 and S2i (comparison of mildly stressed states at memory
initiation and with existing memory) are only significant for the variance, means
are more similar. This finding supports the assumption that memory is initialized
in the first mild stress leading already to a certain increase in growth performance
despite decreasing growth (TLL). Full increase in mean growth performance is then
reached after a certain time. Differences in mean and variance between state S3 and
S2a (comparison of highly stressed state with re-irrigated states after high stress) are
again significant, although in a negative sense: The mean after re-irrigation is even
smaller than in high stress, and variance is additionally reduced.

Summarizing, plant growth behavior is significantly different for the defined states
and variables. Further, sample sizes are generally representative for the relevant
connections (with few reservations). Here, very low relation of growth rate and
evapotranspiration rate in state S2 (cf. table 3.3) requires a larger sample to prove
a relation. Further, small effect size referring e.g. to the difference in median for
leaf appearance (cf. table 3.2) or to the mean difference between states S2 and
S2i (cf. table 3.4) also requires a larger sample to prove a significant effect of mild
water stress on these variables. However, according to the presented results it can
be concluded, that discretization and sequencing of stress states for growth control
purposes is productive.
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Growth control: In table 3.7 the comparison of relevant growth results due to
different irrigation schedules is shown. Here, overall performance of all plants experi-
encing a mild stress (MS) are compared to all plants never experiencing any water
stress (FI). Further, memorized fully irrigated state (S1a within tM) (‘usage-bound’
growth) is compared to non-memorized fully irrigated state (S1 after tM ) (‘hydrologi-
cal time’-based growth).

Table 3.7: Comparison of mean growth results [KS19b]: Comparison between full
irrigated plants (FI: 45 plants) and plants experiencing at least one mild stress during
the experiment (MS: 55 plants). Additionally, for 25 plants of group MS the values
for state S1a within tM (full irrigated and memorized state) and state S1 after tM (full
irrigated and de-memorized state) are shown.

TLL TLER CWC ETR TLER/ETR
[cm] [cm/d] [g] [g/d] [cm/g]

FI (reference) 143,94 6,48 224,00 8,12 0,82

MS 136,23 6,23 189,17 7,32 0,91

(% of FI) (94 %) (96 %) (84 %) (90 %) (110 %)

S1a (within tM ) - 9,68 - 10,19 1,21

(% of FI) (149 %) (125 %) (147 %)

S1 (after tM ) - 6,75 - 8,96 0,75

(% of FI) (104 %) (110 %) (91 %)

Mean total leaf length (TLL) and mean total leaf elongation rate (TLER) of plants
experiencing at least one mild stress during the experiment are slightly reduced
compared to the mean TLL (- 6 %) and TLER (- 4 %) of plants never experiencing
any stress event. At the same time, mean cumulative water content (CWC) and mean
evapotranspiration rate necessary to accomplish the growth of the mildly stressed
plants are reduced as well (CWC: - 16 %; ETR: - 10 %). This results in an increased
mean growth performance (TLER/ETR: + 10 %) of mildly stressed plants. More-
over, the comparison of growth performance variables (TLER, ETR, TLER/ETR)
of mildly stressed plants during memory time (tM ) (state S1a in the period of 2 days
after second or third mild stress) with the same plants after the end of memory time
(state S1 in the period beyond 4th day after a second or third mild stress) shows a
reduction in growth performance: During memory time mean growth performance
(TLER/ETR) is increased by 47 % compared to the mean of fully irrigated plants.
This increase disappears after the fourth day without re-initiation of memory. This
result is interpreted as reversibility of the proposed memory factor and as evidence
for the return from a ‘usage-bound’ growth performance to a ‘hydrological time’-based.

Concluding, for deficit irrigation purposes (without damage initiation), the proposed
trajectories represent an intended alteration of two growth performance ranges: ‘hy-
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drological time’ or ‘usage-bound’. Periods of ‘hydrological time’ performance range
(de-memorized full irrigation state S1) are used for maximum total growth, by trend
reduced growth speed, and minimum water use efficiency. Periods of ‘usage-bound’
performance range (memorized states S2, S1a, S2i) are used for similar or intendedly
reduced total growth, by trend accelerated growth speed, and maximum water use
efficiency.

3.5 Summary and discussion

Based on experimental data, a state machine model of plant dynamic behavior was
developed. Here, plant growth behavior is described in terms of stress level, memory
level, and damage level, denoting inner states of the plant and resulting from varying
water inputs. Control (open-loop) of plant growth is implemented by the introduction
of stress trajectories (sequences), resulting in an intended, event-discrete transition
between desired stress states. Control targets are growth (biomass), growth speed,
and water use. Results of statistical validation (hypothesis testing) confirm the
validity of the approach.

The presented approach is a first proof for the potential introduction of dynamic,
adaptive plant behavior into irrigation control approaches. Superior target is the
purposive alignment of plant growth to water availability (and not vice versa) as well
as to yield targets based on an open-loop irrigation control. Innovations are the active
utilization of training mechanisms (adaptation) in the water-growth-causality chain,
and - opposite to commonly used irrigation approaches - the control (optimization)
of the plant growth (control variable) instead of the water availability (soil water
content) or consumption (evapotranspiration).

The utilization of training mechanisms permits the exploitation of the plants’ natural
capabilities to reduce inputs (e.g. water, chemicals) and undesirable impacts (e.g.
water dissipation, environmental load). This aims at an improved input efficiency
and sustainability. Moreover, training could potentially also be applicable for other
inputs (e.g. chemicals). Plant ‘vaccination’ [Lun16] can also be seen as a related
approach. Further, the ‘trainability’ of plants can be considered as breeding target.
The introduction of plant growth control into the irrigation task permits an improved
synchronization of plant water demand with soil water availability and - even more
interesting - the tuning of physiological developments only based on water inputs
(time and quantity).
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Despite the potential of the proposed approach, some factors require more scientific
efforts before implementation in the field is possible.

Sensitivity of plants versus precision of measurements: The presented re-
sponse and recuperation thresholds are both determined to be reached at an early
stage of soil water depletion. Under the presented experimental conditions, the
initiation of an adaptive response occurs when water availability is just shortly (24h)
about 15-20 g lower than total substrate water holding capacity. This represents
a response threshold at a water availability of about 70 - 75 % of total substrate
water holding capacity. The recuperation threshold is reached at a water availability
between 40 - 30 % of total substrate water holding capacity. The initiation of adap-
tive behavior for training purposes without producing damages requires therefore
the precise control of water deficits between these two thresholds. This requires an
adequate water stress detection method and sampling rate, which is precise enough
to detect deficits already at an early stage of soil water depletion. Moreover, the
exact plants’ response and recuperation thresholds are stochastic variables. This
requires precise methods to detect the water deficit state plant individually.

Field capacity versus recuperation threshold: The commonly known water
availability thresholds (field capacity, permanent wilting point) differ from the
determined response and recuperation thresholds:

• Field capacity denotes the drained soil state after total soil water saturation.
Practical guides mention 80 % to 100% of field capacity to be optimal for
plant growth, and 50 % of field capacity as a benchmark for stress incipience
[APRS98] [Min15].

• Permanent wilting point denotes the soil water content at which plants are not
any more able to extract water from the soil. As a result, plants wilt and die.

The mentioned soil-based benchmark of 80 % field capacity for optimal growth is
defined similarly to the determined plant-based response threshold in the proposed
approach, although at a lower water content value (response threshold: 70 - 75 % of
substrate water holding capacity).

The introduced recuperation threshold (at about 40 % substrate water holding
capacity) is not represented by the common water availability concept, implicating
that water stress is generally not positive. Scientific studies are required to specify
the recuperation level of further crops and vegetative states in order to make use of
targeted deficit irrigation strategies without loss of earnings.
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Growth control versus remote sensing: Measurement of plant growth variables
for stress state detection is productive for growth control purposes, as the output
variable is directly linked to yield. Restrictively, the remote sensing of plant growth
parameters in the field is still limited, mainly because of actual limitations of image-
based methods for detection of e.g. object overlapping, light reflectance, or 3D
growth. A number of remote sensing approaches for the detection of water stress in
plants are investigated [MBB+18] [KFS17] [SDMMH+17], but those measure other
variables than growth (for example plant water content (by e.g. reflectance), or
consumption (by e.g. leaf temperature)). Here, the clear relation between output
variable (e.g. leaf temperature) and growth/yield still has to be evaluated in order to
confirm and to specify the observability of growth/yield by the selected measurement
signal.

Summarizing, the introduction of water deficit training procedures into cultivation
methods can be one option to reduce the water dissipation in irrigated agriculture.
Moreover, the inclusion of plant dynamic behavior into the irrigation control loop
permits to pursue growth targets based on water input trajectories. More scientific
work is necessary for precise stress detection and remote state observation. Here,
the inclusion of additional stress thresholds like the a.m. recuperation threshold are
helpful to utilize the productive fraction of plants’ stress adaptation.
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4 Remote sensing approach

In this chapter, the potential to observe water stress-related plant behavior based
on leaf temperature oscillation is investigated. First, known stomatal oscillation
behaviors and relation to water deficits are introduced. Second, specification for
experimental leaf temperature measurement is given. Third, used frequency analysis
methods are briefly introduced. Fourth, frequency analysis results are presented.
Finally, applicability of leaf temperature oscillation analysis for remote sensing of
water stress is discussed. Major parts of following sections are published in [KS19a].

4.1 Leaf temperature oscillations

Leaf temperature measurements are utilized to monitor transpiration and the water
status of crops [JIRPJ81] [LGT+06] [WYW+10] [MS12]. Leaf temperature depends
on the energy fluxes between leaf and surrounding atmosphere and hence on numer-
ous climate variables (e.g. air temperature and humidity, radiation, wind speed)
and on plant physiological variables (e.g. stomatal aperture) [Gat68] [JKRO16].
Water availability below maximum plant water demand (water deficit) impacts
leaf temperature by the consecutive reduction of transpiration due to stomatal
closure [Hsi73] [DSCU10]. Transpiration results in reduced leaf temperatures due
to evaporative cooling, particularly if environmental conditions tend to rise con-
siderably leaf temperature, e.g. high air temperatures [Gat68] [Mon81]. Hence,
reduced transpiration leads to an increase in leaf temperature. Perpetuation of
transpiration in spite of a water deficit is a key process to regulate leaf tempera-
ture under water stress and maintain operativeness of tissues [MU88] [UM88] [SOZ13].

The concept of leaf temperature measurement for water status determination is re-
lated to the water flow processes through and within the plant [JIRPJ81]. Here, the
model of water balance related to these flow processes is based on the thermodynamic
water potential relations between soil, plant, and atmosphere as well as between the
different compartments within the plant [JT98]. Water potential is a thermodynamic
variable used to express water availability of a system or to model water movements
between systems [Tho96]. Here, the driving force for water movements are water po-
tential differences between single compartments. Water and water vapor ‘flows’ from
areas of high water potential to areas of low water potential. A change in water poten-
tial in one area (e.g. an increase of air water potential due to high air temperatures or
low air humidity) results in changes in water potentials in the adjacent areas, either
by changing flow rates (e.g. increased transpiration rate), or by active water potential
adjustments by the plant (e.g. increased osmotic pressures in roots to increase water
uptake), or by physiological changes in the plant due to sustained water stress (e.g.
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wilting) [JT98]. The detailed interaction between the variables determining plant wa-
ter balance are complex and still subject of scientific studies [BJ73] [PFJ03a] [TSP15].

Relevant section of these processes for the presented study is the causality between
transpiration rate and leaf temperature to indicate potential water stress. Tran-
spiration rate depends on stomatal conductance, and under constant evaporative
conditions stomatal conductance depends on stomatal apertures [Lös01] [TSP15].
Consequently, stomatal apertures determine the quantity of plant water transpi-
ration (ceteris paribus) and hence the degree of evaporative cooling of the leaf
surface [Gat68] [APRS98] [MVCMT15]. According to Webb [Web98] stomatal
apertures are influenced by

• environmental (e.g. air CO2-concentration),

• physiological (e.g. xylem abscisic acid (ABA)-concentration), and

• circadian (e.g. light-dark-cycles)

signals. Here, these input signals are further distinguished into plant system exter-
nal and internal signals. Major external signals are light, CO2-concentration, air
temperature and humidity, wind speed, and the degree of a water deficit. Major
internal signals are the concentration of phytohormones, particularly ABA, and
endogenous circadian signals [Web98] [HW15]. Signals triggering the opening of
stomata are [DGH78] [GML07] [AFNN11]

• low CO2 concentrations,

• high air humidity,

• wind, and

• high light intensities;

whereas signals triggering the closure of stomata are

• high CO2 concentrations,

• water deficit,

• ABA, and

• darkness.
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Further, oscillation of stomatal aperture is described in several studies [Bar71]
[URC88] [Web98] [Sha06] [WdCRM10] [Joh15]. Different oscillation frequencies are
attributed to following major factors.

• Circadian rhythms:
Oscillations with periods of 23 - 26 h [Web98] are observed, where stomata
of well-watered C3- and C4-plants are open in the days (light) and closed at
night (darkness) [Bar71] [HW15]. Hence, oscillation frequency attributed to
circadian rhythms is approximately 1/24 h.

The anticipation of the light-dark-cycles (stomatal opening before dawn and
closure before dusk) was monitored [Web98] [HW15], hypothesizing that light is
only one factor in this mechanism. Plant internal circadian rhythms are assessed
to be a regulation mechanism for these anticipations as well as for physio-
logical responses to external disturbances, e. g. water deficit [Web98] [CBP+14].

• Water deficit:
Oscillations are reported with periods of 15 min - 1 h for corn [Ape67] [Bar71],
12 - 18 min for Banana [ZRS+10], 20 min - 1 h for tomato [WdCRM10], and
30 min - 1 h for cotton [MSFB06]. These stomatal oscillations were in all
cases observed indirectly by measuring either CO2-uptake [Ape67], leaf turgor
pressure and leaf transpiration [ZRS+10], water loss in weight [WdCRM10],
or stomatal conductance [MSFB06]. Further, oscillating water hydraulic con-
ductance in plants was measured [CBP+14]. Assembling the observations, the
entire water-bearing system in plants is oscillating autonomously under water
deficit (i.e. water transpiration and transport, turgor/volume, ion concen-
tration, membrane potentials etc.) [Joh15]. This behavior is interpreted as
synchronized hydraulic signal and at the same time a mechanism to prevent
the xylem from cavitation [Ras70] [Bar71] [Sha06] [WdCRM10]. The latter
conclusion is supported by the fact that pumps with oscillating pressurization
can provide high pressures also at small flow rates, accompanied by reduced tip
pressures [ESSW09] [MYH17]. Summarizing, oscillation frequency attributed
to water deficits vary between 1/h (period of 60 minutes) and 5/h (period
of 12 minutes). Water-related oscillations affect the entire water-bearing system.

In some studies, start/stop-conditions for water-related oscillations are stated:
In [Ape67] oscillations in corn started “only at a certain water deficit in the
leaves” and stopped at air humidity of 100 %. In [ZRS+10] oscillation in Banana
started when leaf turgor was below 100 kPa. The latter could not be ascertained
for all water-stressed banana plants in this study, despite reduced stomatal
conductance. In [GDZTF14] leaf temperature measurements of water-stressed
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and well-watered citrus trees are depicted. Here, leaf temperature oscillations
are detected in both treatments, water-stressed and well-watered trees, starting
in the morning and stopping in the afternoon. Summarizing, water-related
stomatal oscillations are detectable, if plants are exposed to a water deficit.
Further, also well-watered plants can develop stomatal oscillations.

• CO2-concentration:
Oscillations due to variations of CO2-concentration in the air are reported with
periods of 2.5 - 5 min for corn [Ras65] [Ape67] [Bar71], and periods of 5 - 10
min in experiments with Arabidopsis [BGJ15]. CO2-related oscillations are
associated with Ca2+ oscillations in guard cells: if air CO2 concentration is
high, Ca2+ oscillation is low (period of 10 min) inducing stomatal closing; if air
CO2 concentration is high, Ca2+ oscillation is higher (period of 5 min) inducing
stomatal opening [AFNN11] [HSV11] [BGJ15].

Beyond that, for other physiological processes oscillating behavior is described, e.g. for
ion channel conductance [Sha06], or plasma membrane electrical properties [YZZ05].
These are assumed to have influence on stomatal apertures as well [YZZ05].

Concluding, the causality between stomatal aperture, transpiration, and leaf tem-
perature implicates the determination of the water supply status of a plant by the
measured leaf temperatures (=observability). Hence, this causality can be used
as a model to describe system behavior with the input variables “water quantity”
and “irrigation time”, the controlled system “plant”, and the output variable “leaf
temperature”. As described above, leaf temperatures are oscillating as a result of
oscillating stomatal apertures (ceteris paribus). Further, leaf temperature oscillations
show different frequencies resulting from diverse internal and external input signals
on the stomatal system, i.e. water deficit. The initial point of this work is the
assumption that the water supply states of plants (fully irrigated, mildly, or highly
stressed) can be described by state variables based on leaf temperature patterns
including oscillation characteristics.
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4.2 Leaf temperature measurements

Leaf temperature measurements were taken continuously during all experiments. For
following investigation, leaf temperature data of an experiment of may 2016 are used.
Here, substrate and irrigation application are implemented differently compared to
a.m. description (cf. section 3.2.1):

Experimental setup also comprised 20 individual plants grouped in four groups
(A, B, C, D) of five plants each. Plants were grown for nine days in Seramis c©
substrate. At vegetation stage EC11 - 13 the seedlings were transferred to individual
mounting plates of acrylic glass fixing the plants’ root system on germination paper
(Hahnemuehlen 3644, 720 g/sqm) (cf. figure 4.1). Mounting plates were reversibly
fixed in four hangers arranged in front of the Infrared (IR) camera (640x480 px, <
0.05 ◦C thermal sensitivity).

Figure 4.1: Picture of experimental setup: Germination paper. Maize seedlings
grown on individual mounting plates of acrylic glass fixing the plants’ rout system on
germination paper (1). Mounting plates are reversibly fixed in four hangers arranged
in front of the Infrared (IR) camera (clocked orientation to each group of seedlings
by PLC-controlled step motor) (2).

Infrared (IR) pictures (sampling period: 20 minutes) and germination paper mois-
ture signals (sampling period: 2 hours) were taken automatically controlled by a
programmable logic controller. Leaf temperature values were calculated as follows:
Original IR camera signals (dimensionless) per pixel and time stamp were extracted
from the camera. Measuring points (one pixel in the middle of the second leaf) were
selected for all pictures manually from each IR picture. The temperature calculation
is based on the original IR camera equations. This procedure allows for a subsequent
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calculation of leaf temperature time behavior considering automatically dynamic
variables (e.g. air humidity, air temperature). The results of the first experiment
presented below are based on fixed variables for emissivity (0.97), air temperature
(22 ◦C), and air humidity (24 %). Germination paper moisture was measured using
the electrical conductivity of water. At two out of five mounting plates of each group
resistance measurements were taken and compared to gravimetric measurements of
applied irrigation amounts. Measurements of leaf elongation (sampling period: 24 h)
were taken manually with a ruler.

Different irrigation regimes were applied to the four groups: In pretests it was
determined that the total water holding capacity of each germination paper sheet
amounts to 75 - 85 g water. Evapotranspiration per day was gravimetrically measured
and accounts for approximately 20 - 25 g/24 h at the beginning of the experiment,
increasing to up to 28 - 33 g/24 h as plants grow. First days after sowing all plants
were fully irrigated until vegetation stage EC11 - 13 was reached. This point of time
is denoted as starting time of the experiment (Day 0). Irrigation regime was adjusted
for each group: First control group (A) was fully irrigated for the complete period
(germination parer bottom in contact with water). Second control group (D) was not
irrigated for the complete period. First test group (B) received no water till day 2.5.
At this time first wilting symptoms were visible (hanging leaf tips, reduced turgor).
Here, this state was denoted as mild stress. Irrigation for group B comprised 65 g
water per plant (complete refill of total water holding capacity of the germination
paper) and was applied manually at day 2.5. Second test group (C) received no
water till day 3.5. At this time serious wilting symptoms were visible (leaves are
bend down) and nearly no water (< 10 g) was stored in the germination paper. Here,
this state was denoted as high stress. Irrigation comprised 80 g water per plant
(complete refill of total water holding capacity of the germination paper) as well
applied manually at day 3.5. This experimental procedure results in following basic
sets of stress levels:

• Full irrigation (FI): The amount of available water in the germination paper is
50 g - 85 g. This applies to all plants at the first 1.5 days of the experiment (20
plants) as well as to group A (5 plants) for the total duration of the experiment.
Basic set of plants in stress level FI: 20 / 5.

• Mild stress (MS): The amount of available water in the germination paper is
20 g - 50 g. This applies to groups B, C, and D (15 plants) between day 1.5
and 2.5 of the experiment. Basic set of plants in stress level MS: 15.

• High stress (HS): The amount of available water in the germination paper is 0
g - 20 g. This applies to groups C and D (10 plants) between day 2.5 and 3.5
of the experiment as well as to group D (5 plants) between day 3.5 and the
end of the experiment. Basic set of plants in stress level HS: 10 / 5.
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The presented leaf temperature time behavior is characterized by abrupt temperature
changes (grey, vertical lines) when illumination is switched on/off (day-night-cycle).
Temperature signal gaps at these moments amount to 2.5 - 3 ◦C of the calculated
temperature due to the sudden discontinuation of radiation. It is assumed that
the determined difference in leaf temperature is not reflecting a real cool down of
leaf temperature, but is mainly due to the radiation-based measurement technique
of bolometric IR-cameras. To depict real cool down processes a data processing
subtracting this known “virtual” temperature gap could be applied. The presented
results are based on the original, unprocessed data, as only temperature differences
between the irrigation treatments are considered, not absolute values. Restric-
tively, when evaluating leaf temperature behavior under the described, not sinusoidal
illumination regime, transient transpiration behaviors due to the sudden light activa-
tion/discontinuation can possibly cause transient leaf temperature behavior until leaf
temperature commute in similar level as in a natural environment (including dusk
and dawn). One explanation for this behavior may be a delayed response time of the
stomatal apparatus to external light signals (dead time) as described in [VCMM+17].

In figure 4.2 leaf temperature time behavior of exemplary one plant of each group (A1,
B1, C1, D1) are depicted. Besides the mentioned day/night oscillation fixed to an
artificial period of 24 h, different oscillations are detected regarding the temperature
time behavior in figure 4.2: Oscillations of small amplitudes (<1 ◦C) and short periods
(<1 d) in the days and partially also at nights (e.g. in solid lined circles), oscillations
of higher amplitudes (1-2 ◦C) and longer periods (3 - 4 d) in the days (between
dashed lines), and oscillations with amplitudes of approximately 1 ◦C and periods
up to 5 days at nights (between dotted lines). Here, the time series is considered to
be “raw” data. The different frequencies are superimposed with overlapping oscilla-
tions of different period durations and amplitudes. From this it can be stated that
a visual, sinusoidal periodicity is not expected to be identified at this stage of analysis.
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Figure 4.2: Leaf temperature time series of plants A1, B1, C1, and D1 [KS19a]
Vertical lines: Illumination switch-on/-off (artificial day(d)-night(n)-cycle)
Horizontal lines and circles: Superimposed oscillations
- Days (dashed lines): Amplitude 1 - 2◦C, period 3 - 4 days
- Nights (dotted lines): Amplitude 1◦C, period 5 days
- Days/nights (circles): Amplitude < 1◦C, period < 1d
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4.3 Frequency analysis methods

Frequency analysis methods can be used to detect, distinguish, and quantify super-
imposed or hidden oscillations. By the standardized application of these methods
to measurement data the specific behaviors, regularities, and sudden changes in
frequencies and amplitudes can be analyzed. Further, signal noise e.g. due to
disturbances of measurement devices can be identified more easily.

Restrictively, according to the Shannon-Nyquist-Theorem, the reconstruction of
a signal based on equally spaced samples is possible, if the sampling rate equals
or exceeds the double of the upper cutoff-frequency. This means, that frequency
properties can only be reliably detected for frequencies fulfilling this theorem. In this
study the sampling period for IR pictures was 20 minutes (sampling rate: 72/24 h or
1/1200 Hz). Thus, the upper cutoff-frequency is certainly less than 36/24 h (1/600
Hz) representing a sampling period of 40 minutes. Therefore, only the measured
frequencies below approximately 36/24h are considered in the following observations.

Following graphic accounts and explorative frequency analysis methods were applied
to the presented leaf temperature time behavior of the plants:

Local Minima and Maxima (MM): Here, the inflection points, calculated by
comparison with respectively neighboring raw temperature values, are simply de-
picted in a diagram to examine by visual comparison of line densities and lengths
the differences in oscillation intensities/rhythms (cf. figure 4.3). This provides a first
qualitative indication of irregularities and differences between the time series which
could be investigated further.

Phase Portrait (PP): This method is not a FA method in a closer sense. The
PP depicts graphically dynamic system behavior by trajectories (path of changes)
of a state variable (here: leaf temperature) in the phase space (here: totality of all
measured leaf temperature values). The considered signal value (leaf temperature) is
plotted in a coordinate system against its first derivative (leaf temperature change
rate, here with ∆t = 20 minutes representing the sampling period) (cf. figure 4.4).
The comparison of PPs (e.g. of a stressed plant with one of a non-stressed plant) can
be used to visualize differences in dynamic system behavior related to equilibrium
points (“similar” values occurring often) and vector field (all occurring values). This
provides a first visual insight into dynamic properties like periodic time behavior or
frequently occurring values.
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Cepstrum (CEP): Cepstrum analysis is based on a double Fourier Transform and
is used to detect common sources within a mix of resonances and related sidebands
within a signal. The Fourier Transform is a mathematical method to decompose
a signal (time series) into its different frequencies e.g. the different frequencies of
an acoustic signal. Cepstrum represents a specific mathematical application of the
Fourier Transform in order to detect ‘echoes’ of a specific source characterized by a
whole-numbered multiple of a basic frequency. The method is used e.g. for vibration
monitoring of machines with rotating machine parts. The reliable interpretation of a
Cepstrum chart is only possible, if the value of the ‘peaks’ representing a sideband
are obvious (e.g. the 3-fold of all other peaks). A higher similarity in peaks’ values
and distributions cannot be rated. By applying Cepstrum analysis repeating periodic
components in a signal can be detected, even at very small amplitudes (as long as
the amplitudes are equal). The resulting Cepstrum of a time series represents the
time period of one period length/duration of this periodic component of the signal
(cf. figure 4.5).

Short Term Fourier Transform (STFT): The STFT is also based on the Fourier
Transform, modified by the introduction of time windows with corresponding fre-
quency spectrums. Frequency changes in time (e.g. due to stimuli or disturbances)
cannot be detected by a ‘simple’ Fourier Transform, as this method is only applicable
to stationary signals (without changing frequency properties). By applying STFT to
a signal the temporal variation in the frequency spectrum of a signal can be repre-
sented (cf. figure 4.6). Restrictively, STFT does not appear to be in all cases the best
method for FA, e.g. if short-term high-frequency signal components concur with slow
variant low-frequency signal components as for example in Electroencephalography
(EEG) signals (cf. [KK12]; Küpfmüller’s uncertainty principle, stating that a high
time resolution, e.g. to detect the exact time of appearance of a certain frequency
component, is not compatible with a high frequency resolution for exact frequency
determination). Therefore, as the particular frequency components of the presented
leaf temperature signal is unknown, the below described alternative methods are
also applied to the signal.

Wavelet Transform (WT): The WT was developed to solve the named problem
of an adequate frequency resolution for low-frequency signal components and an
adequate time resolution for high frequency components of a signal. With WT the
signal is separated into frequency adopted time sequences to analyze simultaneously
the frequencies of different lengths in accordingly selected time windows [Far92]
(cf. figure 4.7). As drawback of WT compared to STFT the lack of an amplitude
representation in the analysis should be noted. The application of WT to a signal
facilitates the frequency pattern recognition in signals, as signal components of differ-
ent frequencies can be considered at the same time, although at different resolutions.
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Stockwell Transform (ST): The ST is a recently developed and consistently en-
hanced FA method. The ST is based on a modified Short Term Fourier Transform
(STFT) method adjusting the time-frequency-resolution automatically to the relevant
frequency and hence combining the strengths of STFT and the Wavelet Transform
(WT) i.e. a high time resolution and a high frequency resolution (cf. [Sto07]) (cf.
figure 4.8). However, also this method is not always the optimal FA method for
all applications, drawbacks are e.g. still the comparably high computational time
needed to analyze big data volumes.

Hilbert-Huang-Transform (HHT): This time-frequency data analysis method
includes an empirical mode decomposition part and a Hilbert spectral analysis part.
First, an iterative algorithm is fragmenting the signal into so called Intrinsic Mode
Functions (IMFs) representing the individual, superimposed oscillations. Second,
a Hilbert spectrum analysis is applied to the IMFs to detect the instantaneous
frequencies in time (cf. figure 4.9). The result represents a “physically meaningful
time-frequency-energy description of a time series” [HW08]. Contrary to Fourier
transform-based methods the HHT is an empirical approach utilizing the struc-
ture/characteristics of measurement data to detect oscillations of different kinds
within the same signal. The method is supposed to uncover concealed physical
relations and to facilitate the search for disturbance-initiated natural oscillations.

All a.m. methods (except MM and PP) are tools for signal processing procedures
e.g. in control engineering, geophysics, speech recognition, or medical applications.
As mentioned, each method has pros and cons. The selection of a certain method
for a specific application should be based on considerations concerning the expected
period durations and frequencies, the required resolutions, computational aspects,
and the target of the study. In this study, caution is required if time series of different
time duration are compared, e.g. with ST, as the duration/length of the time series
has influence on the graphical representation of frequencies. For example, in figure
4.8, plant A: The diurnal sequence of amplitudes between 0.4, 0.2, and 0.0 (light
blue spots) at the frequency between 50/24 h and 60/24 t is represented for plant
B1 at frequencies between 40/24 h and 50/24 h, and for plant D1 between 30/24 h
and 40/24 h. If all time series are cut to the same length/duration, this difference
disappears and the amplitude sequence (spots) is represented for all plants at the
same frequency band. This drawback can be handled by unifying time series length or
by using the continuous (instead of the discrete) version of WT (as done in this study).
Important for the use of any of the methods for explorative purposes is the intended
testing of different sets of parameter values (different resolutions, coefficients, levels)
in order first to explore the abilities of the methods for the specific application, and
second to detect potential misinterpretations because of methodological drawbacks
of the methods. Finally, without any theoretical background or hypothesis regarding
the actual (biological) processes behind, the interpretation of FA methods can be
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misleading. The methods most intuitively comprehensible for persons not familiar
with the mathematical background of the methods are MM and PP (as simple plot
methods), and HHT (as data-based instead of theory-based method). Relevant pros
and cons are summarized in table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Overview of frequency analysis methods applied in this study [KS19a]:
Local minima and maxima (MM), Phase portrait (PP), Cepstrum (CEP), Short
term Fourier transform (STFT), Wavelet transform (WT), Stockwell transform (ST),
Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT)

Method Target Pros Cons

MM Visualize oscillation
rhythms

Easily plotted, first
insight into regularities

Qualitative, not a FA
method in a narrow sense

PP Visualize regularities
of dynamic behavior

Easily plotted, first
insights into dynamics

Qualitative, not a FA
method in a narrow sense

CEP Detect sideband Detection of periodic
signal components

Only frequencies of same
amplitude are shown as
sideband, qualitative
‘peak’ interpretation

STFT Detect transient
variations in
frequency spectrum

Approved standard
tool for FA in different
applications

Restricted resolution for
time or frequency, not
optimal for signals of
different time ant
frequency spectra within
the same signal

WT Analyze frequencies
of different lengths
for general signal
pattern recognition

Simultaneous
representation of
different frequency
spectra and time
resolutions

Limited representation of
amplitudes, discrete WT:
difficult comparison of
time series of different
lengths

ST Detect transient
variations in
frequency spectrum

Enhanced STFT
method: combination
of high time with high
frequency resolution
plus amplitudes

High computational
requirements for big data,
comparably new method
(applications still tested),
comparison of time series
of different lengths

HHT Detect concealed
physical relations/
disturbance-initiated
natural oscillations

Distinction of different
frequencies into time
series, comprehensible
interpretation

Not theory-based
(empirical), comparably
new method
(applications still tested)
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In this study, all named methods are applied to the data to analyze as much as
possible unknown features of the measured data and to explore the explanatory
power of the different methods for leaf temperature behavior. For application, these
methods are available in the form of toolboxes for analysis software. To perform the
numerical results, the signal processing Toolbox of Matlab (Mathworks c©) was used.

4.4 Frequency analysis results

4.4.1 Hypotheses

Derived from the above cited studies on stomatal oscillation behavior, the expected
results of the frequency analysis are:

Hypothesis 1 (H1):
Water deficit results in transpiration reduction because of stomatal closure and hence
in rising leaf temperatures [JIRPJ81] [Jon07] [MS12]. This can be expressed by

AS > AFI ,

with AS denoting oscillation amplitude A of plants in the state “water stressed”, and
AFI denoting oscillation amplitude A of plants in the state “non-water stressed”.

Restrictively, considering the superimposed transpiration oscillation amplitudes due
to stomatal oscillations as investigated for oat plants e.g. in [BJK74], the amplitudes
can show another behavior: The stepwise reduction of water potential in the root
medium resulted initially (at mild stress) in a reduced transpiration oscillation ampli-
tude, and finally (at high stress) to an immediate stop of oscillation activity. As the
wavelength was not affected by the treatment in this experiment, the transpiration
rate amplitude reduction is based on a reduction of stomatal conductivity, e.g. by
reduced stomatal opening width. This result is in accordance with the a.m. hypothe-
sis 1, as reduced transpiration results in an expected leaf temperature rise. However,
the investigation of leaf temperature frequency behavior can show superimposed
oscillations with opposite amplitude behavior.
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Hypothesis 2 (H2):
Water deficit results in stomatal oscillation (start condition) and hence in leaf tem-
perature oscillation [Ape67] [ZRS+10] [WdCRM10]. This can be expressed by

FS > FFI ,

with FS denoting oscillation frequency F of plants in the state “water stressed”, and
FFI denoting oscillation frequency of plants in the state “non-water stressed”.

As described above, this specific oscillation start behavior is not observed in all
experiments of the a.m. studies. However, in [BJK74] the application of abrupt
root medium water potential reduction pulses resulted in transpiration oscillation
phase shifts due to hydro-passive stomatal openings. Phase shift and amplitude
value were altered depending on pulse duration and phase position at pulse start.
Therefore, at least hydro-passive openings due to water stress incipience can also
result in measurable frequency alterations and can hence be detectable by standard
FA methods.

4.4.2 Local Minima and Maxima (MM)

In figure 4.3 the results of the MM are presented. Here, the measured local maxima
(attributed to stomatal opening and resulting in leaf temperature decrease) and local
minima (attributed to stomatal closure and resulting in leaf temperature increase)
for the plants A1, B1, C1, and D1 are depicted. These local extrema represent the
inflection points at which the leaf temperatures switch from decreasing values to
increasing values (or vice versa). This means, only the respectively smallest measured
value before a temperature rise and the respectively highest measured value before a
temperature decrease are depicted in the diagram.

The connecting lines between the axis of abscissae and the particular signal values
denote the events of stomatal opening/closing. Hence, the lines’ sequences denote
the oscillation rhythms: The higher the density of lines, the higher the stomatal
activity (opening/closing) is. It was expected to observe a distinct change in oscil-
lation rhythms of stressed plants compared to fully irrigated plants (cf. hypothesis 2).
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Figure 4.3: Local minima and maxima of plants A1, B1, C1, and D1 [KS19a]: Lines
between the x-axis and the signal values denote the events of stomatal opening/closing:
Local maxima are attributed to stomatal opening, local minima are attributed to
stomatal closure.
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Selected results are:

• Leaf temperature oscillation is measured for all plants during daytime as well
as at nights independent of irrigation treatment.

• Different leaf temperature oscillation rhythms, denoted as periods of

– Very high oscillation activity (extremum/inflection point at each measure-
ment (which can be qualitatively detected independent from sampling
rates)),

– Regular and lower oscillation (about one local extremum/h), and

– No oscillation for more than one hour (rest period), are found for all
plants independent of irrigation treatment.

• Leaf temperature oscillation rest periods are regularly, but not only detected
for the nights and measured for all plants independent of irrigation treatment.
These rest periods often start (>50 %) before illumination is switched off.

Summarizing, the analysis of MM does not support the hypothesis 2, that a water
deficit is a start condition tor stomatal oscillation.

4.4.3 Phase Portrait (PP)

The results of the PP are presented for the same plants A1, B1, C1, and D1 (fig-
ure 4.4). On the x-axis the state variable leaf temperature and on the y-axis the
first derivative (leaf temperature change rate between each measurement, ∆t = 20
minutes) are plotted. Each measurement value is represented by a node. The nodes
are connected by edges resulting in a (angular) curve. The plotted measurements
depict the oscillations by moving in a circle turning clockwise. Different colors denote
different daily cycles. For example, the night temperature oscillates in small steps of
about 0.1 ◦C decreasing for about 2 degrees per night (15.5 ◦C to 13.5 ◦C). When
light is switched on, the temperature values “jump” from the lowest night value
of the respective day in about 2 - 4 measurements (nodes) to the lowest respec-
tive daily value at about 17 ◦C (end node at the descending edges of the upper circles).
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Figure 4.4: Phase Portrait of plants A1, B1, C1, and D1 [KS19a]: Measurements
are plotted in circles turning clockwise. Plant C1: Vector field (large dashed oval)
extension and shift of equilibrium point (small dashed oval) compared to plant A1.
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Two equilibria (or: areas of attraction) are depicted, denoting temperature ranges
during daytime (accumulation/queue of small circles e.g. for plant A1 at temper-
atures between 16 ◦C and 19 ◦C) and at night (accumulation/queue of very small
circles e.g. for plant A1 at temperatures between 13,5 ◦C and 15,5 ◦C). These two
equilibria for the values during daytime and the values at night are illustrated by
the two smaller, broken-lined ovals in the PP of plant A1 and exemplary also for
plant C1. Plant C1 (high stress) shows a shift of the equilibrium point in the days
towards higher leaf temperatures. The vector field is illustrated exemplary by the
large, broken-lined oval in the PP of plant A1 and C1 representing the totality of
all measured leaf temperature values for the particular plant. Here, the vector field
of plant C1 is extended compared to the one of plant A1. The value of the leaf
temperature change rate denotes the speed of temperature changes between two
measurements. It was expected to observe a vector field extension (additional, higher
leaf temperatures and change rates) for stressed plants compared to fully irrigated
plants (cf. hypothesis 1).

Selected results are:

• Overall leaf temperature ranges during daytime are higher for plants in states
“water stresses” (16.0 - 22.0 ◦o) than for plants in state “non-water stressed”:
(16.0 - 19.5 ◦C). This means, that stressed plants produce higher total leaf
temperatures. But, leaf temperatures of highly water stressed plants exceeding
the maximum leaf temperature of 20 ◦C (maximum leaf temperature of well-
watered plants) are detected only for 2 plants. This result does not support
hypothesis 1 unambiguously.

• Maximum plant individual heating up during daytime (lowest to highest daily
temperature value (δ LT) is higher for plants in state “water stressed” (1.5 - 4.0
◦C) than for plants in state “non-water stressed” (1.0 - 2.5 ◦C). But, maximum
plant individual heating up during daytime of highly water stressed plants
of more than 2.5 ◦C (maximum value of well-watered plants) are detected
only for 3 plants (group C). Also this result does not support hypothesis 1
unambiguously.

• Overall cooling down ranges of leaf temperatures at night range for all plants
between 0.5 - 1.5 ◦C independent of irrigation treatment. In this experiment,
water regime is not influencing the cooling amplitude during night.

• Cooling down of leaf temperatures during daytime before switch-off of illumi-
nation is slightly higher for plants in state “water stressed” (0.5 - 1.5 ◦C; two
highly stressed plants of group C: 2.0 ◦C) than for plants in state “non-water
stressed” (0.5 - 1.0 ◦C). This again supports hypothesis 1.
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Summarizing, the analysis of PP does not generally support the hypothesis 1, that a
water deficit acts as a condition for stomatal oscillation amplitude rise.

4.4.4 Cepstrum (CEP)

The results of the CEP are presented for plants A1, B1, C1, and D1 (figure 4.5).
On the x-axis the so-called quefrency is plotted, representing a periodic time in-
terval of redundant signal components. On the y-axis a dimensionless coefficient
representing the existence/non-existence of a sideband (periodic components) of
individual frequencies is plotted. For example, the quefrency of 1.0 corresponds to
the period of 1 d (24 h). In the plot of plant A1 a peak with the y-value of 0.6
is shown at a quefrency of 1 d. This represents the 24 h-light-darkness rhythm in
this experiment. The peak is not as conspicuous as expected, knowing that the 24
h-sideband is artificial and very precise in period duration. This is due to the plant
individual diurnal variations in leaf temperature amplitudes (cf. 4.2: e. g. oscillation
at a period duration of 3 - 4 days with amplitudes of 1 - 2 ◦C in the days). The CEP
method only considers quefrencies of similar amplitudes being part of a sideband.
Whereas, well-watered plants like A1 still show a significant peak at quefrency 1.0
(approximately 3-fold of the neighboring values) all other plants do not show the 24
h-sideband because of the variation in diurnal temperature amplitudes despite the
precisely equal period duration.

Amplitudes are not particularly plotted in CEP, but as only repetitive amplitudes of
similar values are considered to be part of the sideband, a variance in amplitudes
is detectable by a nonexistence of considerable peaks. Here, “considerable” is only
defined qualitatively: “considerable” denotes, that the peak has to be more than
double to three times higher than the ambient peaks in order to be significant. Here,
according to the Shannon-Nyquist-Theorem all quefrencies higher than 0.03 are
reliable (cutting edge frequency of 36/24 h). A variation of the quefrency resolution
(e. g. towards higher quefrencies than 1.5) did not show particular results. This could
be different if the experiments duration would be extended to detect oscillations
of longer period durations. The large number of high peaks at quefrencies below
0.3 partially result from an ‘unclean’ resolution at these quefrencies. A variation
of resolution towards smaller quefrencies did not show significant results. However,
it was expected to observe a distinct sideband displacement for stressed plants
compared to fully irrigated plants representing higher frequencies.
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Figure 4.5: Cepstrum of plants A1, B1, C1, and D1 [KS19a]: Quefrency denotes
a periodic time interval, coefficient (dimensionless) denotes the echo of a specific
frequency.
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Selected results are:

• The peak at quefrency 1.0 represents the known day-night-rhythm and is
considerable for plants in group A (well-watered, peak > 0.4), less significant
for plants in group B (mild stress, 0.2 < peak < 0.4), and even less significant
for plants in group C (high stress, peak < 0.2). This can be interpreted as
an increasing difference in amplitude in time resulting from leaf temperature
increases for stressed plants (cf. PP). On the other hand, plants in group D
(not at all irrigated) show peak values at a quefrency of 1.0 between 1.8 (D1,
very uniform amplitude) and 0.4 (D2, D3; comparable to group B). The result
is therefore not unambiguous related to hypothesis 1.

• The peak at quefrency 0.25 represents a periodic frequency component every 6
hours: about 60 percent of all plants independent of irrigation treatment have
a peak higher than 0.6 at this quefrency (in 4.5 only represented for plants
B1, C1, and D1). The ambient peaks are also comparatively high; therefore,
this peak is assumed to be of no relevance. However, as it relates to all plants,
irrigation treatment is not relevant for this sideband and also not for hypothesis
1.

• Additional peaks with coefficients higher that 0.4 are detectable at quefrency
0.5 for plant B2 and B5 (mild stress), and at quefrency 0.7 for plant C1
(high stress), indicating periodic components at that period duration. The
information cannot support hypothesis 2 (sideband displacement due to higher
or additional frequencies), as no additional peaks for all other plants can be
detected.

Summarizing, the results of the CEP analysis do not unambiguously support the
hypotheses.

4.4.5 Short Term Fourier Transform (STFT)

The results of the STFT are presented for plants A1, B1, C1, and D1 (figure 4.6).
On the x-axis the time and on the y-axis the frequency are plotted. The spectrum at
the right side denotes the amplitudes of oscillations. Here, amplitudes of up to 21 ◦C
are depicted, representing the total, measured leaf temperatures. It was expected to
observe a distinct frequency spectrum change for stressed plants compared to fully
irrigated plants.

Applying STFT the day-night-cycle can be clearly depicted with regular amplitude
alterations of approximately 16 - 20 ◦C, which is in accordance with the PP results.
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Figure 4.6: Short Term Fourier Transform of plants A1, B1, C1, and D1 [KS19a]:
Time-frequency-energy-representation of leaf temperature courses
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At frequencies from 1 - 5/24 h the amplitude exceeds 18 ◦C, for plants A1, B1, and D1
only at middays, whilst for plant C1 frequency and duration of maximal amplitude
are higher. A water deficit-based behavioral change expected at frequencies of 24/24
h and more could not be detected.

Selected results are:

• Non-water stressed plants show amplitudes exceeding 18 ◦C at frequencies of 1
- 5/24h only at middays, whereas later stressed plants show these higher leaf
temperature amplitudes also in mornings. This supports hypothesis 1. On the
other hand, only in one group (C) this behavior was detected. This limits the
significance of the result.

• No difference in frequencies for amplitudes between 1 ◦C and 20 ◦C are observed
for all plants irrespective of irrigation treatment.

Summarizing, the STFT analysis also does not support the hypotheses.

4.4.6 Wavelet Transform (WT)

The results of the WT are presented for plants A1, B1, C1, and D1 (figure 4.7). On
the x-axis the time and on the y-axis the model-based frequency levels are plotted.
Here, seven frequency levels are given. The spectrum at the right side denotes a coef-
ficient representing the amplitudes of oscillations. Although the coefficient scale of 0
- 100 does not represent real amplitudes, high coefficient values are attributed also to
high amplitudes. A direct conversion of the coefficient into amplitudes is not possible.

Within the wavelet transformed results, ‘time blocks’ of approximately equal time du-
rations are depicted at each frequency level: Here, the width of the blocks/segments
of a higher frequency level are an integer multiple of the width of the next lower
frequency level. This represents the model-based modified time resolution on behalf
of a higher frequency resolution in the respective level. The ranges of time are
determined by the WT according to the given data and the number of levels chosen.
Therefore, the day-night-cycle is not exactly met at any of the levels but located
between level 5 and 6. The adjustment options for WT diagrams relate to the
(amplitude-related) coefficient and the number of levels (time resolutions). Therefore,
the interpretation of WT for this application is not as comprehensible as e.g. of the
STFT.
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Figure 4.7: Wavelet Transform of plants A1, B1, C1, and D1 [KS19a]: Seven
model-based frequency levels, the coefficient representing amplitudes of oscillations
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In the shown WT-result each frequency level is textured in approximatively symmetric,
regular amplitude segments of time durations between 2 h (Level 2) and 72 h (3
days) (Level 7) with

• amplitude coefficient of up to 30 on the higher frequency levels 1 to 5,

• amplitude coefficient of up to 55 on the frequency level 6, and

• amplitude coefficient of up to 100 on the lowest frequency level 7.

This means for example for plant C1 that the segments on level 6 have approximately
the 2.5-fold duration of the segments on level 5, and the segments on level 5 have
approximately the 1.25-fold duration of the segments on level 4. Here, plant B1 is an
exception: at frequency level 6 plant B1 has one nearly double sized segment between
day 3 and day 5. This indicates a higher amplitude coefficient at day 4 compared
to other days (and plants). Conspicuous changes in frequency or amplitudes at
moments in time for which it is known that plants experiences water stress cannot
be detected.

It was expected to observe a distinct frequency spectrum change for stressed plants
compared to fully irrigated plants. Selected results are:

• At level 6 (Time window width: 1.5 days) the amplitude coefficient of highly
stressed plants is higher (55-60) compared to well-watered or mildly stressed
plants (about 40). This supports the hypothesis of higher amplitudes at least
for highly stressed plants.

• On the other hand, the amplitude coefficient is maximal for all plants at level
7 (60-100), but the plants in the group without any irrigation reached just the
coefficient level of the mildly stressed plants, or even well-watered ones. This
does not support hypothesis 1.

Summarizing, based on the WT-graphs no distinct frequency spectrum can be iden-
tified.
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4.4.7 Stockwell Transform (ST)

The results of the ST are presented for plants A1, B1, C1, and D1 (figure 4.8). On
the x-axis the time and on the y-axis the frequency is plotted. Maximum frequency
is 72/24 h, equaling the sampling rate. The spectrum at the right side represents
the amplitudes of oscillations.

Here, the small amplitudes of 0.0 - 1.2 ◦C are selected according to the specific
ability of ST to analyze higher frequencies. This is also the reason, why the day-
night-cycle is not detectable: As the leaf temperature amplitude changes due to
the light-on/light-of-cycle amounts to 3 - 4 ◦C amplitudes, these events are not
represented in this diagram. According to the Shannon-Nyquist-Theorem only the
measured frequencies below 36/24 h are considered in the following observations. It
was expected to observe a distinct frequency spectrum change for stressed plants
compared to fully irrigated plants.

In ST continuous amplitudes and alternating amplitudes can be detected. For ex-
ample, at a frequency of 8 - 10/24 h a continuous amplitude of approximately 0.8
◦C for groups A, B, and D, and of approximately 1.2 ◦C for group C is depicted.
This is in accordance with the observation, that the maximum daily amplitudes
are observed in group C. Further, at frequency 18 - 22/24 h an alternating am-
plitude between the values of 0.1 - 0.5 ◦C in a daily rhythm is observable for all
plants. Deduced from the above cited studies on water deficit-related stomatal oscil-
lations, a water deficit-based behavioral change would be expected at frequencies of
24/24h and more. This could not be observed for any of the plants in this experiment.

Selected results are:

• Amplitudes at frequencies of 8 - 10/24 h are 50 % higher (up to 1,2 ◦C) for
highly stressed plants compared to non-water stressed ones. On the other hand,
this is only observed for 50 % of the highly stressed plants. This does not
support the hypothesis 1 unambiguously.

• The expected higher frequencies at amplitudes of 0.1 - 1.2 ◦C for highly stressed
plants could not be observed, also not for any plant irrespective of irrigation
treatment. This does not support hypothesis 2.

Summarizing, the results of ST analysis do not support hypothesis 2; and hypothesis
1 is only partly supported.
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Figure 4.8: Stockwell Transform of plants A1, B1, C1, and D1 [KS19a]: Time-
frequency-energy-representation of leaf temperature courses
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4.4.8 Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT)

The results of the HHT are presented for plants A1, B1, C1, and D1 (figure 4.9).
The frequency spectrum is depicted in a set of curves, so called IMFs. For each
IMF (frequency) on the x-axis the time and on the y-axis the amplitude are plotted.
The lowest IMF in each case defines the stop-function of the algorithm and does not
represent a frequency. The stop-function can be selected from a set of options. Here,
the so-called S number criterion [HWL16] is chosen, stopping the algorithm if for a
number of consecutive siftings (loops) the number of extrema and zero-crossings stay
the same (or plus one). It was expected to observe a higher number of IMFs and/or
IMF time behavior changes for stressed plants compared to fully irrigated plants.

In HHT the total number of IMFs per plant represents the number of different
frequencies identified in the leaf temperature time behavior as

• Group A (FI): Two plants have 9 IMFs, all others have 8 IMFs,

• Group B (MS): All plants have 8 IMFs,

• Group C (HS): Two plants have 7 IMFs, all others have 8 IMFs, and

• Group D (NI): Three plants have 7 IMFs, all others have 8 IMFs.

The general conclusion, that water deficit results in a smaller number of IMFs cannot
be drawn, as plants with 7 IMFs also died earlier in the experiment, resulting in
a shorter time series. However, plant A1 (and A3, not shown here) has 9 IMFs
compared to other plants of equal life time and only 8 IMFs. Here, an additional
frequency is detected.

Further, HHT based on the total time series (10 days) results in two more IMFs
than HHT based on split single-day time series composed to the 10-day period (not
shown here). This indicates superimposed multi-day frequencies.

Results based on IMF analysis can be stated as follows:

• In IMF1 the light-darkness oscillation at amplitudes below 5 ◦C can be detected
for all plants.

• In IMF2 an obviously day-night-based oscillation at amplitudes below 5 ◦C
can be detected. This oscillation is not exactly aligned to the light-darkness
cycle. The related behavior can be observed for all plants.
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Figure 4.9: Hilbert-Huang Transform of plants A1, B1, C1, and D1 [KS19a]: Fre-
quency spectrum depicted in a set of curves (IMFs) with time on the x-axis and
amplitude on the y-axis
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• In IMF3 and IMF4 (for A1 and A3 also partly in IMF5) oscillations of frequen-
cies higher than 1/24 h are depicted. The amplitudes are below 10 ◦C (IMF3)
and below 20 ◦C (IMF4, for A1, A3: IMF5)).

• In IMF5, IMF6, and IMF7 (A1 and A3: IMF6, IMF7, IMF8) oscillations show
frequencies of less than 1/24 h (multi-day frequencies). The amplitudes are
given with up to 40 ◦C. The maximum leaf temperatures are obviously depicted
in IMF6 (A1/A3: IMF7). For example, plant C1: maximum leaf temperatures
appear at days 4/5 and 8 (cf. 4.2. This can be detected in IMF6.

• It should be noted, that in HHT amplitudes of up to 50 ◦C are depicted.
These high temperature values are not real values in terms of surrounding air
temperature, but are a result of the specific algorithm used in HHT. Here, am-
plitudes larger than the natural temperature variations represent superimposed
vibrations of the signal of lower frequencies hidden in the temperature signal
and therefore depicted in ◦C.

Comparing the HHT of the four plants with different irrigation treatments the
symmetry in IMF5 is remarkably different: The fully irrigated plant (A1) has a
plateau of about 20 ◦C amplitude between the days 2 and 6. This plateau is
compressed to an elevation for the not-irrigated plant (D1), as well at an amplitude
of 20 ◦C, probably because of the shorter life time. This symmetry is not present for
plants B1 (MS) (Elevation on the left: earlier, higher amplitude up to 20 ◦C) and C1
(HS) (Elevation on the right: later, higher amplitude up to 20 ◦C). This observation
cannot be ascertained for all plants in each group, but

• The number of symmetric IMF5 (A1/A3: IMF6) is highest in group A (3
plants), lowest in group C (1 plant),

• IMF5 in group B is only symmetric or with an elevation on the left,

• IMF5 in group C is only symmetric or with an elevation on the right.

On the other hand, elevations on both sides, right or left, are both found also in the
groups A (FI) and D (NI). Selected results are:

• Contrary to hypothesis 2, the number of IMFs (frequencies) is rather higher for
fully irrigated plants then for stressed plants. This is not only due to a longer
lifetime, as also plants from groups B and C survived the complete experiment.

• A distinct shift/change in IMF time behavior for stressed plants can also not
unambiguously be detected, just as an increase in amplitudes. This result does
not support hypothesis 1.
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• At least one of the detected frequencies (day-night-cycle) is not plant-based.

Summarizing, the results of HHT do not support the hypotheses. A further investi-
gation of the reason for the appearance of the different IMFs is recommended.

4.5 Summary and discussion

The above described findings of the different explorative frequency analysis methods
are recapped in table 4.2. The results do not unambiguously support the hypotheses,
that leaf temperature amplitude (H1) and frequency (H2) of plants in water stressed
states are generally higher than those of plants in well-watered states. This at
first sight unsatisfactory result retrieves a number of interesting observations and
questions:

Leaf temperature variability: A higher amplitude (H1) for stressed plants was
detected, but not for all stressed plants. One reason for this result can be, that
the variability of leaf temperatures is already high (3 ◦C, 16.5 - 19.5 ◦C) between
all plants at well-watered state at the beginning of the experiment (Day 1). As
the experiment progressed, the variability of well-watered plants remains between
2.0 - 2.5 ◦C (16.5 - 19.0 ◦C in the days) during the entire experiment, whereas the
variability in mildly stressed plants (groups B, C, and D at day 1.5 - 2.5) increases
to 3.5 ◦C (16.5 - 20 ◦C in the days), and in highly stressed plants (Groups C and
D at day 2.5 - 3.5) to 5.0 ◦C (17.0 - 22.0 ◦C in the days). However, only three
highly stressed plants of groups C and D exceeded the maximum variability value of
2.5 ◦C (maximum value of well-watered plants). Restrictively, the generalization of
single-point leaf temperature measurements to whole leaf temperatures and hence
to whole leaf transpiration is not possible, as stomata do not show in all cases
synchronized behavior [PFJ03b]. However, based on the assumed causality between
plant water stress and transpiration rate/leaf temperature and as about 1890 single
measurements of highly stressed plants were taken during this experiment, the rate
of highly stressed plants with distinct leaf temperature elevations could be expected
to be higher than 30 %. This means in practice that under constant and equal
environmental conditions one objectively well-watered plant with a leaf temperature
of 17.5 ◦C is compared to an objectively highly stressed plant of equally 17.5 ◦C leaf
temperature.
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Table 4.2: Frequency analysis results for leaf temperature (LT) measurements of water stressed maize plants compared
to full-irrigated plants [KS19a] (Abbr.: Local minima and maxima (MM), Phase portrait (PP), Cepstrum (CEP), Short
term Fourier transform (STFT), Wavelet transform (WT), Stockwell transform (ST), Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT),
Hypothesis 1 (H1), Hypothesis 2 (H2), amplitude (A), frequency (F), full irrigated (FI), stressed (S))
* : Values of 50 ◦C are not representing real leaf temperatures, but result from the specific algorithm used in HHT.

Method Expectation Frequency Amplitude Observations H1
AS > AFI

H2
FS > FFI

MM Oscillation
rhythm change

Not
specified

12 - 21 ◦C All plants: oscillations, rest periods,
stressed plants: oscillation rhythms not
higher

Not
tested

Not
supported

PP Vector field
expansion

Not
specified

12 - 21 ◦C Stressed plants: 30% showed higher max.
LT, 15% higher daily warm-up, 50%
higher pre-nocturnal cool-down. All
plants: Equal nocturnal cool-down

Not
unique

Not
tested

CEP Sideband
displacement

0 - 1,5
(36 h)
(sideband)

All
amplitudes

Stressed plants: 75% showed less distinct
peak at quefrency 1.0, 40% additional
peaks, no distinct difference in frequency
shape.

Not
unique

Not
unique

STFT Transient effect in
frequency
spectrum

0 - 72/24 h 0 - 20 ◦C Stressed plants: 30% showed higher
amplitude at frequency 1 - 5/d, no
frequency spectrum change

Not
unique

Not
supported

WT Transient effect in
frequency
spectrum

7 levels Coefficient
100

Stressed plants: 25% showed higher
amplitude coeff. at level 7, 50% higher
amplitude coeff. at level 6, no frequency
spectrum change

Not
unique

Not
supported

ST Transient effect in
frequency
spectrum

0 - 72/24 h 0 - 1,4 ◦C Stressed plants: 15% showed higher
amplitude at frequency 8 - 10/d, no
frequency spectrum change

Not
unique

Not
supported

HHT More IMFs, IMF
course changes

7 - 9 IMFs 0 - 50 ◦C* Stressed plants: Number of IMFs not
higher, no distinct IMF course change

Not
supported

Not
supported
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The related research question is: Is leaf temperature per se representing the actual
plant water supply status? or in detail: What is the detailed connection between
the dynamical character of leaf temperature signal and water supply status? This
question has implications on the use of leaf temperature signals for irrigation schedul-
ing: Based on the presented results, plant individual absolute leaf temperature
signals per se cannot be used for reliable irrigation scheduling. Instead, variability
parameter of leaf temperature signals of canopies can serve as indicator for a general
stress incipience. Here, stress-sensitive plants indicate water stress for all plants of
a crop. This interpretation, of course, is restricted based on the presented results
only to homogenous environmental conditions. However, the use of leaf temperature
variability has been proposed by [CB82] based on field experiments.

Leaf temperature maintenance: The largest, plant-individually measured daily
temperature rise under the presented conditions is 4 ◦C (plant C3, day 3, high water
stress). This represents the potential minimum leaf temperature increase all highly
stressed plants could physically have experienced. The smallest plant-individually
measured daily temperature rise of objectively highly stressed plants under the
presented conditions is 2 ◦C (plant D4, day 5, high water stress). This value is
similar to the plant-individually measured daily temperature rise of well-watered (1.5
- 2.5 ◦C) or mildly stressed plants (1.5 - 2.0 ◦C). The resulting question is: How is a
highly stressed plant able to maintain leaf temperature values comparable to those
of well-watered ones? This result could be caused by open stomata despite wilting
and minimum leaf water potential in stressed plants [Sch86]. Further, additional
aspects despite pure hydraulic conductance considerations can also have an effect on
plant water balance and hence transpiration and leaf temperature behavior [LTM+17].

Leaf temperature oscillation start condition: Further, a higher leaf tempera-
ture oscillation frequency of plants in water stress (H2) was not detected. Hence,
the start-condition “water deficit” for an expected additional stomatal oscillation
activity could not be measured under the presented experimental conditions. As
desiccation is a continuous process, at least at some (mild) state of water deficit a
frequency change was expected to occur, even if stomatal oscillation would stop in
the course of further dehydration (high stress). Reasons could be:

• Synchronized stomata: Oscillation of transpiration and hence oscillation
of leaf temperature can only be detected if stomata behave in a synchronized
manner [Joh15]. This also applies to changes in oscillation behavior. An
undetected change in oscillation frequency could therefore also result from
unsynchronized stomatal behavior. However, this explanation would be in
contradiction to the above mentioned assumption of a synchronized hydraulic
signal controlling stomatal behavior.
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• Sampling rate: At a sampling rate of 72/24 h, oscillations of a theoretical
maximum cut-off frequency of 36/24 h can be detected. This represents the
expected water deficit induced oscillation frequency described in literature. If
the frequency induced by a water deficit is actually, significantly, and regularly
higher than 36/24 h, the sampling rate of the existing measurements would not
reliably detect variations in frequency. On the other hand, the probability is
small that 14400 measuring points (20 plants, 10 days, 72/24 t sampling rate)
are not sufficient to detect any changes in frequencies, as this would implicate
that invariably all measuring points were taken in striking distance to the zero
baseline of the water deficit induced oscillation. This is unlikely. However,
further experiments are recommended utilizing higher sampling rates.

• Causality transpiration to leaf temperature: Water deficit-related stom-
atal oscillation does not necessarily result directly in leaf temperature oscillation.
The causality between stomatal behavior under water deficit and leaf tem-
perature behavior is based on the assumption, that stomatal opening results
immediately in a leaf temperature decrease, and stomatal closing in a leaf tem-
perature rise. In case this instantaneously resulting leaf temperature oscillation
is damped or suppressed, e.g. by evaporation processes inside the leaf without
direct transpiration effects (cf. [PHB10]), or additional cooling for example by
IR-radiation (cf. [Cur36]), or influences of thermoregulation (cf. [BSHC97]),
the expected leaf temperature oscillation is not directly detectable.

• Measuring mistakes and measurement noise: In principle, this may re-
duce informational value of the presented leaf temperature signals. Subsequent
experiments (not yet completely evaluated) show similar results. Therefore,
the measurements are assumed as not to be systematically wrong. Further, by
applying standard frequency analysis methods the (always existing) measure-
ment noise is systematically isolated/detectable. However, results still have to
be validated and statistically ascertained.

Additional studies are necessary to ascertain and to further specify the characteris-
tics of plant leaf temperature behavior. For example, based on the measured leaf
temperature time series the HHT results in 6 - 8 superimposed oscillation frequencies
per plant. The attribution of the single frequencies to physiological processes has to
be further analyzed. Here, the distinction between plant system-based frequencies
(e.g. autonomous stomatal oscillations) and environmentally induced frequencies (e.g.
artificial day-night-cycle) should be particularly considered. Based on the presented
results, a single plant-based identification of water stress based on the assumption
of a water passive regulation of leaf temperature is not possible. The remarkable
variability of the plants individual ability to regulate leaf temperature under severe
water stress implicates considerably different water stress behaviors of plants within
one cultivar.
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However, the application of FA methods, particularly the Phase Portrait, the Hilbert-
Huang-Transform, and the Stockwell Transform provide meaningful insights for the
analysis of the presented data. Hence, the presented methods are generally applicable
to data of this kind and origin. The selection of an adequate method should be based
on considerations about the expected period lengths and frequencies, the required
resolutions, computational aspects, and the target of the study. Important for the use
of any of the methods for explorative purposes is the intended test of different sets
of parameter values (different resolutions, coefficients, levels) in order first to explore
the abilities of the methods for the specific application, and second to detect potential
misinterpretations because of methodological drawbacks of the methods. Finally,
for interpreting FA results theoretical background knowledge regarding the actual
(biological) processes behind or hypothesis-based experiment design is required.
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5 Summary, Conclusion, and Outlook

In this thesis a novel approach to implement irrigation is proposed. By integrating
the plant system into the irrigation control loop the technical option to control
growth by water input variation is accomplished. Further, by integrating a deficit
irrigation model into the control approach the alignment of water inputs to actual
plant necessities, and vice versa the alignment of plant growth to water availabilities
is possible. Finally, the option to supervise water stress level developments by
frequency analysis methods applied to leaf temperature data is examined.

5.1 Summary and conclusions

In the first part of the thesis (section 2) a comparative survey about existing
soil-, plant-, and atmosphere-based irrigation methods is presented. The section
is consistently structured according to system-theoretical taxonomy including the
particular consideration of plant dynamic behavior in irrigation models. The results
are briefly summarized in a causality mapping overview (figure 2.1) and in a model
comparison overview (table 2.2). Conclusions of this analysis are:

Model of plant dynamic behavior: Practical state-of-art irrigation methods do
not consider the productive portion of water stress (adaptive behavior), although
deficit irrigation is tested in the fields. To date, mainly stress incipience is investigated
for irrigation purposes disregarding plants’ ability to cope with hostile conditions
beyond stress incipience threshold. The expansion of existing irrigation methods by a
suitable deficit irrigation model with variables for adaptive behavior and dysfunction
due to water deficits is necessary to utilize this ability and to rise water use efficiency
in irrigated agriculture.

Plant-based water stress detection: Broad scientific efforts are done to develop
a plant-based monitoring of water stress. Numerous approaches are described using
different variables (e.g. turgor, sap flow, transpiration) to observe plant water stress
state. Here, the virtual output variable for agricultural production (growth or yield)
is not considered as ’monitoring variable’ neglecting the dynamics of the relevant
input-output relation. Further, quantification of irrigation amounts is not (yet)
possible based on plant system related stress measurements. Here, water availability
(soil-based) or water consumption (atmosphere-based) measurements are the common
solution. However, the plant-based approach for remote sensing of water stress most
advanced regarding application in the field is leaf temperature measurement.

In the second part of the thesis (section 3) the development of a deficit irrigation
model and the validation of the proposed control approach are presented. The
model is realized as a state machine, describing dynamic plant behavior by states
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which are interrelated by event-based transitions (figure 3.3). All realizable state
trajectories are outlined in a Trellis-diagram (figure 3.4). In a test and training
procedure (NSGA-II optimization) the model is parametrized and the open-loop
control approach is validated by hypothesis testing. Results of this procedure are:

State machine model: Based on the experimental data and on the decision to
divide the continuous desiccation process by the response and recuperation thresholds,
three deficit irrigation relevant water stress states are determined: States S1, S1a, and
S2. By variation of the sequence of these states (training) different growth behavior is
expected. Result is a growth behavior aligned with different control targets: growth
(biomass), water use, and growth speed.

Open-loop control: Based on data analysis two major water-based growth perfor-
mance ranges are determined: ’hydrological time’-based growth is the ’normal’ growth
behavior if plants do not experience any water stress and are also not trained (memory
of stress events). ’Usage-bound’ growth is the growth behavior induced by water
stress incipience and which can be trained by repeated mild stresses. ’Usage-bound’
growth is characterized by high correlation between water use (daily evapotran-
spiration rate) and growth rate, as opposed to a low correlation in ’hydrological
time’-based growth. Hypothesis testing proved significance of state distinctions and
behavioral differences. Further, a trend of accelerated leaf appearance due to a
training with mild stresses was determined (cf. subsection 3.4.2).

Growth results: Comparing growth and water use performance variables of trained
test groups (experiencing mild stresses) with corresponding control groups (con-
stantly full irrigated) a substantially higher growth performance (+ 47 %) in trained
(memorized) states is determined . A return to ’hydrological time’-based growth
performance range with correspondingly lower growth performance is ascertained for
a period of 3 days without training (repeated mild stress) (cf. table 3.7).

Concluding, training of plants with intended alterations of different water supply
events (excluding high stress) improves water use efficiency and provides the option
to control growth by water input trajectories.

In the third part of the thesis (section 4) the procedure of exploring the possibility
to monitor plant water stress states by leaf temperature oscillation data is presented.
An overview about different frequency analysis methods is given in table 4.1. Results
of each analysis method are presented and an overview about the major findings are
given in table 4.2. Conclusions derived from this procedure are:

Leaf temperature oscillation: Assumed stomatal opening oscillation change due
to water stress could not be unambiguously proved by the implemented testings.
However, analysis of frequencies and amplitudes resulted in a expansion of presumably
different superimposed oscillations, not all of which are induced by environmental
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conditions (e.g. illumination) (cf. Hilbert-Huang Transform in figure 4.9). Further
investigations regarding source and meaning of these oscillations are proposed.

Frequency analysis methods: The applied frequency analysis methods are charac-
terized by different strengths and limitations (cf. table 4.1). The use of these methods
for analysis of the described experimental data showed differences in analytical power
regarding this particular application. The methods most plausible for scientists not
used to these methods are presumably Local Minima and Maxima (MM), Phase
Portrait (PP), and Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT).

Overall conclusion derived from this thesis project is the awareness that approaching
disciplinary problems with the perception of a method-based area of expertise provides
new ideas and solutions aside common paths. This relates to the state machine model
as well as to plant growth control and to the application of frequency analysis methods
in agricultural contexts. Reciprocal confrontation with disciplinary taxonomy and
practices feeds back the findings generating unconventional approaches.

5.2 Outlook

For future work, the extension of the state machine model regarding minimum
stress rest periods between mild stress events and a potential differentiation between
training levels and targets can be included. The control approach could be tested
for different control targets like endurance or load-bearing capacity. Plant-based
stress level detection provides several options to proceed the works: Growth variable
related stress measurement, automated IR-data extraction, further investigation of
leaf temperature oscillation behaviors a.s.o. Finally, testing the presented approach
under field conditions would provide further data to develop a concept for applicability
in practice.

Further research is recommended to differentiate the proposed concept of positive
stress regarding species/cultivars and developmental stages, and to extend the model
by biomass partitioning aspects and water stress strategies of the various crops. The
presented approach is still limited to one crop (maize), one cultivar (Ronaldinio,
KWS), the very early vegetative stage (EC11 - 15), and leaf growth behavior under
laboratory conditions (especially approximately constant temperature and constant
humidity). Plant behavior caused by water deficits is a complex mechanism (cf.
section 2.1) and assumed to be linked to different plant traits like plant height, leaf
area, or biomass [MPD+11]. Detailed knowledge on the processes how stress signaling
and developmental signaling is interrelated is still limited [MHZC17]. However, the
trade-off between yield potential and drought resistance mechanisms is known, e.g.
the redirection of sources from reproductive sink tissues [BPV16]. An intended water
deficit treatment must therefore consider the specific stress strategy of the plants.
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The presented experimental results support the proposed approach regarding the
control of leaf growth as long as the critical stage (silking) has not been reached.
Further research is recommended to differentiate the values for the response and
recuperation thresholds regarding at least three developmental periods: vegetative
growth, silking and blister period, and post blister period. Here, diverging points in
time for the yield relevant processes of disposition, differentiation, and remission of
ovule determine the choice of stage distinction also for other species. Experiments
based on different species and cultivars are proposed to compare the results concerning
quantification of thresholds and growth performance behavior. Specific consideration
should be given to training effects, as stress training before reproductive stages can
have positive effect on stress tolerance in further stages [WVJ+14].

As also introduced in sections 2.1 and 3.1, stress avoidance becomes as well evident in
a displacement of biomass partitioning. Transient water deficit events are known to
influence root growth (e.g. depth, density, distribution), allowing plants under field
conditions to activate additional water resources and to maintain water supply despite
reduced soil water content [BPV16]. Here, different soil water availabilities in terms
of irrigation intervals and irrigation depth can result in differing root:shoot-ratio and
leaf area [Cea16], [GSL+17]. Further, under field conditions different soil textures and
compositions can lead to different soil desiccation speed and distributions. This can
have an effect on the specific plant behavior, as e.g. very slow soil desiccation provides
plants with more time to adopt than fast soil desiccation. An additional investigation
of root growth behavior in combination with the observed, corresponding leaf growth
can detail the proposed state machine model regarding biomass partitioning.

Finally, deficit irrigation utilizing the proposed control method requires precise
irrigation and sensing techniques. The tight control of small irrigation amounts per
interval also effects processes beyond plant considerations, e.g. soil salinity. Research
regarding long term side effects of deficit irrigation methods should be envisaged,
to quantify the trade-off between short-term and long-term water use efficiency in
agricultural production.

Regarding the results on leaf temperature oscillation analysis for remotely sensed
stress state determination further experiments are recommended to increase the data
base and sampling rate. Maize can potentially not be the suitable plant for this
specific research purpose, if the assumption of anisohydric behavior (cf. section 3.2.1)
would be valid. In any case, the measurement of other crops like wheat should be
envisaged.
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